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ABSTRACT
An understanding of how discrete particles in the micron to submicron range behave in porous media is
important to a number of environmental problems. Discrete particle behavior in the interior of a porous medium is
complex and influenced by various physical and chemical factors. This work aimed to provide new insight into the
physical factors influencing discrete particle movement and attachment in a uniform, saturated porous medium. As
part of this aim, a new technique for visualizing discrete particle transport in the interior of a porous medium has
been developed. The technique, which includes the construction of a translucent medium and the use of laser
induced fluorescence for particle tracking, was used to examine the behavior of a 50 mg/L suspension of negatively
charged, micron-size, non-Brownian particles in the interior of a porous medium constructed from water saturated,
mono-size 4mm diameter glass beads.
Particle behavior as a function of pore fluid velocity and solid surface roughness was imaged at both the
macroscopic and microscopic level. Experimental results revealed two interactions between the discrete particles
and the solid phase of the medium. One, particle entrapment, resulted in the firm collection of particles at solid-solid
contact points and asperities on the solid surfaces. The other, particle hindrance, resulted in non-firm interactions
between the particles and the solid's contact points and surfaces. Both entrapment and hindrance were driven by
gravity. Hence, the discrete particles were entrapped and hindered at the top surface of the glass beads comprising
the medium, and at the upper portion of the contact points. The entrapment mechanism was physical interlocking on
surface roughness and physical straining at the contact points. Particle sedimentation and particle re-entrainment as a
result of flow field perturbations were the main mechanisms contributing to the hindrance of particles. Changes in
the concentrations of particles that were entrapped or hindered were observed with distance from the particle
injection point. These changes, which became more significant as the fluid velocity decreased, were attributed to
particle size distribution effects. Experiments conducted with an upward pore fluid velocity supported the hypothesis
that particle entrapment and hindrance are driven by gravity. The comparison of the experimental results with
particle transport models based on macroscopic mass balance equations demonstrated some of the short-comings of
these models.
Drainage tests performed using the geotechnical centrifuge and the new visualization technique e also
provided initial insight into discrete particle behavior in an unsaturated porous medium. The results of these tests
show that particles were scavenged by the air-water interface, adsorbed on the air-water interface of the pendular
rings, and were retained by film straining. Thus, it is believed that the visualization technique developed during this
work can be used to further investigations of discrete particle transport behavior in partially saturated porous media.
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Discrete particles are particles whose sizes are in the range of submicron to micron.
Different kinds of discrete particles, present in the environment - air, water, and soil, affect
living organisms including human beings. For example, particulate matters or aerosols
small enough not to be seen by human eyes are serious air pollutants. In addition,
chemicals and microorganisms, present in water and soil in the form of colloidal particles
cause contamination and can adversely impact human health. The focus of this research is
the behavior of discrete particles in porous media.
An understanding of discrete particle behavior in porous media is important to a number
of problems involving subsurface flow and transport, water and wastewater treatment, soil
pedology, and medical treatment. For example, colloid particles, a group of discrete
particles operationally defined as having effective diameters ranging from 1 nm to 10 ltm
[Chrysikopoulos and Sim, 1996], are thought to facilitate the subsurface migration of both
organic and inorganic contaminants [McCarthy and Zachara, 1989; Penrose et al., 1990;
Ryan and Elimelech, 1996]. Recently, "functionally intelligent" particles with sizes in the
sub-micron to micron range are now being considered as possible aids to subsurface
characterization and remediation [Mackay and Gschwend, 2001]. Furthermore, the
subsurface transport of viruses, bacteria and protozoa such as Cryptosporidium parvum, a
spherical shape oocyst with an average diameter of 5 ptm, also appear to exhibit features of
discrete particle transport [Harter et al., 2000]. In water and wastewater treatment, filtration
through granular media is extensively used to remove micron-sized particles from liquid
input streams [Aim et al., 1997], while work in the field of soil pedology attributes the
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formation of argillic horizons to the translocation of dilute clay suspensions [Hopkins and
Franzen, 2003]. In addition, filtration technologies are also used in the filtration of blood
to remove infected blood cells in a clinical or diagnostic way [Burnouf and Radosevich,
2000; Jones et al., 1994; Kapadia et al., 1992; Steneker et al., 1995]. Some of these
problems are described in more detail in the following paragraphs.
The idea that colloid particles in groundwater enhance contaminant transport has
attracted wide spread attention recently. A review paper published in 1989 pointed out that
mobile colloids in groundwater could be possible agents for carrying contaminants, owing
to the strong tendency for contaminants to adsorb onto colloid particles [McCarthy and
Zachara, 1989]. In addition, organic and inorganic contaminants believed to be associated
with colloid particles have been observed at some field sites to move in the subsurface
faster than predicted [Ryan and Elimelech, 1996; Roy and Dzombak, 1997, 1998]. This
idea has since been investigated and proven experimentally in laboratory work [e.g., Ryan
and Elimelech, 1996] and field work [McCarthy et al., 1998a; McCarthy et al., 1998b;
Penrose et al., 1990]. It has also been demonstrated numerically with computer simulations
[Corapcioglu and Jiang, 1993a, 1993b; Prechtel et al., 2002], and is now considered a
"fact" rather than a "hypothesis" [Honeyman, 1999; Kersting et al., 1999].
In addition to facilitating contaminant transport, colloids might also be useful agents for
groundwater remediation. Because of their ability to remain stable in groundwater flow
under certain chemical and physical conditions, colloid particles could offer a potential
means of delivering remedial agents (e.g. surfactants) to contaminated sites more
effectively than injection of the remedial agent alone [Brenner and Edwards, 1993]. For
example, a recent study demonstrated the feasibility of using colloid particles, which were
manipulated by perturbing the geochemical conditions, as a contaminant sorbent [Johnson
et al., 2001].
The migration of various microorganisms along with groundwater in the subsurface as
well as pathogens can be a significant environmental problem [Ginn et al., 2002; Harter et
al., 2000]. In addition, microorganisms can be used as a remedial tool for contaminated
soil and groundwater, known as so-called bio-remediation [National Research Council,
1993]. A better understanding of the physical and chemical processes governing
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microorganism transport as discrete particles in porous media is critical to the prevention
of groundwater contamination and the design and implementation of bioremediation
schemes [Ginn et al., 2002].
Filtration through porous media is widely used for water and wastewater treatment
[American Water Works Association, 1999] and for medical treatment [Kapadia et al.,
1992]. Discrete particles flowing through a porous medium along with interstitial fluid are
filtered inside the medium by physical and chemical mechanisms. Knowledge of the
mechanisms governing discrete particle behavior during filtration is required to enhance
the implementation and control of these filtration techniques.
1.2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Because of the importance of discrete particle behavior in porous media in numerous
environmental applications, a great deal of experimental and mathematical research has
been done on this subject. Consequently, there has been much progress towards
understanding discrete particle behavior in porous media, especially over the last decade or
so. Nonetheless, many challenges still remain, some of which are highlighted below.
The so-called "filtration theory" has been most widely used to predict the behavior of
suspended and colloidal particles in porous media [Elimelech et al., 1995; Tien, 1989].
This theory uses a simplified mathematical approach to obtain a macroscopic filtration
efficiency for particle attachment on the soild phase of the porous medium. Happel's
sphere-in-cell model is used to represent the porous medium as a system of identical
spherical "collectors" surrounded by individual fluid envelopes [Happel, 1958]. A single
collector efficiency is then calculated for each cell and converted to a macroscopic
parameter that is termed the filtration coefficient. Although this method has been
successfully used in numerous studies [Elimelech et al., 1995; Ryan and Elimelech, 1996;
Ryan et al., 1999; Tien, 1989], the theory assumes an idealized porous medium, so it is
limited with respect to its application to real situations.
Many studies that experimentally investigate discrete particle behavior in a porous
medium involve using a laboratory column packed with a porous medium. Particles are
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then introduced into the column inlet and particle concentrations are monitored at the
column outlet [e.g., Bradford et al., 2002; Compere et al., 2001; Gamerdinger and Kaplan,
2001; Kretzschmar and Sticher, 1998; Litton and Olson, 1993; Saiers et al., 1994a; Saiers
et al., 1994b]. The monitored breakthrough concentration is then fitted with a mathematical
model, in which the particle attachment mechanisms are described using the filtration
theory. Thus, these studies concede to the assumptions of the filtration theory without
making any direct observations of particle behavior. To overcome this limitation of column
experiments, a destructive way of looking inside the medium was used in some studies. In
order to do this, a porous medium column was disassembled and the particle concentration
distribution was measured inside the medium after a particle transport experiment through
the column was finished. This destructive sampling has, in fact, shown that model
predictions calculated from fitting the breakthrough curve didn't agree with the interior
concentration distribution inside the medium, because the particle attachment was
observed to be higher than predicted in the medium close to the particle inlet [Bolster et al.,
1999; Bradford et al., 2002; Redman et al., 2001]. However, even in these studies, the
particle behavior inside the medium was not observed directly, instead the sampling
revealed the concentration distribution only once - at the end of the tests. In addition, the
destructive sampling method caused specimen and data disturbance, and led to poor
particle mass recovery. A real-time and non-destructive, direct observation method is
required to advance current methods for studying particle behavior in porous media.
Attempts have been made to directly observe particle movement in porous media, either
using so-called "micro-models", which utilize photochemically etched glass plates to
simulate porous media [Lanning and Ford, 2002; Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003; Wan
et al., 1996; Wan and Wilson, 1994], or the immersion method [Ghidaglia et al., 1996a,
1996b], which creates an optically transparent medium. Micromodels have limitations
because they cannot represent the three dimensional features of pore space that are
believed to affect particle behavior. The immersion method involves the use of an organic
pore fluid, so particle behavior in immersion experiments might not be representative of
particle behavior in aqueous solution.
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Work in the Physics literature [Ghidaglia et al., 1996a, 1996b; Lee and Koplik, 1999]
has clearly illuminated the impact microscopic particle behavior has on macroscopically
observed trends in discrete particle transport. Evidence for particle capture at both
geometric and hydrodynamic sites has been provided, in addition to evidence of the "re-
launching" of captured particles by other by-passing particles, the "hesitation" of particles
at bifurcating stream-lines, and the "waiting" of particles in pore bodies before they exit
via a pore throat. This work has also shown that these phenomena are influenced by the
direction of the pore fluid velocity. Directional flow dependence and the other
aforementioned phenomena are not accounted for in the work cited in the above
paragraphs.
Even in mathematical simulation approaches, several different mechanisms are used to
explain discrete particle behavior. The most popular approach is one that assumes first-
order attachment rate for particle filtration by the medium. Other approaches incorporate
particle detachment, dynamic blocking effects, multi-rate attachment and detachment sites,
and so forth [Compere et al., 2001; Gamerdinger and Kaplan, 2001; Johnson and
Elimelech, 1995; Kretzschmar and Sticher, 1998; Saiers et al., 1994a; Saiers et al., 1994b;
Schaaf and Talbot, 1989; Yan, 1996]. No experimental, field and/or theoretical study has
provided a robust guideline for the different mechanisms of particle behavior applicable to
each situation. Instead, these mechanisms are usually assumed and applied in models
without direct observations.
This research was initiated based on the limitations identified above with the current
predictive and experimental methods. The research was planned and motivated by the
following arguments:
1. The complex three-dimensional features of pore space and hydrodynamic flow
fields, such as grain-grain contact points and fluid stagnation points, affect particle
behavior in a porous medium. These features are not accounted for in current
predictive and experimental methods.
2. Particle behavior inside porous media is not uniform, but contains variance that
can be brought about by physical variables such as hydrodynamic forces, gravity
forces, particle sizes and shapes.
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3. The behavior of discrete particles inside a porous medium is influenced by local
physical and chemical factors while they are moving, so in order to understand
particle behavior, the particle movement must be directly observed and the
dependence on the influential factors must be quantified to improve understanding
in this area.
1.3. OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF RESEARCH
This thesis presents work that has been conducted to further understanding of the
mechanisms governing the behavior of discrete particles in the interior of a uniform porous
medium. The motivation for the work is to provide insight that can be used to improve
existing, commonly used approaches to modeling discrete particle fate and transport in
porous media. The detailed objectives of this work were to:
1. Directly visualize discrete particles moving in the interior of a porous medium
during particle transport.
2. Use the visualization technique to elucidate the macroscopic and microscopic
behavior of negatively charged non-Brownian particles in a uniform, saturated
medium.
3. Understand the influence of physical factors, including three dimensional pore
features, flow velocity, gravity, particle size, and solid surface roughness, on the
behavior of the particles in the medium.
4. Provide guidelines for improving mathematical models for predicting discrete
particle behavior in porous media.
To meet these objectives, a new experimental technique was developed for visualizing
particle transport in the interior of a porous medium. This technique was used to examine
the behavior of negatively charged, non-Brownian particles in the interior of a medium
constructed from mono-size 4mm diameter glass beads saturated with distilled/deionized
water. Both macroscopic and microscopic particle behavior were observed as a function of
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pore fluid velocity, bead surface roughness, and flow direction. The results of the work
reveal particle behavior not accounted for by the filtration theory and any other studies
published so far.
1.4. THESIS ORGANIZATION
This thesis is divided into ten separate chapters. The contents of each chapter are
summarized as follows.
Chapter 1, the current chapter, introduces the motivation for the research, highlights
some problems associated with current predictive and experimental methods, and states the
objectives of the research.
Chapter 2 provides background material on discrete particle behavior in porous media.
Current existing theories and various experimental approaches are described. Discrete
particle transport mechanisms, DLVO theory and the filtration theory are explained in
detail.
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 present the newly developed experimental method, namely the
new visualization technique. Chapter 3 describes the new technique and the equipment
used. In addition, the detailed experimental set up and procedure are discussed. The
materials that were used for the experiments are also described in this chapter. Chapter 4
discusses how well the experimental method performs. The calibration method, data
stability and repeatability are all discussed. Mass balance calculations, as another means of
checking the reliability of the method, are also presented. Dye tests to approximate the
dispersivity of the medium are also provided.
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 discuss the behavior of downward discrete particle transport in
the porous medium. Chapter 5 provides the macroscopic observations, illustrating the main
characteristics and mechanisms suggested by the observations, and the microscopic images
of the mechanisms and how they work at a microscopic scale. Comparisons between the
macroscopic and microscopic observations lead to important conclusions on discrete
particle behavior in a porous medium that have not been reported in other studies. Chapter
6 discusses how and why the discrete particles behaved as reported in Chapter 5, through a
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detailed examination of the physical mechanisms and factors influencing the particle
behavior.
Chapter 7 presents the kinetic features of particle behavior and presents fitting of the
experimental results with a mathematical model. This fitting and kinetic parameters reveal
the influence of physical factors on particle behavior.
Chapter 8 discusses "upward flow tests" that were performed to further investigate the
influence of gravity on particle behavior. Discrete particle behavior during transport in
unsaturated porous media is introduced in Chapter 9. Drainage tests in different simulated
gravity fields obtained by using the geotechnical centrifuge were conducted to observe
particle attachment sites when air and water co-exist in porous media. This work indicates
the possible effectiveness of the experimental method for examining unsaturated transport.
Chapter 10 finally closes the thesis with conclusions and recommendations.
A series of appendices are also included after the chapters for additional information to
clarify the results presented in the body of the thesis. Appendix A contains the results of
mass balance calculations of each experiment, to check the reliability of the measurement
method. Appendix B provides the particle breakthrough concentrations of all the
experiments conducted, while Appendix C has the measured interior concentrations inside
the porous medium of all experiments. Appendix D presents the detailed mathematical
procedure for the finite difference calculations of the studied model.
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2.1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
As noted in Chapter 1, discrete particle transport in porous media has been the subject
of many studies in various fields of science and engineering. These studies have involved
mathematical approaches as well as experiments. Mathematical modeling of discrete
particle transport is usually described using the same mechanisms that govern solute
transport in porous media, namely advection, dispersion and sorption. Sorption is usually
referred to as attachment, deposition, or filtration for the case of particle transport. It is
generally modeled using the filtration theory, which was originally developed to describe
the deep bed filtration technique used in some water/ wastewater treatment methods. With
respect to experimental studies of discrete particle transport, the common approach has
been to perform conventional column experiments. However, some visualization
techniques that enable direct observations of discrete particle behavior in the interior of a
medium have been developed. These techniques allow actual particle transport behavior
within the medium to be studied.
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2.2. DEFINITION AND TYPES OF DISCRETE PARTICLES
2.2.1. Discrete Particles in General
The "discrete particles" of interest to this work are sub-micron to micron sized particles
that are present in the environment surrounding human lives, and are closely related to
human health and environmental problems. For example, various types of microorganisms
such as virus, bacteria, or protozoa are included in the category of discrete particles as well
as colloidal particles. Colloids are typically considered to be particles the sizes of which
are in the range of some nm to about 1 pm [Stumm and Morgan, 1996]. However, the size
of colloid particles is somewhat ambiguous and differently stated in different sources. For
example, in aquatic systems, colloids or macromolecules are referred to as particles with
diameters larger than 1 nm and smaller than 0.45 pm [Buffle and van Leeuwen, 1992]. In
other sources, it is stated that colloids are particles with diameters less than 10 pim
[Chrysikopoulos and Sim, 1996; McCarthy and Zachara, 1989]. Colloidal particles are
present as sols, emulsions, mineral fragments, macromolecules or solid suspensions in gas,
liquid, or solid media [Shaw, 1991]. Yet, another example of discrete particles of interest
are red and white blood cells that have sizes of some tens of micrometers. Infected blood
cells are separated using filtration methods through porous media [e.g., Bumouf and
Radosevich, 2000]. Figure 2-1 shows the types and sizes of various discrete particles.
Discrete particles are environmentally important because they can be contaminants
themselves or can be carriers for contaminants. Microorganisms affect human health
directly as pathogens. Suspended inorganic/ organic particles and pathogens can also
adversely affect drinking water quality. In addition, particulate matters (PM) present in air
can cause serious harm to the human body. Discrete particles also carry contaminants in
the environment due to their high sorptive capability for numerous organic and inorganic
pollutants.
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2.2.2. Discrete Particles in Soil and Groundwater
Various types of discrete particles are present in subsurface. The discrete particles in
subsurface are classified as either naturally-occurring particles or anthropogenically-
induced particles [McDowell-Boyer, 1989]. Indigenous and ubiquitous microorganisms are
one example of the naturally-occurring discrete particles in subsurface. Organic matters
such as humic and fulvic acids are also present naturally in soil and groundwater. In
addition, particulate minerals are generated by natural hydrogeologic processes in
groundwater. Anthropogenically-induced discrete particles are usually generated by human
activities such as well injection, irrigation, sewage disposal and drilling. These activities
introduce new materials that comprise discrete particles into subsurface, or disturb the in-
situ chemical, physical, or biological conditions and create new particles.
Recently, colloidal particles in groundwater have drawn significant environmental
attention, because they are suspected of facilitating contaminant transport in the subsurface
[McCarthy and Zachara, 1989; Ryan and Elimelech, 1996; Honeyman, 1999; Kersting et
al., 1999]. Colloidal particles in groundwater can be classified into one of the following
four categories: inorganic colloids (clay, oxides); inorganic colloids coated with organic
material; organic colloids associated with inorganic phases; and organic colloids
[Degueldre et al., 2000]. Organic and inorganic colloidal particles exist as various forms in
groundwater; for example, macromolecular components of dissolved organic carbon such
as humic substances, biocolloids such as microorganisms, microemulsions of nonaqueous
phase liquids, mineral precipitates and weathering products, precipitates of transuranic
elements such as plutonium, and rock and mineral fragments [McCarthy and Zachara,
1989].
Another example of a problem involving discrete particle behavior in soil and
groundwater is riverbank filtration. In Europe, riverbank filtration, a process whereby river
water is drawn through adjacent soil river banks before extraction for drinking water, has
been used for almost a century to remove water-borne contaminants, including particulates
like pathogens and natural organic matter [Kuehn and Mueller, 2000; Achten et al., 2002].
This filtration technique is now under evaluation for water treatment in the US [Tufenkji et
al., 2001; Weiss et al., 2003].
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2.3. PARTICLE FILTRATION THEORY
2.3.1. DLVO Theory
If a discrete particle is present in an electrolyte solution, an electric double layer is
established around the particle. Electrical double layers are also formed around the surface
of a porous medium's solid phase if the porous medium contains an electrolyte solution.
Hence, the particle experiences an electric force as a result of double layers formed around
the particle and the porous medium's solid surfaces. In addition, there exists a universal
attractive force, the van der Waals force, between the particle and the porous medium's
solid surfaces.
According to the DLVO theory [Derjaguin and Landau, 1941; Verwey and G., 1948],
van der Waals and double layer interactions are additive and combine to give the total
energy of interaction between particles and solid surfaces as a function of separation
distance [Elimelech et al., 1995].
VT = vdw +V doubleayer Equation 2-1
where VT is the total interaction energy, Vvdw van der Waals interaction energy, and
Vdlelayer double layer interaction energy. In the system of discrete particles within a
porous medium, the double layer interaction is usually repulsive.
The typical profile of the total interaction energy predicted by the DLVO theory is
presented in Figure 2-2. It has an infinitely deep primary minimum, which causes particles
to be attached to solid surfaces due to the attractive interaction energy (which is assumed
to be negative). The energy barrier is the energy that particles need to overcome in order to
be attached in the primary minimum. The secondary minimum is where particles are
attached but can be easily detached due to the relatively low attraction energy.
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The infinitely deep primary minimum is physically unrealistic because particles within
the primary minimum can never be detached due to the infinite attractive energy, which is
a limitation of the DLVO theory. Therefore, the short-ranged Bom repulsion, VB, is
usually incorporated in the calculation at a very close distance [Elimelech et al., 1995].
VT =VVdW + Vdoublelayer +VB Equation 2-2
2.3.2. The Filtration Theory
The clean-bed filtration theory is the quantitative approach to analytically calculate the
filtration efficiency of a deep bed filtration medium. The theory is based on Happel's
sphere-in-cell model, which depicts a porous medium as a system of identical spherical
"collectors" surrounded by individual fluid envelopes [Happel, 1958], in order to obtain
the flow field in the porous medium. The single collector efficiency in one cell of the
Happel's model is calculated assuming that the mechanisms of gravity sedimentation,
interception, and Brownian diffusion bring particles to the collector surface as shown in
Figure 2-3.
The Happel's sphere-in-cell model is a solution of the Navier-Stokes equations of pore
fluid flow in an idealized porous medium consisting of identical spherical collectors
surrounded by fluid envelopes as shown in Figure 2-4. The radius of the fluid envelopes, b
in Figure 2-5, is determined by the porosity, n, and the collector radius, ac, as follows.
= (1-n)1 /3  Equation 2-3
b
Then, the stream function inside fluid envelopes is
=a 2 + Kr *+K 3 r *2 +K 4 r *4 sin 2 0 Equation 2-42 C(r * 2 3
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where r*, K1, K2, K3, and K4 are all geometric parameters of the porous medium, and are
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According to the filtration theory, the number of collisions a non-attaching discrete
particle will experience with collectors while traversing a column of length L is XL, where
X, the filter coefficient, is described by [Yao et al., 1971]
Equation 2-12A= 3(1-6 )
2de
where 0O is the volumetric water content of the porous medium, dc is the average diameter
of the collector's solid phase (= 2ac) and rj is the single collector efficiency, a parameter
that describes the fraction of discrete particles within an individual fluid envelope that is
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brought to the collector (i.e., the solid) surface by diffusion, interception and/or
gravitational sedimentation [Logan et al., 1995].
The single collector efficiency is the ratio of particle deposition rate and particle
approach rate on a single collector. Therefore, the single collector efficiency, 17, can be
expressed as follows [Tien, 1989; Elimelech et al., 1995].
= 1,2 Equation 2-13
UCOMCa
where I is the particle deposition rate on the single collector grain, U is the particle
approach velocity, and CO is the particle concentration in the bulk solution.
When repulsive double layer interactions predominate, the single collector efficiency is
multiplied by an empirical collision efficiency factor as in Equation 2-14
7 = a,7 Equation 2-14
where a is the collision efficiency factor and r70 is the single collector efficiency
without the presence of a net repulsion force. The magnitude of a is dependent on the
balance of repulsive and attractive forces between the particle and the collector surface.
The factors influencing this balance are normally explained by DLVO theory.
Yao et al. [1976] assumed that the single collector efficiency is the sum of the three
mechanisms: Brownian diffusion, interception, and settlement by gravity as shown in
Figure 2-3.
)7 = )7D + 171 G Equation 2-15
The single collector efficiency, )7, can be approximated by using the following
equations based on numerical results generated under various physical conditions
[Rajagopalan and Tien, 1976].
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2/3
r*7D = 4.OA /3 D_*(Udc
N =A  R'15 /8 Equation 2-17
r7G =3.38 X 10-3 AN. 2 R- 4 Equation 2-18
where A = 2(1- p- p) 6 and p = (1- n)"' from Happel's sphere-in-cell model
2-3p+3 P5 - 2p
4A d[Happel, 1958], No = 4A;-, A being the Hamaker constant, R -" , d being the
(p - p)gd2
discrete particle diameter, and NG = - p , L and Dbeing the densities of the
18puU
discrete particles and the pore fluid, respectively.
Under steady-state, one dimensional transport conditions, the clean-bed filtration theory





where CO and C are the steady-state concentrations of discrete particles entering and
leaving the column, respectively. Note, the unit of concentration is the mass of particles
per pore volume. The fraction of discrete particles retained on collector surfaces within any
interior slice of length Li in the column is then [Li and Logan, 1999]
FR -exp(-a i) Equation 2-20
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Equation 2-16
Research that has used filtration theory to assess discrete particle behavior in porous
media has, in the main, concentrated on obtaining the filtration rate (e.g. filtration
coefficient, E) under different conditions. A considerable body of work has used
observations of discrete particle concentration at a column outlet to examine how the
filtration rate varies with pore fluid velocity [e.g., Compere et al., 2001], pore fluid
chemistry [e.g., Kretzschmar and Sticher, 1998; Franchi and O'Melia, 2003], discrete
particle shape, size and concentration [e.g., Elimelech and O'Melia, 1990; Bradford et al.,
2002] and porous medium heterogeneity [e.g., Harvey et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1996].
Work in this area has demonstrated, for example, that the filtration rate decreases with pore
fluid velocity, but increases with pore fluid ionic strength and the ratio of discrete particle
size to dc.
Another body of work [e.g., Harter et al., 2000] has gone further and examined spatial
trends in the filtration rate in the interior of a porous medium. Here, measured interior
concentrations of attached particles obtained by destructive sampling of a column at the
end of an experiment have been compared with Equation 2-19 at different locations.
Results acquired using this approach have definitively proven that the filtration rate varies
with particle transport distance. In the microbial transport literature this observation has
been attributed to theoretical distributions in the surface properties of microbes, leading to
distributions in a among the population [Albinger et al., 1994; Baygents et al., 1998;
Simoni et al., 1998; Bolster et al., 1999; Bolster et al., 2000; Redman et al., 2001]. In the
non-microbial literature, hypotheses put forward have included distributions in interaction
potentials between particles and solids [Li et al., 2004] as well as distributions in particle
size and straining [Bradford et al., 2002].
Although much worthwhile information has been attained from column experiments
interpreted using the filtration theory, none of this work has resulted in a robust model that
can independently predict the filtration parameters, pointing to certain problems in the use
of this theory to interpret particle behavior in a porous medium.
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2.4. DISCRETE PARTICLE TRANSPORT IN POROUS MEDIA
2.4.1. Governing Mechanisms for Non-Steady State Transport
The filtration theory describes steady-state concentrations of discrete particles in a
porous medium. Transport models are needed to describe particle behavior under non-
steady state conditions.
Conceptual models for discrete particle behavior during transport in a porous medium
usually assume that the particles are affected by the same physical processes that influence
solute transport in a porous medium, namely advection, hydrodynamic dispersion and
sorption [Bradford et al., 2002]. Sorption refers to the interaction of the discrete particle
with the solid surfaces of the porous medium. It is generally cited as particle deposition,
attachment, or filtration within the medium. Most often, discrete particle transport in a
saturated medium is modeled using a mass balance equation that describes particle
advection, dispersion, and capture within the medium, as shown in Equation 2-21
(nC)= 
-V -unC+ DhnV 2C Q Equation 2-21
at
where C is the concentration of discrete particles in pore fluid (mass of particles per unit
pore fluid volume), n is the average porosity of the porous medium, u is the seepage
velocity of the pore fluid, Dh is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, and Q, is the rate
of discrete particle association with the medium's solid phase.
2.4.2. Advection
The advective migration of mobile discrete particles is usually faster than the average
pore water velocity. Mobile particles preferentially sample the fast-moving streamlines at
the center of a pore. Thus, they move faster than the average pore fluid velocity, and are
also less likely to adsorb onto pore walls as shown in Figure 2-6 [Brenner and Edwards,
1993].
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In Poiseuille flow through a single straight circular tube of constant diameter, the
velocity profile of the fluid is
Uf = uo - 2 Equation 2-22
where uf is the parabolic velocity of the fluid at a radial distance from the center-line of the
tube, uO is the maximum velocity at the centerline where r=O, and ro is the radius of the
tube.
The average velocity in the tube is then,
f Uf 27rdr u-
fave 22ro2
Equation 2-23
Unlike water molecules, a spherical discrete particle of radius ap cannot approach the
slow-flowing area close to the wall. Therefore, the average velocity of a particle of radius
ap is theoretically [Stoisits et al., 1976]
U u, -. 27rrdr U [ 2 -a j]
U,,v = Z 2 = 2 - 1
0cr - a,) 2 -r
Equation 2-24
As shown in Equation 2-24, the velocity of a discrete particle is faster than that of the
fluid. The deference between the average velocity of the particle and that of the pore fluid
depends on the size of the particle.
Similarly, the average fluid velocity and the average discrete particle velocity in a thin
gap between two plates as in Figure 2-7 can be expressed as
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2
Ufave = Equation 2-25
3
Upa = -- 1 ) Equation 2-26
p~ae 0 3 b
where uO is the maximum velocity at the center of the gap, and b is the half thickness of the
gap.
In addition to the increase in average velocity of mobile discrete particles due to their
sampling of the faster moving streamlines in the center of a pore, discrete particle
movement can also be enhanced due to size exclusion effects, whereby mobile particles are
excluded from the small pores within a porous medium [Grolimund et al., 1998;
Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003]. Moreover, if the electrostatic forces between discrete
particles and medium surfaces are net repulsive, the particles may also be excluded from
areas adjacent to the medium surfaces due to charge exclusion, hence mobile particle
advection is further enhanced [Bradford et al., 2003].
The advection enhancement of discrete particles as a result of particle size, size
exclusion and charge exclusion is highly dependent on the physical and chemical
properties of the particles and the porous media. In some cases, the same velocity for
discrete particle advection as the average pore fluid velocity has been observed, and
subsequently used for the data interpretation and modeling, in many studies [e.g., Hendry
et al., 1997; Compere et al., 2001].
2.4.3. Dispersion
Discrete particles, like solutes, are mixed and spread in porous media due to
hydrodynamic dispersion. The mechanism of hydrodynamic dispersion includes Brownian
diffusion and mechanical dispersion, and can be expressed as
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D, = D* + D. = vDO + au,ave Equation 2-27
where D* is the effective Brownian diffusion coefficient, Dm is the mechanical dispersion
coefficient, r is the tortuosity factor of the medium, Do is the "free solution" diffusion
coefficient, and a is the medium's dispersivity.
The Brownian "free solution" diffusion coefficient, Do, can be determined from the
Stokes-Einstein equation as follows
kT
Do U Equation 2-28
where k is the Boltzman constant, and T is the absolute temperature.
The dimensionless number, Pe (Pecelet number), is used to see which is predominant
between Brownian diffusion and mechanical dispersion.
Pe = upave d Equation 2-29
D
where d is the average diameter of the medium (= de). For high Peclet numbers,
mechanical dispersion is the dominant mechanism for hydrodynamic dispersion of
particles. In sand aquifers, Pe is generally high. However, there are no fundamental
expressions available for the dispersivity, a .Therefore, it is usually experimentally
determined, or assumed to be the same as that of tracer materials.
In order to compare the hydrodynamic dispersion of discrete particles to that of solutes,
the Poiseuille flow in a single straight circular tube as in Figure 2-6 is considered. The
hydrodymic dispersion coefficient, Dh , for the solutes can be represented by
Equation 2-30, while that for discrete particles can be expressed by Equation 2-31
[DiMarzio and Guttman, 1970]
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Dhsolute = Dovsoute + 0 1r
192DOslt
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Similarly, the hydrodynamic dispersion of solutes and discrete particles in a thin gap
between two plates can be calculated as following
8 uzb2
Dh ,olte = Doislte +-945 De
8 u b2  r1  a)6
Dhparticle = DOparticle + 9 D 1-I
945 D 0 ,particle \ K
Equation 2-32
Equation 2-33
Although it is obvious that the dispersion of discrete particles is different than that of
solutes, the dispersion behavior in a real porous medium is more complicated than the
simple systems described here. Grolimund et al. [1998] reported that the dispersivity for
discrete particle transport was higher than that for solute transport, and was independent of
pore water velocity. However, in many studies, the same dispersivity value for particle
transport as that for solute transport is assumed and used for the data interpretation [e.g.,
Compere et al., 2001]. In fact, the dispersion behavior of discrete particles in porous media
has not been thoroughly studied and requires more research.
2.4.4. Capture by the Solid Matrix
Discrete particles are "captured" and can become immobilized by the solid matrix. In a
porous medium, capture mechanisms usually include straining and sorption. Straining is
particle capture where a discrete particle is physically larger than a pore, while sorption is
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particle attachment on a solid surface as a result of electrostatic forces between particles
and the solid phase. As stated earlier, particle sorption is usually referred to as deposition,
attachment, or filtration. Due to the complex nature of the filtration (sorption) mechanism
relative to straining, this mechanism has been the subject of more study.
Much research into discrete particle filtration uses the so-called "clean-bed filtration
theory" presented in Section 2.3.2 to describe the particle-solid interaction [Elimelech et al.,
1995; Tien, 1989].
For one-dimensional discrete particle transport under non-steady state conditions in a
rigid porous medium, Equation 2-21 reduces to
ac as a2C aC
+ D - u- Equation 2-34
at at h ax
where S is the discrete particle concentration on the medium's solid surface expressed as
particle mass on the solid surface per unit pore volume.
Adopting the clean-bed filtration theory for the particle capture term (see Section 2.3.2),
many researchers [Johnson et al, 1996; Kretzschmar and Sticher, 1998; Gamerdinger and
Kaplan, 2001] have assumed that
-= ka,,C Equation 2-35
at
where ka,, is the theoretical attachment rate of discrete particles at a collector (i.e., solid)
surface. The value of katt can be related to the filtration coefficient of the filtration theory
as follows
katt = AU Equation 2-36
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Good agreement between Equation 2-35 and measured particle concentrations at the
outlet of a porous medium column during the non-steady portion of particle transport
column experiments have been reported [Kretzschmar and Sticher, 1998; Gamerdinger and
Kaplan, 2001]. However, in general, Equation 2-35 has proven inadequate in describing
both the ascending portion of a particle concentration breakthrough curve during particle
introduction into a medium, and the descending portion of the curve during particle
flushing from a medium. Alternatives to Equation 2-35 have been proposed [Schaaf and
Talbot, 1989; Johnson and Elimelech, 1995; Saiers et al., 1994a; Saiers et al., 1994b; Yan,
1996], which assume dynamic blocking effects of particle attachment or particle
detachment (i.e., desorption) in addition to attachment of discrete particles at solid surfaces.
An example of a model that assumes the existence of "two-sites" for particle-solid
interactions and first-order kinetics is [Hendry et al., 1997]
dS BS. 3s
= r + k kia,,C+ktC-k, detS, Equation 2-37
at at at
where Si, is the "irreversibly" attached particle concentration on solid surfaces in the
medium, Sr is the "reversibly" attached particle concentration kirr, att is the particle
deposition rate at irreversible sites, kr,att is the particle deposition rate at reversible sites
and kr, det is the particle detachment rate at reversible sites. kirr, att is usually described by LIP.
Use of mass balance equations, such as Equation 2-34 and Equation 2-37, to model
observed particle transport during both laboratory and field experiments [e.g., Harvey and
Garabedian, 1991] generally obtain Dh and u from independent measurements (e.g., tracer
tests), fix kirr, att from observations during steady-state conditions (if these were reached)
and use fitting techniques, whereby model predictions are made to match observed particle
concentrations, to estimate the remaining variables. Parameters, such as kr,att and kr,det
therefore have the status of empirical constants, and independent models for predicting
them do not exist. Furthermore, reports of continuing slow elution of discrete particles
from porous media during steady state flushing with particle free solutions [Yan, 1996;
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Niehren and Kinzelbach, 1998; Cumbie and McKay, 1999; Zhang et al., 2001] suggest that
particle attachments on irreversible sites are not truly irreversible.
2.4.5. Hydrodynamic Capture
Work in the Physics literature [Ghidaglia et al., 1996a; Ghidaglia et al., 1996b; Lee and
Koplik, 1999] has introduced hydrodynamic capture of discrete particles, where discrete
particles that take slow flow or stagnant regions have waiting or hesitation motion. This
has clearly illuminated the impact microscopic particle behavior has on macroscopically
observed trends in discrete particle transport.
Evidence for particle capture at both geometric and hydrodynamic sites has been
provided, in addition to evidence of the "re-launching" of captured particles by other by-
passing particles, the "hesitation" of particles at bifurcating stream-lines, and the "waiting"
of particles in pore bodies before they exit via a pore throat.
Researchers have also reported that the hydrodynamic capture phenomena of discrete
particles are influenced by the direction of the pore fluid velocity [Ghidaglia et al., 1996a;
Ghidaglia et al., 1996b; Lee and Koplik, 1999]. Directional flow dependence and the
aforementioned phenomena are not accounted for in most other work that has been cited in
this chapter, perhaps explaining why interpretations of discrete particle behavior based on
the filtration theory and the quoted macroscopic balance equations have not yielded robust
predictors for the filtration parameters.
2.4.6. Factors Affecting Particle Transport Behavior
The migration behavior of discrete particles in porous media is complex. As is apparent
from some of the discussion in this chapter, factors influencing this behavior include the
particle density, size and surface chemistry, the water chemistry, the interstitial velocity, as
well as the physical and mineralogical characteristics of the porous medium [Shellenberger
and Logan, 2002; Scholl and Harvey, 1992; Ryan and Gschwend, 1994; Bradford et al,
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2002]. In the case of biological particles, motility, chemotaxis, growth and decay are also
influential [Scheibe and Wood, 2003].
It has been reported that discrete particle filtration usually decreases with pore fluid
velocity, but increases with the ratio of discrete particle size to solid grain size. In addition,
as pore fluid ionic strength increases, discrete particle filtration rate increases. The ionic
strength effect is higher with divalent ions than with monovalent ions. pH and the presence
of organic matters are also reported to affect discrete particle filtration, as they influence
the surface potentials of discrete particles and solid surfaces [Degueldre et al., 2000;
Franchi and O'Melia, 2003].
2.5. MODELING APPROACHES FOR DISCRETE PARTICLE
TRANSPORT
2.5.1. Continuum Models
The transport behavior of discrete particles in a saturated porous medium has, in fact, been
expressed by several models. Six models, that have been published in the literature, are
summarized in Table 2-1. Model 1 was described by Equation 2-35, and Model 6 was
described by Equation 2-37. All of these models describe 1-D transport of discrete
particles with the advection-dispersion equation as in Equation 2-34. However, each has
different mass transfer behavior at solid surfaces in the medium. Model 1 incorporates just
first-order deposition kinetics. Model 2 and Model 3 consider the deposition capacity, so
decreased deposition rate is applied as the amount of deposited particles approaches the
capacity for attachment on collector surfaces. Model 4 and Model 5 include particle release
mechanisms. Model 6 has two different sites for the mass transfer - reversible sites and
irreversible sites, each with different mass transfer rates, as discussed earlier.
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2.5.2. Network Model
Network models for transport in porous media have also been used for the study of the
behavior of particles and fluid in a filter [Rege and Fogler, 1988; Sahimi and Imdakm,
1991; Hampton et al., 1993]. Network models were developed to make up for the
limitations of continuum models. Continuum models do not take into account the
microscopic structures of pores and the transport behavior of each particle. Instead, they
average behavior at a macroscopic scale.
Network models describe porous media as networks of pore bodies connected by pore
throats so that the microscopic scale of pore bodies and particle motion can be considered.
Please, refer to Kim [2004] for more detailed information about network models.
Network models do not represent the complex three dimensional features of pore spaces,
which is very important in particle transport behavior. This limitation of network models is
usually compensated for by calibration of the model with a series of experimental results.
2.5.3. Trajectory Analysis
The analytical equation of the filtration theory introduced by Rajagopalan and Tien
[1976] also utilized particle trajectory analysis. However, the two-dimensional
representation of one single collector caused limitations to the application of this analysis
to real conditions.
Three-dimensional trajectory analysis of particle transport behavior in porous media is
the most accurate method that can represent the complex system of microscopic pore
structures and individual particle behavior [Cushing and Lawler, 1998]. This approach
constructs three dimensional structures of a porous medium and calculates the flow and
pressure fields and individual particle's trajectory inside the porous medium, incorporating
the physical and chemical properties of particles and porous media. However, three-
dimensional trajectory analysis requires significant hardware resources and time for
accurate representation of particle motion and porous media. Therefore, it is usually
conducted using a simplified system consisting of a few grains of medium.
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Table 2-1 Mass transfer models of colloid particles in a saturated porous medium.
No. Equation References
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Figure 2-2 Typical profile of the total interaction energy calculated by the DLVO theory.
VT is the total interaction energy, VR is the repulsion energy by electric double layer, and








Figure 2-3 Three collision mechanisms of the filtration theory: Gravity sedimentation,






Figure 2-4 Schematic description of a porous medium based on the Happel's sphere-in-cell
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Figure 2-6 Two spherical discrete particles of unequal radii convect through a pore space at












3.1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
This chapter presents the laboratory experimental equipment and methods that were
planned, developed, and used for the study. The laboratory experimental methods were
designed, tested, and finally utilized for the purpose of exploring particle behavior during
downward flow in order to meet some of the research objectives introduced in Chapter 1.
A new visualization technique was developed to measure particle concentration within a
porous medium as well as particle concentration in breakthrough curves, and to capture
microscopic particle behavior inside a porous medium. The equipment and materials were
selected after research and study of the optical principles that are critical to the experiments.
The visualization technique, then, was combined with a laboratory column test, which is an
approach typically used to study discrete particle transport in porous media. This chapter
discusses the concepts and the methodology for the visualization technique as well as the
detailed equipment, laboratory set up and the procedures. It presents information on the
selection and preparation of the materials and the specimen. In addition to the downward
flow experiments, variations in the experimental set up and conditions are presented which
were introduced to observe microscopic particle behavior (microscopic tests) and to study
the influence of selected physical factors (upward flow tests and three step flushing tests)
on particle transport. In addition, tests were performed to examine particle behavior during
fluid drainage experiments. Finally, supplemental tests, such as dye tests and batch
experiments, which provided supporting information, are presented.
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3.2. VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUE
The visualization method was developed to enable direct, real-time observation of
discrete particle concentration and movement within a porous medium. Prior efforts to
visualize particle movement in a complex pore space include the use of so-called "micro-
models", which utilize photo-chemically etched glass plates to simulate a porous medium
[Lanning and Ford, 2002; Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003; Wan et al., 1996; Wan and
Wilson, 1994], and the immersion method [Ghidaglia et al., 1996a, 1996b], which creates
an optically transparent medium.
At the onset of this research, it was decided not to employ the micro-model method
because, although valuable, this method does not replicate the three-dimensional features
of a pore space that are believed to be important in determining particle behavior.
At the initial stage of the study, use of the immersion method was explored because it
provided excellent visibility through a porous medium. The immersion method utilizes the
optical principle that a solid material soaked in a liquid with the same refractive index
becomes transparent. Figure 3-1 shows how an opaque porous medium made of glass
beads turns transparent when filled with optically matched liquid. However, after a few
sets of tests, the immersion method was also discarded because it involves the use of an
organic pore fluid, which might lead to particle behavior atypical of particle behavior in
groundwater [Yoon et al., 2003]. In fact, preliminary tests found that most of the particles
didn't transport far into the medium with the organic fluid, but were strained at the input
area due to the high attractive surface force between the particles and the glass beads in the
organic fluid, which significantly reduced the mobility of particles [refer to Yoon et al.,
2003].
Finally, a translucent, instead of transparent, porous medium consisting of water and
glass beads was selected for the experiments. A detailed evaluation of the translucent
medium is discussed in Chapter 4. The final visualization technique involves the use of the
translucent porous medium, laser induced fluorescent particles and digital image
processing. The fluorescent particles emit a specific color (or wavelength) of light when
excited by a specific range of energy level. A high-power laser was used to excite the
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particles. Then, the fluorescent light emitted by the particles was captured by a camera
with a filter tailored to let in only the emitted wavelength in a dark room, so the emitted
light only was visible in the translucent porous medium. The captured images were directly
transferred to a computer. The light intensity data were analyzed by a digital image
processing software, and calibrations were used to convert light intensity to concentration.
Figure 3-2 illustrates the visualization technique with the particles present in the porous
medium contained within the experimental box.
The translucent porous medium was constructed from 4 mm diameter soda-lime beads
packed to an average volume porosity of 0.37 - 0.38 and saturated with deionized/ distilled
water in a transparent experimental box made of acrylic and glass. A 6W argon-ion laser,
the Coherent Innova 70C ion laser, was used to excite the particles. The emitted light was
captured using the MagnaFire digital camera, a cooled CCD digital camera produced by
Optronics with a resolution of 10 bits per pixel. As noted above, a filter placed over the
camera lens ensured that only the wavelength emitted by the excited particles was passed
to lens. The images taken by the camera were captured in real time by a computer (Intel




The properties of the fluorescent micron sized particles are summarized in Table 3-1.
The fluorescent particles are micron sized with an excitation wavelength of 511-532 nm
and an emission wavelength 570-595 nm. According to the manufacturer, The Laboratory
for Experimental Fluid Dynamics at the Johns Hopkins University, the particles are made
as follows: First, acrylic resin is dissolved in a strong organic solvent, ethylene dichloride.
The solution is mixed with two organic dyes, dichlorofluorescein and rhodamine 6G. Then,
the mixture is sprayed into air, and solidified rapidly as particles. The particles are
collected and sieved into different sizes.
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Fluorescein and rhodamine are classified as organic dyes, and the fluorescence
properties are shown in Table 3-2 [Guilbault, 1990]. With the dyes embedded in the resin,
the particles are pink in color and have the absorption (excitation) wavelength and
emission (fluorescence) wavelength as represented in Table 3-1. The laser, operated in the
multi-line mode, has the wavelength of 457.9 nm to 528.7 nm, which is well matched with
the particle excitation wavelength, 511-532 nm.
The particles have an average specific gravity of 1.1 and a d50 of 7 pm, with a particle
size range of 1 to 25 gm. Their size distribution was measured with a Multisizer 3 Coulter
Counter made by Beckman Coulter, Inc. Figure 3-3 plots the particle size distribution
curve as a cumulative volume fraction.
The specific gravity was calculated with the settlement tests of the particles by
comparing the measured size and the size calculated with the settling velocity and Stoke's
equation as in Equation 3-1
(y, -y )d2
v 1= - Equation 3-1
where vt is the terminal velocity of a settling particle, Ys the unit density of the particle, 7f
the unit density of the fluid, dp the diameter of the particle, and 11 the viscosity of the fluid.
According to a model presented by Rajagopalan and Tien [1976], the predominant
mechanism transporting the particles to solid surfaces in the experiments was gravitational
sedimentation. Figure 3-4 shows the single collector efficiency calculated with the
equation of Rajagopalan and Tien [1976] and the relative importance of each mechanism -
Brownian diffusion, interception, and sedimentation (refer to Chapter 2), with different
particle sizes at one of the flow velocities (medium velocity) used for the experiments. As
shown in the figure, the dominant filtration mechanism is sedimentation for the range of
the particle size used for the experiments except for very small particles with a diameter of
1 - 2 pm.
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The particles originally supplied by the manufacturer were suspended in water. To
prepare the particles for the experiments, a fraction of the suspension was oven dried at
110 'C. The dried particles were then crushed with a ball mill using a polypropylene ball to
destroy any particle clumps. De-aggregated particles were then mixed with
deionized/distilled water to make a suspension with a particle concentration of 50 mg/L.
An ionic surfactant, Alconox@ from Alconox, Inc., was mixed with the water at a
concentration of 0.05% by weight to disperse the suspended particles and prevent them
from aggregating during the experiments. The measured zeta-potential of the particles in
the suspension solution was -110 mV using a ZetaPALS instrument supplied by
Brookhaven Instruments Corp. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) picture of the
particles is provided in Figure 3-5. The particle size, shape and surface potential remained
the same before and after the ball mill preparation, meaning that the de-aggregation
process didn't cause any change in the physical and chemical properties of the particles.
3.3.2. Porous Medium
Soda-lime glass beads with a diameter of 4mm were used for the porous medium. The
specific gravity of the beads was 2.52 according to the manufacturer.
The impurities that were attached to the surface of the beads were thoroughly cleaned
by the following procedure. First, the glass beads were sonicated in 1% Alconox@ solution
(IOg/L) for 2 hours using an ultrasound cleaning machine, the Branson Ultrasound Cleaner
5210. Then, the beads were batch rinsed with distilled/deionized water more than 10 times.
The sonification and batch rinse processes were repeated two times. After that, the beads
were soaked and boiled in 6% hydrogen peroxide (H20 2) solution for 3 hours. Again, the
beads were batch rinsed with distilled/deionized water more than 10 times. The rinsed
beads were then oven-dried at 1 10 0 C for 24 hours and stored in a desiccator.
The beads were recycled for each experiment. After the raw beads were thoroughly
cleaned by the procedure mentioned above, they were cleaned by two hour ultrasonication
in 1% Alconox@ solution two times and dried in an oven at 1 10'C between experiments.
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The zeta-potential of the glass beads could not be measured with the ZetaPALS
instrument available for the work. However, reported values of the zeta-potential of soda-
lime glass beads are around -60mV [Litton and Olson, 1993]. Thus, a minimal attractive
electrostatic interaction was anticipated between the discrete particles and the bead
surfaces because both had high negative surface potentials.
Both "rough" beads and "smooth" beads were used in the experiments. Rough beads
were the glass beads as supplied by the manufacturer. SEM pictures (see Figure 3-6a)
suggest a bead surface roughness of the order of 2 gm which is in a good agreement with
findings by Smart and Leighton [1989], who report that the surface roughness of a range of
glass beads is approximately 10-2 to 10- of the particle radii depending on the
manufacturing processes. Smooth beads were mechanically polished rough beads. During
mechanical polishing, the rough beads were placed in a big bowl and the whole bead mass
was shaken and stirred by hand for about ten minutes. This polishing process was repeated
several times. SEM pictures (see Figure 3-6b) show that the surface roughness was greatly
reduced after the repeated polishing process.
3.3.3. Pore Fluid
Distilled/deionized water was used as the pore fluid in the experiments. For the two
stages of each experiment - the particle injection stage and the particle flushing stage, two
different pore fluids were prepared, i.e. particle suspension solution and particle free
solution. The particle suspension solution was constructed by mixing 2L of
distilled/deionized water with 100mg of the discrete particles to make a 50mg/L particle
suspension. In addition, an ionic surfactant, Alconox@ from Alconox, Inc., was mixed
with the water at a concentration of 0.05% by weight to disperse the suspended particles
and prevent them from aggregating during the experiments. The particle free solution was
simply the mixture of distilled/deionized water and 0.05% Alconox@ without the particles.
The pH of the pore fluid was 9.1, and its conductivity was 544pS.
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3.3.4. Dye
Dye transport experiments were conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the
experimental setup and to measure the dispersivity of the porous medium. Fluorescein was
selected for the dye tests. It is yellow-green powder and water soluble. As shown in Table
3-2, fluorescein has the proper excitation (absorption) and emission (fluorescence)
wavelengths for the laser and the camera filter used for the experiments. Therefore, its
behavior was well captured with the same experimental setup as the particle transport
experiments.
3.4. EXPERIMENTAL SET UP
The experimental set up consists of two main subsystems, the particle transport system
and the particle excitation and capture system.
The particle transport system is the physical transport model where the particles are
introduced into the medium and the transport behavior occurs. It is comprised of the
experimental box, the medium, the particle suspension injection equipment, and the
outflow measuring equipment.
The particle excitation and capture system is the particle concentration monitoring
system, exciting the particles transporting through the medium and capturing the emitted
light. It consists of the laser, the laser light output equipment, the light moving equipment,
and the light capturing equipment.
3.4.1. Particle Transport System
As mentioned above, the particle transport system consists of the experimental box, the
medium, the particle suspension injection equipment, and the outflow collecting equipment.
The experimental box has the inner dimensions of 10.0 cm (width) x 27.9cm (height) x
2.38cm (thickness). The box was made of acrylic and all component pieces were glued
together to prevent any leakage. A 2.8 mm (1/8 inch) thick glass plate was placed against
all inside walls of the box to minimize particle attachment to the walls.
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A schematic diagram of the experimental box and the boundary conditions is shown in
Figure 3-7. Toward the base of the box, a void space (1.3" by 1") was created to enable
monitoring of discrete particle and tracer breakthrough curves (BTCs). The dry glass beads
were deposited by raining them from the top of the box in 4 cm layers that were then
uniformly vibrated. The final height of the beads was approximately 16.5cm to 17.0cm.
The volumetric porosity of the bead packs ranged about 0.37 to 0.38. The bead packs were
saturated by sealing the top of the box with a lid, applying a vacuum to the lid, and
drawing water in from the base of the box.
The particle suspension injection equipment is composed of a liquid container, a
magnetic stirrer, and a peristaltic pump. The particle suspension solution (or particle free
solution for the flushing stage) stored in the liquid container was mixed continuously
throughout each experiment sitting on a magnetic stirrer. The solution was introduced into
the experimental box by the peristaltic pump. The outflow was collected and its weight
was monitored using the outflow measuring equipment, which is composed of a balance, a
collecting beaker, and the same peristaltic pump as the particle transport system. A double
head peristaltic pump was used both for the particle suspension injection equipment system
and the outflow collecting equipment to maintain the same flow rate at the input and the
output. Figure 3-8 shows the particle transport system under conditions when the particle
suspension solution was introduced onto the top surface of the porous medium and the
outflow was collected at the bottom outlet of the experimental box, i.e. conditions for the
downward flow experiments.
For the upward flow tests, some modifications were made to the particle inflow system.
The influent was introduced into the bottom of the box by the peristaltic pump, and the
source concentration was monitored through the void space at the bottom of the box. The
outflow came off the top surface of the medium, and the breakthrough concentrations were
measured in the ponded area on top of the medium. The total amount of influent was
measured by the weight difference before and after each experiment.
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3.4.2. Particle Excitation and Capture System
The particle excitation and capture system is composed of the laser, the laser light
output equipment, the light moving equipment, and the light capturing equipment. Figure
3-9 shows the particle excitation and capture system of the experimental set up.
The laser used for the experiments is a high power argon-ion laser, the Coherent Innova
70C ion laser with the maximum power of 6W. It consists of four units - laser head, power
supply, remote control module, and cooler. The laser head itself is 113.67 cm x 18.6 cm x
19 cm. The power is 208 volt AC. The laser head is cooled by recirculated water, and the
water is also cooled in the cooler using freon gas. The wavelength of the laser light is
457.9 nm - 528.7 nm with the multi-line mode. The maximum power of 6W was not
necessary for the experiments. Thus, the power of the laser was adjusted to place the
fluorescent light emitted by the particles within the camera's detection limit, using the
power adjusting knob on the remote control module.
The laser light that comes out of the laser head passes through an optical fiber that was
custom made by Dantec Dynamics. At the end of the fiber, a focusing lens was placed to
prevent scatter of the laser light at the exit. The laser light beam that comes out of the fiber
and the lens was spread using a polygonal spinning mirror made by Lincoln Laser Co. A
spinning polygonal mirror can make a laser light beam a light sheet to shine a wide area as
shown in Figure 3-10. The optical scan angle, 0, is calculated by Equation 3-2.
O = 7200 Equation 3-2
n
where n is the number of facets. The spinning mirror used for the experiments was
octagonal, so the optical scan angle was 900. The width of the sheet at the surface of the
medium was about 1.5 cm.
The horizontally spread laser light had to be moved vertically to cover the depth profile
of the box. A traversing actuator was used to move the spinning mirror assembly vertically.
The actuator, Positioning Actuator XY-FS0060-902 made by NSK Ltd., has three variable
speeds. Ten different locations are pre-programmable.
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Figure 3-11 shows the detailed configuration of the particle excitation system, which
consists of the laser, the spinning mirror and the traversing actuator. The laser light was
projected in front of the box. The spinning mirror created a horizontal sheet of light and the
traversing actuator moved the sheet up and down. The actuator was set to enable the laser
to scan the box either vertically up or down in a period of 6.5 seconds, and was
programmed to move to specified locations and pause.
The light was capture by a cooled CCD digital camera, MagnaFire produced by
Optronics. The captured images are 1280 pixels by 1024 pixels, and each pixel has 10 bit
resolution. The sensitivity of the measurement is about one thousandth of the measured
concentration as shown in Equation 3-3
Sensitivity - Range _ Range = (9.78x10-4 ) -Range Equation 3-3
2 -1 210 -1
From the above equation, it is found that the measurement resolution decreases as the
measured particle concentration (range) increases. The maximum particle concentration
measured during all the experiments was about 350mg/L. As a result, the minimum
resolution (largest number) of the experiments was 0.35mg/L.
The camera was equipped with a wide angle lens, J53-152 from Edmund Industrial
Optics. The average resolution is 0.31 mm by 0.39 mm with the wide angle lens. A camera
filter, P1O-560-R by Corion, was attached to the lens, so only the light emitted by the
particles could be captured. The camera was directly connected to a computer, Intel
Pentium II, 400 MHz. The captured images were stored in the computer immediately, and
analyzed by a digital image processing software, ImagePro by Media Cybernetics.
3.4.3. System Overview
Figure 3-12 shows the picture of the whole experimental set up. The particle injection
system and the particle excitation and capture system were mounted securely on a laser
table top as shown in the figure.
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To eliminate errors that might be introduced by anomalous light, the entire experimental
set-up was covered in black cloth and the experiments were conducted in a dark room with
the laser light as the only illumination.
3.5. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The particle transport tests consisted of two stages, the particle injection stage and the
particle flushing stage. About 10 pore volumes of the particle suspension at a concentration
of 50 mg/L were introduced as inflow during the particle injection stage, while another 10
pore volumes of particle free fluid with the same chemical composition were introduced
during the flushing stage. Particle transport tests were conducted at three different flow
velocities, which are referred to as fast (u z 5.5x10-2 cm/s), medium (u z 2.7x10-2 cm/s),
and slow (u z 1.4x10-2 cm/s), respectively. Flow velocities were calculated from u = Q/An,
where A was the known cross-sectional area of flow, Q was the measured discharge rate
and n was the porosity. Two types of porous medium were used, rough beads and smooth
beads. Downward particle transport tests were the main experiments. In addition, dye tests,
three step flushing tests, microscopic tests, and upward flow tests were also conducted in
the laboratory. Table 3-3 lists all laboratory experiments that were conducted. As discussed
in Chapter 9, selected drainage experiments were also conducted using the geotechnical
centrifuge. These experiments are also reported in the table.
The experiments were conducted as in the following sequence: 1) Cleaning and
preparation of the porous medium; 2) Preparation of the discrete particles and the pore
fluid; 3) Deposition of the porous medium; 4) Saturation of the porous medium; 5)
Installation of the experimental set up; 6) Pre-conditioning of the porous medium; 7)
Conducting of the particle injection stage; 8) Conducting of the flushing stage; 9) Capture
of local microscopic pictures; and 10) Data analysis.
The procedure described here is based on the downward particle transport tests with the
macroscopic camera lens, i.e., the normal wide angle lens. The modifications made for the
dye tests, three step flushing tests, upward flow tests, and microscopic tests are described
in sections 3.6 through 3.9.
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3.5.1. Cleaning and Preparation of the Porous Medium
The cleaning procedure of the glass beads is discussed in the previous section (3.2.2.) in
detail. To briefly mention it, the initial cleaning of the raw material was composed of two
times ultrasonication in Alconox@ solution and boiling in hydrogen peroxide solution.
Once the material was used, it was cleaned by two times ultrasonication in Alconox@
solution before recycled.
The cleaned glass beads were, then, oven-dried at 1 10'C for 24 hours, and stored in a
desiccator until they were deposited in the experimental box.
3.5.2. Preparation of the Discrete Particles and the Pore Fluid
The discrete particles were oven-dried at 1 10'C for 24 hours to dry out the moisture in
the particle-gel, which was originally delivered by the manufacturer. In that way, the
desired mass of the particles could be exactly measured and used for the experiments.
The dried chunk of the particles was de-aggregated by a ball mill with a polypropylene
ball for 5 minutes. The mass of the de-aggregated particles was, then, measured by a
precision scale to mix 100mg of the particles with 2L of distilled/deionized water in a 2L
glass container. A surfactant, Alconox@, was added at a concentration of 0.05% by mass
to make the particles disperse in the solution. The solution was, then, thoroughly mixed by
a magnetic stirrer overnight.
A 3L of the particle free solution was also prepared in a separate container. The particle
free solution is just distilled/deionized water with Alconox@ added at a concentration of
0.05% by mass.
3.5.3. Deposition of the Porous Medium
The glass beads were deposited by raining them from the top of the box. The glass
beads were placed in 4 cm layers, and then were slightly tapped with a rubber hammer to
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make a uniform deposition. The final height of the beads was approximately 16.5 cm to
17cm above the void space at the bottom of the box as shown in Figure 3-7. The
volumetric porosity of the bead packs was calculated with the volume and mass of the
beads, and ranged from 0.37 to 0.38. Meshes with a opening size of 1mm were placed on
top of and below the medium.
3.5.4. Saturation of the Porous Medium
The bead packs were saturated by sealing the top of the box with a lid, applying a
vacuum to the lid, and drawing water in from the base of the box. The lid and the box were
securely sealed by an O-ring. Before opening the valve at the bottom of the box and
drawing water in, the vacuum was set on for 20 minutes to remove all air inside the box.
As slowly opening the bottom valve, distilled/deionized water was drawn in the box with
the vacuum on. After the water level rose up to about 4cm beyond the top surface of the
medium, the bottom valve was closed and the vacuum was left on for another 30 minutes
to remove all remaining air inside the box. After the vacuum was stopped, the vacuum
pump was disconnected from the lid of the box slowly to prevent abrupt invasion of
outside air into the medium.
3.5.5. Installation of the Experimental Set Up
The experimental box filled with saturated medium was set on the laser table top, and
the tubes and the peristaltic pump connected as shown in Figure 3-12. The particle
excitation and capture system, i.e., the laser, optical fiber, spinning mirror, actuator,
camera, and the computer, was all situated and connected as shown in the figure.
The actuator was programmed to set up for the required locations and speed. The
camera, the laser, and the spinning mirror were turned on and checked for normal
operation. The laser needed at least 30 minutes of warming-up to stabilize the light
intensity.
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A series of pre-experiment pictures were taken before each test began. A picture of the
experimental box was taken before the room light was turned off, for the measurement of
the height of the medium in order to calculate the volume of the medium and the porosity.
For zero concentration data at each measuring location - seven locations within the
medium, ponded source and breakthrough area, blank images were taken with the laser
shining at the measuring locations under the dark room conditions.
3.5.6. Pre-Conditioning of the Porous Medium
Before each experiment, about 5 pore volumes of the particle free fluid liquid were
circulated through the experimental box. In that way, the porous medium and the pore fluid
were pre-conditioned to have the same chemical condition.
3.5.7. Particle Injection Stage
To measure the particle transport behavior, about 10 pore volumes of the particle
suspension at a concentration of 50mg/L were introduced as inflow during the particle
injection stage. During each downward transport experiment, inflow was introduced at the
surface of the porous medium by a multi-head peristaltic pump. The effluent was drawn
from the bottom of the experimental box using the same peristaltic pump.
First, the clean water of the ponded area was removed. Then, an aluminum foil sheet
was placed on top of the medium surface, and the particle suspension solution was
carefully introduced on the foil using a pipette to prevent the particles from invading into
the medium before the experiments began. Once the ponded area was filled with the
particle suspension, the aluminum foil was carefully removed. This method prevented the
undesired invasion of the particles into the medium before each test, so zero particle
concentration could be obtained over the medium at t=0.
On start of the particle injection stage, the pump was started with the bottom valve open,
and the elapsed time measurement began. The weight of the outflow was measured using a
scale, and the flow velocity was calculated. As mentioned before, particle transport tests
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were conducted at three different flow velocities, which are referred to as fast (u ~ 5.5x10-2
cm/s), medium (u ~ 2.7x10-2 cm/s), and slow (u ~ 1.4x10-2 cm/s), respectively.
The particle transport behavior was monitored by observing the fluorescent light
emitted from the particles when excited by the laser. Figure 3-13 provides example images
of the particle visualization from an experiment conducted using the normal camera lens.
The images in Figure 3-13 were taken as the medium was scanned by the horizontal laser
light sheet generated using the spinning mirror and the traversing actuator with the camera
aperture open for about 6 seconds. In the figure, the particles were injected from the top
surface of the medium. The bright area above the medium at t=O is the ponded source area,
and the particle breakthrough is shown in the breakthrough monitoring window below the
medium at t=20min and t=29min.
The macroscopic particle concentration during an experiment conducted with the
normal camera lens was calculated from the intensity of the light emitted from the
fluorescent particles. The concentration of the particles inside the medium, in the ponded
area, and in the breakthrough window was also measured with time. The scanned images
as shown in Figure 3-13 were good for detecting the particle locations, but not good for
calculating the particle concentrations, due to the light scattering effects (refer to Chapter
4). Because of the light scattering effects, seven different locations inside the medium as
well as the source and the breakthrough areas, were monitored as the horizontal light sheet
was fixed at those areas as shown in Figure 3-14. Hence, the monitoring locations were
programmed in the traversing actuator, and the concentration of each location was
measured with time. The concentration was calculated by integrating across the horizontal
line of the bright area (about 1.5cm thick) at each location. The intensity of the captured
light exhibits a linear relationship with the concentration of the particles, with or without
the presence of the glass beads. Optical effects caused by the camera and/ or the lens were
eliminated by performing a pixel-by-pixel calibration of light intensity versus particle
concentration. Chapter 4 presents the details of the method to convert light intensity to
concentration.
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3.5.8. Particle Flushing Stage
After about 10 pore volumes of the particle suspension were passed through the
medium, the pump was stopped, and the input was switched to the particle free solution
separately prepared. The ponded area was emptied again, and filled with the particle free
solution. The filling process was the same as for the particle injection stage using an
aluminum foil sheet to prevent pore fluid interruption at the top medium surface. This
process required about five to ten minutes.
After the ponded area was filled with the particle free solution, the pump was restarted,
and the particle concentration was measured as discussed above.
3.5.9. Capture of Local Microscopic Pictures
At the end of each test, microscopic images of some areas of the medium were taken to
observe local particle distribution.
After about 10 pore volumes of the particle free solution were introduced, the pump was
stopped, and the measurement of the particle concentration was also stopped. The wide
angle lens was then taken off the camera and a microscopic lens was attached. VZM 450i
from Edmund Industrial Optics was used for microscopic visualization. Instead of using
the spinning mirror, the laser bean was concentrated on a small area and the camera was
brought close to that area to take pictures. Figure 3-15 shows an example of the
microscopic image taken at the end of a test.
3.5.10. Data Analysis
The captured images were analyzed by a digital image processing software, ImagePro,
which has sizing, enhancing, and measuring tools for image process. The light intensity




To examine solute transport in the medium, two experiments were also performed using
an organic dye, fluorescein, in place of the particle suspension. In addition, the dispersivity
measured through the dye experiments was used for the particle transport experiments. The
excitation (absorption) and emission (fluorescence) wavelengths of fluorescein are shown
in Table 3-2. With the wavelengths, the dye transport was well captured by the same
equipment used for the particle transport experiments.
Dye tests consist of only one stage - dye injection stage. Flushing was not conducted
for the dye experiments. A separate calibration, yet using the same method as the
calibration for the particles, was also performed to interpret results from the dye
experiments.
3.7. THREE STEP FLUSHING TESTS
Some tests were also conducted to observe the particle erosion behavior caused by an
increase in the macroscopic flow velocity during the particle flushing stage. The
experimental set up and procedure were the same as the basic downward transport
experiments except that the particle flushing stage consisted of three steps. The particles
were introduced at the "slow" flow rate, and the medium was flushed with particle free
fluid at three different flow rates, that were used for "slow", "medium", and "fast" tests, in
an order of increasing flow velocity.
3.8. UPWARD FLOW TESTS
Another set of tests was performed to investigate the influence of gravity on particle
transport behavior. The method chosend to observe the effects of gravity was to change the
direction of flow, so that the flow direction was opposite to the direction of gravitational
force.
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For the upward flow tests, the inflow was introduced through the bottom valve by the
peristaltic pump. The outflow was controlled by the overflow that was set on a side of the
experimental box. Therefore, the source concentration was monitored at the void space in
the bottom of the box, while the breakthrough concentration was measured at the ponded
area at the top surface of the medium. The total mass of inflow was calculated from the
weight difference of the inflow container before and after each test.
The upward flow tests also have two stages - the particle injection stage and the particle
flushing stage. The concentration was measured at the same seven locations in the medium,
the source, and the breakthrough as for the downward flow tests. Only medium velocity
tests were performed.
3.9. MICROSCOPIC TESTS
Experiments performed using the microscopic lens enabled direct visualization of
particle behavior in the medium's pore space during the particle introduction and flushing
stages of the experiments. The microscopic observation tests were intended to provide
qualitative insight and not quantitative measurements, so no attempt was made to perform
calibrations at this scale.
A micro-lens; the VZM 450i from Edmund Industrial Optics, was used for microscopic
visualization. A digital image contains 1280 x 1024 pixels, giving a maximum resolution
of 3.1 gm x 2.9 ptm and a minimum resolution of 19.6 jim x 18.4 gm.
During the microscopic tests, the laser beam was focused at a small area in the middle
of the box without using the spinning mirror and actuator. The camera, with the
microscopic lens and the filter attached to it, was brought close to the front face of the box.
The images of the local area were captured in sequences every minute. The sequential
image taking feature that is contained in the program, ImagePro, was used for the image
capture.
Because it was not necessary to quantify the particle concentration, only 8 bit resolution
was used to reduce the load on the computer.
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3.10. BATCH TESTS
The partitioning coefficient and the release efficiency of the fluorescent particles from
the bead surfaces were measured by a series of batch experiments to see the surface
attraction force between the particles and the glass beads. It was assumed that the surface
attraction was minimal due to the highly negative surface potentials of the particles and the
beads. The batch experiments were done to verify this assumption.
The batch experiments were conducted by mixing 50mL of the suspension solution
containing 12.5, 25, 37.5, and 50 mg/L of the discrete particles, respectively, with 20g of
the smooth or rough glass beads in vials that were mechanically shaken for 2 hrs. Then, the
concentration of the particles in the solution was measured using their emitted light
intensity (see Section 2.3). Release efficiencies were estimated as the ratio of the final to
the initial particle concentrations in the solution [Bradford et al., 2002].
3.11. DRAINAGE EXPERIMENTS
Particle drainage experiments were conducted to observe discrete particle behavior in a
partially saturated porous medium, using the visualization technique used for the saturated
transport experiments, combined with geotechnical centrifuge testing techniques. Before
drainage, the particle suspension solution was introduced into the porous medium saturated
with distilled/deionized water, from the top to the bottom of the box at the "fast" flow
velocity that was used for the saturated transport experiments. Drainage tests were
performed at various gravitational accelerations (g-levels), which were enabled by the
geocentrifuge. Then, the particle distribution inside the unsaturated porous medium was
observed using the visualization technique, at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels.
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Table 3-1. Properties of fluorescent micro-particles.
Range
of Excitation Emission Settling
partcle Specific
particle wavelength wavelength q mVc velocity ofjm a gravity
dia.a (nm) (nm) d50 (cm/s)d
(ptm)
7 1-25 1.1 511 -532 570-595 -110 2.67e-4
a Measured using Multisizer 3 Coulter Counter made by Beckman Coulter, Inc.
b Calculated by comparing the particle size and the settling velocity.
c Measured using a ZetaPALS instrument supplied by Brookhaven Instruments Corp.
Electrophoretic mobility was converted to zeta potential using the Smoluchowski equation.
d Measured using ASTM D422 sedimentation test.
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Table 3-2 Fluorescence properties of the organic dyes embedded in the particles [Guilbault,
1990].
Excitation Emmision
Organic dyes wavelength (nm) wavelength (nm) Color
Fluorescein 440-520 510-590 Yellow-green
Very strong
Yellow
Rhodamine 6G 480-590 536-602
Strong
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Table 3-3. Details of the experiments conducted.
Test Average pore Porosit Medium
Test type Input Tet Beads water velocity, u sy' depth, L




































SF-1 Fast 0.379 17.06
SF-2 5.49(±0.16) (±0.003) (±0.08)
SF-3
SM-1
SM-2 Medium 0.373 17.04
SM-3 Smooth 2.76(±0.08) (±0.002) (±0.06)
SM-4
SM-5
SS-1 Slow 0.374 17.04
SS-2 1.38(±0.15) (±0.002) (±0.09)
SS-3
R3-1 Rough 1.42, 2.79, 5.74 0.370 16.65
R3-2
S3-1 Smooth 1.53, 2.78, 5.53 0.373 16.97
RS- Rough 1.27 0.367 16.53
RUcro
RU-1 Rough 2.65 0.382 17.29
RU-2
SU-1
SU-2 Smooth 2.82 0.373
17.05
D-i 4.24 0.381 16.60
Dye tests Dye D-2 N/A 0.988 0.381 16.60
DG 0.382 17.3
Drainage Particles G Rough 498(±0.02) 0.38 17.31
tests Patcls 5G Ruh before drainage 0.379 17.21
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* R and S represent rough and smooth beads, respectively. F, M, and S represent fast,
medium, and slow pore fluid velocities, respectively.
+ The numbers in the parentheses are the standard deviations.
(a) (b)
Figure 3-1 Illustration of the immersion method: (a) The medium filled with 1mm diameter





When excited by the laser
in a dark room
Figure 3-2. Illustration of the visualization technique. The emitted light from the fluorscent
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Particle diameter ( tm)
Figure 3-4 The single collector efficiency with different particle sizes at u=2.76xIO-2 cm/s
(medium).
Figure 3-5. Scanning electron microscope image of the particles.
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Figure 3-7. Schematic diagram of the experimental box.
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Figure 3-11. Set up of the laser, the spinning mirror and the actuator for scanning the entire




Figure 3-12. Picture of the whole experimental set up.
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Figure 3-13. Captured images during experiment RM-1. Discrete particles were introduced
into the medium at t=O. The presence of the discrete particles in indicated by "lighter"
areas in the images.
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Figure 3-14. Monitoring locations: (a) one in the source area; (b) through (h) seven inside
the medium; (i) one in the breakthrough.
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Figure 3-15. A microscopic picture taken in the middle of the medium after the slow flow






4.1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
As discussed in Chapter 3, a new laboratory experimental method was developed to
study particle transport behavior. The method, utilizing a visualization technique, was
evaluated in order to determine its reliability and effectiveness. The feedback that resulted
from the evaluation process was used to modify and supplement the set up of the
experimental method.
First, the stability and uniformity of the laser light intensity was measured with time and
location. In addition, light scattering effects that could possibly cause inaccurate data
readings were considered. Different devices and materials and various configurations of
the equipment were tried to find the optimal experimental set up that resulted in reliable
data acquisition from the tests. Secondly, a calibration was conducted to convert the light
intensity measurements to the particle concentration data. The calibration curves for the
fluorescence were obtained with and without the glass beads. The accuracy of the
calculation method was confirmed by examining mass balance in particle transport
experiments. Finally, a series of dye tests confirmed excellent representation of tracer
behavior using the developed experimental method.
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4.2. LASER STABILITY AND REPEATABILITY
4.2.1. Laser Light Uniformity with Location
The initial stage of this research used an optical lens, that converts a laser beam into a
horizontal Gaussian sheet of light. The Gaussian sheet lens was attached to the end of the
focusing lens at the outlet end of the fiber in order to create a horizontally spread light
sheet as shown in Figure 4-la. However, this set-up created several problems. First, the
horizontal light sheet was not uniform, but Gaussian. However, this effect was not difficult
to eliminate by calibrating the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution
function. An even more difficult problem was that the configuration of the lens and the
optical fiber created an irregular distribution of the light intensity. The irregular
distribution also kept changing. Figure 4-2 shows the irregularity of the light intensity that
was created by the Gaussian lens and the optical fiber. The figure also shows that the high
intensity spots, which are bright areas in the illuminated area in the figures, and the low
intensity places, which dark areas in the illuminated area in the figures, are at different
locations in each picture. It was determined that the fluctuation in the light distribution
with time was caused by the movement of the optical fiber. Even very slight vibration of
the optical fiber changed the light reflection inside the fiber, and finally the high and low
intensity places in the spread light sheet. To illustrate the problem, the illuminated area in
Figure 4-2 was divided into three equal sections - left, center, and right. The light intensity
in each section was monitored with time. The averaged light intensity in each section was,
then, normalized by the maximum observed value to eliminate the light non-uniformity
caused by the lens and the local concentration difference. Figure 4-3 plots the normalized
light intensity fluctuation with time at the left part, center part, and right part of the
horizontal light sheet, respectively, when the Gaussian lens was used. The coefficient of
variation was 0.028, 0.065, and 0.112 at the center, left, and right areas of the light sheet,
respectively. This was not acceptable for the necessary measurement accuracy.
The vibration of the optical fiber was impossible to avoid during an experiment because
the laser light outlet was moved up and down continuously by the traversing actuator.
However, it was found that the average intensity over the laser sheet was constant from the
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fiber. Therefore, a spinning mirror was adopted to spread the laser light as in Figure 4-1b.
The use of the spinning mirror created a uniformly distributed light sheet as shown in
Figure 4-4. In contrast to Figure 4-3, Figure 4-5 plots the stability of light intensity when
the spinning mirror was used. The coefficient of variation was significantly reduced, and
was 0.0076, 0.0076, and 0.0079 at the left, center, and right sections.
4.2.2. Laser Light Stability with Time
As already seen in Figures 4-3 and 4-5, the light intensity was stable with time when the
spinning mirror was used, whereas it fluctuated when the Gaussian lens was used.
Warming-up the laser was also important to the light stability. To illustrate the importance
of the warming-up process, the averaged light intensity over the horizontal sheet made by
the spinning mirror was measured every 2 minutes with and without warming-up. Figure
4-6 shows that the laser light intensity increased with time when warming-up was skipped,
while the light was stable with time after about 30 minutes of the warming-up process. For
all of the experiments reported in the thesis, more than 30 minutes of warming-up preceded
the actual experiment process.
4.2.3. Measurement Repeatability
After the uniformity and stability of the laser light was confirmed, the measurement
repeatability was tested to evaluate the operation of the experimental system. The
uniformity and stability of the laser light also resulted in good repeatability of the
measurements of the experimental set up using the spinning mirror. On the contrary, the
measurement repeatability was very poor when the Gaussian lens was used along with the
laser, the optical fiber, and the traversing actuator.
For the measurement repeatability tests, the experimental box was filled with a
saturated porous medium with a fixed concentration profile of the fluorescent particles
mixed in the medium, as shown in Figure 4-7. Hence, four layers of about 3cm, 5cm, 4cm,
and 4cm heights were deposited with normalized particle concentrations of a quarter, a half,
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one and zero with respect to the maximum concentration, respectively. Note, that crushed
Pyrex glass with a diameter of 0.5 - 2.0mm (Dio=0.7mm) and the laser liquid with a
refractive index of 1.4716 made by R. P. Cargille Laboratories, Inc. were used for these
tests, since the repeatability tests preceded all the other experiments including the initial
tests using the Immersion method as introduced in Chapter 3. The experimental box was,
then, scanned from top to bottom as the traversing actuator vertically moved the horizontal
laser sheet constructed by a) the Gaussian lens and b) the spinning mirror with the camera
lens open for about 6 seconds. The vertical profile of the fluorescent light intensity across
the medium was calculated using the image processing software, ImagePro Plus.
Figure 4-8 shows an example of repeated measurements of the concentration profile
when using the Gaussian lens. As seen in the figure, the measured intensity profile was
different for each scan. This difference was caused by the non-uniformity and instability of
the light intensity across the horizontal light sheet generated by the Gaussian sheet lens.
Figure 4-9 shows the repeated measurements of the same medium when the spinning
mirror was incorporated into the experimental set up. The calculated average intensity
profiles all fell on the same line with very little error. The coefficient of variation was
0.0062 when the spinning mirror was used, while it was 0.053 when the Gaussian lens was
used. Therefore, the configuration of the experimental set up using the spinning mirror was
considered very promising for reliable data acquisition.
4.3. LIGHT SCATTERING
Even with the excellent stability and repeatability of the light intensity measurement, it
was found that some error was associated with the measurement method for experimental
set up during the method evaluation processes. Fluorescent light at one point can diffuse to
its neighbor and thus the area around the point looks a little brighter than it actually is.
Figure 4-10 shows this light scattering effect from a point source of fluorescent light. Since
fluorescence is a light source away from the lens, the radiation from the source illuminates
every point on the lens to the same degree. Therefore, when the entire box is scanned with
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the lens open to the CCD, an integrating effect is obtained. Hence, the light scattering can
result in wrong concentration calculations if not accounted for.
A simple experiment was conducted to see how this light scattering effect would impact
measurements of particle concentration. Figure 4-11 shows the procedure adopted for the
experiment. A packed bed with a fixed concentration profile of the particles was scanned
(a) with no shield, (b) with a black shield at the top area, (c) with a shield cover at the
bottom area, and (d) with shields at both the top and the bottom areas. Figure 4-12 plots the
light intensity profiles measured in the area between the two shields for each case, which
was about a 10cm section in the middle of the medium. It can be seen that case (d) shows
lowest light intensity and also that the intensity of the area near a non-covered top or
bottom increases.
Therefore, the scanning of the whole medium was avoided in order to obtain accurate
concentration measurements, and was used only for qualitative assessment of the locations
of the particles. In place of scanning the whole medium, individual lines of the horizontal
laser sheet at the source area, the breakthrough area, and seven different places inside the
medium were taken in series to obtain the particle concentration at each location, as shown
in Figure 4-13. Hence, light intensity at one line after another was captured by moving the
laser outlet using the traversing actuator system during the experiments.
4.4. LIGHT PENETRATION
Since a translucent porous medium consisting of glass beads and water was used instead
of a transparent medium, the laser light did not penetrate the medium as much. However,
the light penetration was enough to represent the particle concentration of the whole width
of the experimental box from the intensity profile measured from the front face of the box.
Figure 4-14 shows the result of a laser light penetration test, in which the intensity profile
with width was measured from a side of the box with the laser shining at the front face of
the box. The laser penetrated about 2 cm of the medium with a reasonably high enough
power as shown in Figure 4-14, so that the measured intensity was able to represent the
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averaged concentration at the location. This fact is further confirmed by the mass balance
calculations presented in Section 4.6.
4.5. CALIBRATION
In order to use the light intensity data from the images taken during experiments for the
calculation of discrete particle concentrations, calibrations had to be made first. Three
kinds of phenomena were incorporated in this process. First, the fact that the wide-angle
camera lens absorbs light in the center of a picture more than at the edge. Second, the fact
that the relationship between emitted light intensity and colloid concentration is linear.
Lastly, when the colloid particles are in the porous medium (glass beads), the fact that the
light intensity decreases by a constant factor compared to the case when glass beads are
absent for the same concentration had to be accounted for.
Figure 4-15 represents the calibration associated with the camera lens, which shows the
intensity results at different points in a picture, but with the same particle concentration
from 12 sets of tests. The different tests represent different configurations of the camera
and the experimental box, i.e. the distance between the box and the camera, the height of
the center of the camera, and the zoom of the camera were all different for each
configuration. The experimental box was filled with the 4mm glass beads saturated with
distilled/deionized water. The fluorescent particles were mixed and dispersed in the pore
fluid to have a constant concentration, 50mg/L, all over the medium. The horizontal laser
sheet constructed by the spinning mirror was paused at different heights of the medium,
and the fluorescent light intensity at each location was calculated by integrating and
averaging over the illuminated horizontal lines using the image processing software,
ImagePro Plus. The calibration was repeated with the same concentration and the same
configuration (e.g., 04/09/03, 04/22/03 C=1, 04/29/03 testi and test2). In addition, the
particle concentration was also diluted to a quarter, a half, and three quarters of the original
particle concentration, and the same calibration process was done with the diluted
concentrations (C=3/4, C=1/2, and C=1/4). To see the effects of the camera location and
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magnification, the camera was placed so that the experimental box was in the center, the
right side, and the left side of each image, with different magnifications.
As shown in Figure 4-15, the calibration resulted in the same curve. The light intensity
had the maximum value at the center and the minimum value at the both edges, which was
well described by the following parabolic equation
y = -1.2x10-6 (x -512)2 +1 Equation 4-1
where y is the normalized intensity, and x is the vertical pixel in the picture. This same
effect also applied to the horizontal variation of measured light intensity. Therefore, a two
dimensional pixel by pixel calibration was constructed and plotted in Figure 4-16.
Figure 4-17 shows the linear relationship between light intensity and colloid
concentration. It also shows the decreasing factor of the light intensity when 4mm glass
beads are present. The experimental box was filled a) with the particle suspension only at
different concentrations, and b) with the particle suspension and the glass beads also at
different concentrations. Concentrations of 50, 37.5, 25, and 12.5 mg/L were used as well
as particle-free solution (zero concentration). The calculated light intensities over the
illuminated horizontal line made by the spinning mirror at different locations inside the
medium were compared for the different concentrations. The error bars in the figure
represent the standard deviation of the measurements for each concentration.
4.6. MASS BALANCE
As discussed above, the laser light penetrated about 2 cm into the medium from the
front face of the experimental box. However, the captured images of fluorescing particles
represented an averaged signal from particles located within the first 1 to 1.5 cm of the
front face of the box, which accounted for a few grains of the glass beads. To confirm that
the particle concentration estimated from this signal was representative of conditions
throughout the entire porous medium thickness, and to evaluate the reliability of the
experimental method, mass balance calculations were performed for all of the particle
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transport experiments. Figure 4-18 compares the (known) cumulative mass of discrete
particles introduced into the porous medium with the cumulative particle mass calculated
using the emitted light intensity for one of the experiments. The error in estimated mass
balance was within ± 3% of the introduced mass over the entire experimental series,
inspiring confidence in the accuracy of the results. Table 4-1 lists the average and standard
deviation values of the ratio of the mass calculated from the fluorescences (estimated) to
the mass introduced into the medium (known) during each experiment. All the mass
balance calculation data are presented in Appendix A.
4.7. DYE TESTS
A series of dye tests with an organic dye, fluorescein, showed that the experimental set
up worked fine as it was intended. The laser light well excited the dye, and the spinning
mirror and the traversing actuator worked as expected. The fluorescent light was also well
captured while the pore fluid was flowing through the medium.
Figure 4-19 shows the breakthrough curves (BTCs) obtained from the dye tests D-1 and
D-2. Both BTCs indicate a normalized concentration of C/Co = 0.5 after 1 PV of elution,
suggesting that mechanisms of advection and dispersion controlled the dye's behavior. The
one dimensional advection-dispersion equation was fit to the BTC's to estimate D, and
hence the longitudinal dispersivity, aL= D/u, of the porous medium. For D-1, the estimated
value aL was 7.9 mm, while for D-2, we obtained aL = 8.1 mm. These values are reasonable
given that the medium comprised of 4 mm diameter uniformly packed particles. For
subsequent calculations that will be presented later in the thesis, it is assumed that aL = 8.0
mm, even for the particle suspensions.
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Table 4-1 Mass balance calculations during each experiment.
Mass calculated from fluorescences (%)











Downward SF-1 101.44 1.58










Three step R3-1 101.57 8.87
flushing tests R3-2 102.60 3.16S3-1 101.30 5.96
RU-i1 100.94 12.55
Upward RU-2 99.51 9.93
transport tests SU-1 100.57 14.17
SU-2 100.38 10.95
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without Gaussian lensSpinning mirror
Figure 4-1 Converting laser beam to a horizontal light sheet using (a) a Gaussian lens
attached to the laser outlet and (b) a spinning mirror.
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(a) Using Gaussian lens
Figure 4-2 Non-uniformity of the light intensity in a horizontal light sheet when a Guassian
lens was used. (a), (b), and (c) show the movement of the high and low intensity locations
at different times. Three images were captured at the same location, but at different times.
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Figure 4-3 Light intensity fluctuation when the Gaussian lens was used.
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Figure 4-4 Uniformly distributed light using the spinning mirror. (a), (b), and (c) show
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Figure 4-6 Light stability with time with or without laser unit warming-up process.
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Figure 4-7 Concentration profile of the fluorescent particles deposited for the repeatability
tests.
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Figure 4-8 Poor repeatability of data measurement when the Gaussian lens was used.
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Figure 4-9 Good repeatability of data measurements when the spinning mirror was used.
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Figure 4-10 Light scattering effect: fluorescent light diffuses into its neighbor from a point
source.
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Figure 4-11 Experiment for the light scattering effect: (a) the medium was scanned without
cover; (b) with a black cover at the top; (c) with a cover at the bottom; and (d) with covers
both at the top and at the bottom.
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Figure 4-12 Results of the light scattering effect experiment. When the black cover was
used, the intensity of the area next to the cover is lower.
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Figure 4-13 Monitoring areas to avoid the light scattering effect: (a) one in the source area;
(b) through (h) seven inside the medium; (i) one in the breakthrough.
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Figure 4-19 Breakthrough results of the dye tests. D-1: u=4.26x10-2 cm/s; D-2:u=9.88x10-3
cm/s. Dotted curve illustrates predicted breakthrough using an advection dispersion














RESULTS OF DOWNWARD PARTICLE
TRANSPORT EXPERIMENTS
5.1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
This chapter presents the results of the main experiments performed during this research,
namely the downward transport experiments. Transport behavior of discrete particles was
observed while the particles were moving downward through the porous medium. Data are
presented for three different flow velocities with two kinds of media - smooth and rough
glass beads. First, the particle breakthrough behavior is presented under the different
conditions. This behavior is compared with solute transport behavior to ascertain the main
characteristics of particle behavior. The Two-Site Model is adopted to examine, in more
detail, these characteristics. Particle behavior inside the porous medium is, then,
investigated at both the macroscopic and microscopic levels. The interior particle behavior
is divided into phases to clarify the governing mechanisms (see Figure 5-8). Finally, the
interior trends are quantified and summarized with distance from the particle input position.
The effects of physical test conditions, i.e., fluid velocity and surface roughness of the
medium on the mechanisms are discussed.
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5.2. PARTICLE BREAKTHROUGH
5.2.1. Particle Breakthrough Behavior
The particle breakthrough behavior is illustrated in Figure 5-1, where the particle
breakthrough concentrations are plotted versus time for the three fluid velocities for both
the rough (Figure 5-la) and the smooth beads (Figure 5-1b). Note, that the data points
presented in Figure 5-1 are the average of all measurements from the duplicate tests at each
flow rate. All the raw data for individual tests are presented for clarification in Appendix B
for the three velocities for both the rough and smooth beads. Remember that all tests were
conducted with two stages - a particle injection stage and a particle flushing stage. The
rising part up to the plateau of the breakthrough curve represents 10 pore volumes of
particle injection, and the descending part another 10 pore volumes of particle flushing.
Two main characteristics of the particle breakthrough are different from the dye
breakthrough, which is only governed by advection and dispersion only as discussed in
Chapter 4. First, the normalized particle concentration of C/Co = 0.5 occurred after 1 pore
volume of elution indicating "retardation" of particles within the medium. Second, the
plateau concentration is lower than the input concentration, meaning that a fraction of the
particles were retained by the porous medium. Figure 5-2 compares the particle
breakthrough behavior with solute breakthrough between pore volumes 0 and 5. It is
clearly seen that the particle breakthrough has the two main characteristics mentioned
above - "retardation" and "concentration reduction by retention". Another interesting point
about the particle breakthrough curves is that no evidence is seen that a measurable
fraction of the particles traveled faster than the dye.
It is also interesting that the particles were retained inside the medium despite the highly
unfavorable electrostatic conditions for particle-solid interaction. Considering that the
measured zeta-potential of the particles was highly negative (-110 mV) and that the zeta-
potential of soda-lime glass beads is an estimated -60 mV [Litton and Olson, 1993], it is
not likely that there was an attractive fore between the particles and the beads high enough
to overcome the repulsive electro-static force, according to the DLVO theory [Derjaguin
and Landau, 1941; Verwey and Overbeek, 1948].
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5.2.2. Fitting with Two-Site Model
Among the mathematical models that have been published to match discrete particle
transport data (refer to Chapter 2), the Two-Site Model was adopted to fit the breakthrough
data. In the Two-Site Model, the "retardation" behavior is represented by reversible
particle attachment and detachment, while the "concentration reduction by retention"
behavior irreversible particle attachment. It was found that alternatives to Two-Site Model,
which involved a lower number of rate coefficients, could not be well fit to the data.
The governing equations for one dimensional particle transport of the model are as
follows.
aC aS a2C aC
-+-=D -u-
at at ax2 ax
Equation 5-1
- rr + as=kiC + k,,,C-kr,detSr
at at at
Equation 5-2
The following initial and boundary conditions were used for the calculations.
C(x,0)=0 att=O






where CO is the constant input concentration and L the total length of the porous medium.
The equations were numerically solved by a finite difference analysis using the Crank-
Nicholson scheme. The velocity of the discrete particles was assumed to be the same as the
fluid seepage velocity, and the dispersivity value was estimated from the dye tests. The
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irreversible attachment rate coefficient, kirr was calculated with the plateau concentration
of the breakthrough curves by Equation 5-6 and Equation 5-7 [Comprere et al., 2001]. The
reversible attachment and detachment rates were estimated from the curve fitting using the
least squared sum of error method.
kirr = 1ln ' Equation 5-6
tes CO
tres = L Equation 5-7
U
where Cpl,,ea is the plateau concentration of the breakthrough curve and tre the residence
time of the fluid inside the medium.
The model fitting is also shown in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2. In general, the
experimental results are well fitted with the Two-Site Model. However, it should be noted
that predictions by the model do not match the descending portion of the BTCs. This is
because, like others [e.g., Harter et al., 2000], observations made during this work provide
evidence of the slow elution of particles from the porous medium at the end of the particle
flushing stage, a phenomenon that the equations do not account for. Other important
observations of the particle breakthrough behavior that are not accounted for by the model
are: the plateau concentration has a slight gradient (but, is nearly constant) that is more
apparent at slower flow velocities. Table 5-1 includes the estimated irreversible attachment
rate and reversible attachment and detachment rates obtained by matching the
breakthrough curves with the Two-Site Model. Also presented in the table is the empirical
collision efficiency factor, a, estimated from ki, and a X that was calculated using the
Rajagopalan and Tien model [Rajagopalan and Tien, 1976] (see Section 2.3.2).
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5.2.3. Effects of Fluid Velocity and Surface Roughness of the Medium
As shown in Figure 5-1, particle retention by the medium is higher as the flow velocity
decreases, since the plateau concentration for slow velocity is lower. Similarly, the
particles are retarded more when the flow velocity is lower, which is well seen in Figure 5-
2. Comparison of the data for the different flow velocities confirms observations by others
[e.g., Compere et al., 2001] that particle retardation and retention increase as the pore fluid
velocity decreases.
In addition, it is clearly seen that the particle retention is enhanced with the rough beads
compared to that with the smooth beads. Comparison of the results for the rough and the
smooth beads confirms observations by others [e.g., Shellenberger and Logan, 2002] that
particle retention also increases with the solid's surface roughness. Figure 5-3 shows the
normalized plateau concentrations of particle breakthrough for the three flow velocities
and with both glass beads. The figure illustrates that the particle retention increases as the
pore fluid velocity decreases and with the solid's surface roughness.This dependence of
particle retention and retardation mechanisms on fluid velocity and surface roughness are
also obvious when the irreversible and reversible attachment/detachment rates in Table 5-1
are compared for each condition. Figure 5-4 shows the irreversible attachment rate for each
condition, while Figure 5-5 the reversible attachment and detachment rates. The
irreversible attachment rate decreases as the flow velocity increases. In addition, it is
higher for the rough beads than for the smooth beads. Using the filtration theory equations,
the estimated empirical collision efficiency factor, a, was also found to be higher for the
rough beads than for the smooth beads. Shellenberger and Logan [2002] found that the
surface roughness of the glass beads increased the collision efficiency in their system, too.
The reversible attachment and detachment rates increase as the flow rate increases
whereas there is no significant difference between the rough beads and the smooth beads.
In addition, the reversible attachment rate is higher than the detachment rate for the slow
flow rate condition, but it is reversed as the flow rate increases. The increase in the
reversible kinetic rates is similar to that observed by Compere et al. [2001].
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5.2.4. Effluent Particle Size Distribution
Figure 5-6 shows the size distribution of particles in the effluent during the particle
injection stage of an experiment conducted at the slow flow velocity in the rough beads,
RS-3. The size distribution of particles in the influent is also provided. The size
distribution curves show that smaller particles eluted earlier. Using the Rajagopalan and
Tien model it is possible to estimate that the smaller particles in the system had the lowest
i's, and were thus more likely to stay suspended in faster moving streamlines within the
pore space [Brenner and Edwards, 1993]. Figure 5-6 also shows that the size distribution
of the effluent stabilized after 4 PVs of flow. Comparison of the input and stabilized output
size distribution curves shows that, at the slow flow velocity, the rough porous medium
retained the majority of discrete particles in the 10 to 25 tm size range and 50% of the
particles in the 7 to 10 jim size range. At faster fluid velocities in the rough beads and at all
fluid velocities in the smooth beads, it is believed that the stabilized particle effluent would
have contained a greater fraction of the larger particles.
5.3. PARTICLE BEHAVIOR INSIDE MEDIUM AT THE
MACROSCOPIC LEVEL
5.3.1. Particle Hindrance and Entrapment
Figure 5-7 is an example of particle concentrations observed within the interior of the
porous medium during an experiment conducted at a slow velocity in rough beads. All the
other experimental data of the interior concentration change are presented in Appendix C.
Note, the vertical axis is the sum of the particle fluid and the particle surface concentration,
(C+S) normalized by the input concentration Co. This is because the macroscopic
visualization technique cannot distinguish between particle fluorescence originating from
the pore fluid and that originating from solid surfaces. The accuracy of the method used to
obtain interior macroscopic particle concentrations was verified by mass balance
calculations as discussed in Chapter 4. Predicted interior concentrations using the
parameters obtained by fitting the BTC are also displayed on the figure. It is clear that, for
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the conditions of the experiments, use of the breakthrough curve to infer what is happening
in the interior of the medium is inappropriate.
All interior concentrations exhibited similar features, as illustrated by Figure 5-8.
During Phase A, when local particle concentrations in the pore fluid were still increasing,
the increase in total concentration versus time was predictably non-linear. During Phase B,
when local pore fluid concentrations became constant, a linear increase in total
concentration versus time was observed, implying that any process responsible for the
collection of particles within the medium had a linear rate. During phase C local particle
concentrations in the pore fluid were decreasing, and some particles collected by solid
surface interactions were re-entrained into the pore fluid and flushed out of the porous
medium. During the final Phase D, particle pore fluid concentrations were negligible.
Hence, (C+S) is the concentration of particles that remain collected (i.e., retained) by the
medium. The concentration of these particles showed a very slow decline with time.
The macroscopic observations of particle behavior reveal two types of particle
interaction with solid surfaces in the medium. One interaction does not firmly collect (i.e.
fix) the particles. Particles experiencing this interaction can attach and detach from
collection sites as they move through the medium, thereby resulting in overall particle
retardation. The other interaction does firmly collect the particles. During Phase C "non-
firmly" collected particles are easily re-entrained in the pore fluid and flushed out of the
medium. In contrast, "firmly collected" particles are not easily detached from collection
sites during Phase C and are thus retained by the medium. However, as demonstrated by
the observations of tailing in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-7, the mechanisms contributing to
firm particle collection are not necessarily irreversible. The non-firm collection of particles
corresponds to the retardation behavior found in the particle breakthrough, while the firm-
collection of particles is observed as the concentration reduction by retention in the particle
breakthrough curve. From now on, processes that result in the non-firm collection of
particles are referred to as hindrance, and processes that result in the firm collection of
particles as entrapment. It is shown how the concentration of hindered and entrapped
particles is quantified on Figure 5-8. To obtain an estimate of the concentration of hindered
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particles, a linear decrease was assumed in the steady state particle fluid concentration with
depth through the medium'.
5.3.2. Effects of Surface Roughness of the Medium
Figure 5-9, Figure 5-10, and Figure 5-11 show the entrapment concentrations with both
the smooth and the rough beads for the fast, medium, and slow flow velocities,
respectively. The entrapment concentrations were calculated with the plateau
concentrations at the end of the particle flushing stage at each location, as shown in Figure
5-8. The surface roughness of the medium affected both the shape of the curve and the
magnitude of the entrapment concentration.
For the smooth beads, the entrapment was lowest at the top of the medium, before
increasing to a value that remained approximately constant at mid-depth, for all flow
velocities. For the rough beads, it was highest at the top of the medium, and decreased to a
stable value at mid-depth, except for the fast flow velocity where the entrapment
concentration did not vary much across the medium.
The amount of entrapped particles increases significantly for the rough beads compared
to the smooth beads. This result was well comparable with that by Shellenberger and
Logan [2002], which was also found in the breakthrough behavior as discussed previously.
Therefore, it is clear that the surface roughness plays an important role in particle
entrapment even under chemical conditions that are highly unfavorable for particle-solid
interaction.
Figure 5-12, Figure 5-13, and Figure 5-14 compare the hindrance concentration in the
smooth beads with that in the rough beads for the three flow velocities. All trends are
similar. Particle hindrance concentrations close to the injection point were similar for the
rough and the smooth beads. However, with depth hindrance concentrations became much
smaller in the rough beads, especially at the medium and slow flow velocities. This result
I It was found that the estimation of the concentration of hindered particles was insensitive
to the assumed distribution in C. Therefore, a linear distribution was selected to simplify
the calculations.
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is not surprising. Particles that came into contact with the rough bead surfaces had the
opportunity to be entrapped, and this was not the case for the smooth beads. Thus, the
population of interactive particles decreased with depth in the rough beads and remained
constant below mid-depth in the smooth beads.
5.3.3. Effects of Fluid Velocity
Figure 5-15 and Figure 5-16 show the entrapment concentrations of the three flow
velocities for the smooth beads and the rough beads, respectively. The entrapment
concentration increases as the pore fluid velocity decreases. In addition, note that the
variation of the entrapment concentration over the medium depth increases as the pore
fluid velocity decreases.
Figure 5-17 and Figure 5-18 also show the hindrance concentration for the three flow
velocities for the smooth beads and the rough beads. Again, the trends with velocity
suggest that the fraction of particles retarded by interactions with the medium's solid phase
increases as viscous forces decrease. The variation also increases as the pore fluid velocity
decreases. It is also interesting that the hindrance concentration at the bottom of the
medium for the smooth beads is almost the same regardless of the flow velocity.
The fractions of the particles entrapped and hindered out of the total particles
introduced into the medium were calculated under each experimental condition and are
listed in Table 5-2. Generally, the particle entrapment and hindrance across the medium
were enhanced with lower pore fluid velocity. In addition, the particle hindrance is higher
with the smooth beads while the particle entrapment is higher with the rough beads.
However, the lower value of Fhindrance for the slow velocity with the rough beads in
comparison to the medium velocity with the same beads, is due to a change in particle
behavior between these two flow velocities. Specifically, higher particle entrapment at the
slow velocity resulted in very small number of particles experiencing hindrance behavior at
the bottom of the medium (refer to Chapter 6 for details).
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5.4. PARTICLE BEHAVIOR AT THE MICROSCOPIC LEVEL
5.4.1. Microscopic Observations of Particle Hindrance and Entrapment
Microscopic images obtained of particle behavior close to the front face of the
experimental box during a slow velocity experiment with the rough beads are provided in
Figure 5-19. Images (a) through (c) show particle behavior during the particle introduction
stage, and (d) through (f) during the flushing stage. It is clear from images (a) to (c) that
particle attachment/ collection, which includes particle hindrance and entrapment, occurs
over most of the bead surfaces and at the solid-solid contact points. However, from images
(d) to (f) it becomes apparent that particle entrapment occurs only at the top-surfaces of the
beads and at the solid-solid contact points. In other words, the particles are collected (or
retained) at the top bead surfaces and at the solid-solid contact points. However, some of
the collected particles are reentrained into the pore fluid, while others remain collected.
These microscopic observations give direct images of the particle hindrance and
entrapment behavior that was observed in the particle breakthrough curve (Figure 5-1 and
Figure 5-2) and the interior particle concentration measurements (Figure 5-8).
In addition, images of the particles in motion, which cannot be provided in this thesis,
show particle attachment, hesitation and re-launching on the top surfaces of the beads. This
is direct evidence to support the hypotheses of Lee and Koplick [1999]. Although it is
possible that this behavior also occurred at solid-solid contact points, it was not observed
in the images that were captured.
5.4.2. Effects of Surface Roughness of the Medium
Figure 5-20 is a microscopic image of the porous medium at its mid-depth after the end
of a slow velocity experiment using the smooth beads. In contrast to the image presented in
Figure 5-19(f), particle entrapment occurs only at the solid-solid contact points, where
crescent shaped particle clusters that are concave downward are clearly visible. Cushing
and Lawler [1998] first claimed that contact points collected particles by "funneling
effects", which they simulated using three dimensional particle trajectory modeling. This
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experimental result provides direct evidence to support this claim. As noted by Cushing
and Lawler [1998], the filtration theory that many particle transport models rely upon does
not account for particle entrapment at contact points.
5.5. PARTICLE DETACHMENT BY FLOW RATE INCREASE
The results of the three step flushing tests, in which the flow rate was increased two
times during the flushing stage shows that the macroscopic flow rate increase has
practically little effect on the detachment for both the smooth beads and the rough beads.
The breakthrough curve of R3-2 is plotted in Figure 5-21. All the other breakthrough data
are presented in Appendix B, and the interior concentration data are presented in Appendix
C. Even if the seepage velocity was increased to be similar to the medium flow velocity (2-
fold) and the fast flow velocity (4-fold) after the particles had been introduced and flushed
with a velocity similar to the slow velocity, the reentrained amount of particles was less
than 2% of the total introduced particle mass. This suggests that once the particles are
entrapped by the solid matrix, they are not easily reentrained into mobile pore fluid due to
macroscopic hydrodynamic perturbation. Therefore, the "firmly" collected particles by
particle entrapment are not likely detached into the fluid by flow velocity increase within
the velocity range used in the experiments.
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Table 5-1 Parameter values of Two-Site Model estimated by fitting the particle
breakthrough data to the model.
Test Average pore k. k k
N o. B eads w ater velocity, u "I ''f" ''de (
N_____.__ ____________ (cm/s) + (1O- /s) (10-3 /s) (10~ /s)
RF- 1 Fast 2 1.48 4.60 7.47 0.344
RF-2 5.31(±0.14)x0-7
RM-1




RS-2 1.36(±0.13)x10~2 2.41 1.97 1.34 0.406
RS-3








SS-2 1.38(±0.15)x10~2 0.935 2.39 2.11 0.167
SS-3 __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
* R and S represent rough and smooth beads, respectively. F, M, and S represent fast,
medium, and slow pore fluid velocities, respectively.
+ The numbers in the parentheses are the standard deviations.
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Table 5-2 Fractions of the particles entrapped and hindered during the experiments.
Flow condition Rough bead experiments Smooth 
bead experiments
Fentrapment Fhindrance Fentrapment Fhindrance
Fast 4.80% 4.78% 3.41% 5.63%
Medium 14.25% 7.12% 5.31% 7.97%
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Figure 5-1 Breakthrough curve of the particle transport tests at the three pore fluid
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Figure 5-2 Breakthrough curve of the particle transport tests between pore volumes 0 and 5,
and comparison with solute breakthrough. The solute breakthrough is from dye tests and
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Figure 5-3 Comparison of the plateau breakthrough concentrations for different flow
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Figure 5-7 Interior concentration change with time for experiment RS-2: (a) 1.8 cm from
the surface where particles are introduced; (b) 3.6 cm; (c) 5.8 cm; (d) 8.0 cm; (e) 12.4 cm;
and (f) 15.0 cm. The solid lines represent predictions by Equations (4) and (6) using
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Figure 5-9 Particle entrapment concentration for the fast flow velocity as a function of
surface roughness.
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Figure 5-11 Particle entrapment concentration for the slow flow velocity as a function of
surface roughness.
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Figure 5-16 Particle entrapment concentration for the rough beads as a function of flow
velocity.
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Figure 5-17 Particle hindrance concentration for the smooth beads as a function of flow
velocity.
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Figure 5-18 Particle hindrance concentration for the rough beads as a function of flow
velocity.
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Figure 5-19 Microscopic observation of particle hindrance and entrapment while they were
moving along with the pore water at V=1.27x10-2 cm/s (RS-micro). (a), (b), and (c) were
taken during the particle introduction while (d), (e), and (f) during the flushing. (a) 0.9 pore
volume passed; (b) 2.8 pore volumes passed; (c) 9.2 pore volumes passed (the end of the
particle introduction); (d) 1.8 pore volumes flushed after the end of the particle






Figure 5-20 A microscopic picture taken in the middle of the medium after the slow flow
rate test with the smooth beads, SS-3. Note that the black and white colors are reversed in
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Figure 5-21 Breakthrough concentration of R3-2 when the pore water velocity was
increased to 2 and 4 times the initial velocity during the flushing. The eluted mass due to






6.1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
From the downward particle transport experiments described in Chapter 5, two main
mechanisms that control the discrete particle behavior were identified - namely,
entrapment and hindrance. In addition, the influence of flow velocity and surface
roughness of the glass beads was discussed with respect to the mechanisms of entrapment
and hindrance.
This chapter discusses the particle transport and retardation mechanisms in the interior
of the medium and how they are affected by the test conditions. The findings in this
chapter provide guidance that can be used to advance prediction methods for discrete




From the macroscopic data and microscopic pictures, it was observed that some
particles were firmly collected inside the medium, and that the firmly collected particles
were not reentrained into pore fluid during the particle flushing stage of experiments. This
firm-collection behavior is referred to in this thesis as particle entrapment.
Based on the microscopic observations, particles were entrapped at solid-solid contact
points and on solid surfaces. Therefore, it is considered that particle entrapment is
controlled by two separate mechanisms - namely, contact entrapment and surface
entrapment.
6.2.1. Contact Entrapment
6.2.1.1. Mechanism of Contact Entrapment
The mechanism of contact entrapment is explained by the physical capture of particles
in the small pendular pore space surrounding solid-solid contact points. Particles moving
downward with the pore fluid are drawn to solid-solid contact points where the width of
the particle path is physically smaller than the particle size. Hence, the particles are
physically strained between the solid surfaces. It is observed that the collected particles at
the solid-solid (i.e., grain) contact points form crescent shaped clusters that are concave
down as shown in Figure 6-1. Cushing and Lawler [1998] first claimed that grain contact
points collected particles to a significant degree by "funneling" effects simulated by their
three-dimensional trajectory filtration modeling. However, this work is the first to provide
physical observation of contact entrapment in the interior of a porous medium.
Figure 6-2 shows how entrapment and hindrance concentrations were calculated from
the macroscopic interior concentration measurements made during an experiment. Because
there appeared to be no surface entrapment during the smooth bead tests, the contact
entrapment is estimated simply from the total entrapped particle concentration at the end of
the smooth bead experiments.
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6.2.1.2. Effects of Transport Distance
Figure 6-3 is a plot of the estimated concentration of particles that experienced contact
entrapment during the downward transport experiments as a function of velocity and depth.
It is assumed that contact entrapment during the rough bead tests is identical to that for the
smooth beads at a given flow velocity and depth in the medium, on the basis that this
phenomenon is largely influenced by the geometry of the pore space and the particles and
not surface roughness. It is noted that, for all flow velocities, the contact entrapment was
lowest at the top of the medium, before increasing to a value that remained approximately
constant at the mid-depth. It is hypothesized that the low contact entrapment
concentrations close to the particle source were the result of early straining of larger
particles at the contact points, which blocked access to pendular pore space that might
otherwise have entrapped smaller particles, Figure 6-4.
The constant contact entrapment concentrations below about 4 cm indicate that, for
each of the velocities, a certain size range of the larger particles - different for each
velocity - was easily collected and held at contact points. Particles within this favored
range were entrapped before they could travel very far into the medium. It is speculated
that particles outside this favored range all had the same affinity for contact entrapment.
Thus contact entrapment concentrations stabilized as soon as the favored particles were
removed.
6.2.1.3. Effects of Fluid Velocity
Figure 6-3 shows that the concentration of particles entrapped at solid-solid contact
points decreased with increasing flow velocity. The trends with flow velocity can be
explained by two factors. First, preferential pathways for particle migration reduce with
flow velocity [Sirivithayapakorn and Keller, 2003], suggesting that particle interactions
with contact points would have increased as the flow velocity decreased. Second, the ratio
of body forces (oc particle size) to viscous forces (cc fluid velocity) increases as flow
velocity decreases. Thus, more particles would have been driven to grain contacts by
sedimentation at slower velocities, and fewer particles would have been remobilized by
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hydrodynamic scour. Both factors point to an increase in contact entrapment with
decreasing flow velocity, as was observed.
Assuming that contact entrapment is primarily influenced by gravitational forces and
the particle concentration in the fluid, the following relationship is proposed for the
different flow velocity conditions
Scontact entrp oc C-NGa, Equation 6-1
where Sontact entrap is the concentration of particles experiencing contact entrapment, C the
local particle concentration in the pore fluid, NG the gravitational number which is the ratio
between gravitational settling velocity and pore fluid seepage velocity (refer to Equation 2-
18), and ace an empirical coefficient. Figure 6-5, in which the contact entrapment is
normalized by C -NGa,, shows that the relationship provided in Equation 6-1 is reasonable
when ace is 0.7. Thus, it is suggested that the contact entrapment is related to an 0.7 power
of the gravitational force.
6.2.2. Surface Entrapment
6.2.2.1. Mechanism of Surface Entrapment
It is believed that the mechanism of surface entrapment is caused by the physical
interlocking of particles with asperities on the rough particle surfaces, Figure 6-6. Because
of the highly negative surface potentials of the particles and the glass beads, the attractive
force between the particles and the beads is not thought to be enough to hold the particles
on the surface without physical interlocking. Therefore, physical particle entrapment as a
result of the surface roughness of the medium is put forward as an explanation for the
observations of the microscopic experiments, as shown in Figure 6-7(a). This hypothesis is
supported by the microscopic image, Figure 6-7(b), taken from a smooth bead test, in
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which the surface entrapment was close to zero due to the absence of the surface roughness
on the smooth beads.
6.2.2.2. Torque balance calculations for surface entrapment
Force and torque balance calculations were done using DLVO theory to calculate the
double layer and Van der Waals force, and Happel's sphere-in-cell model [Happel, 1958]
was used to calculate the drag force. The gravitational force was estimated using the
known density difference between the particles and the pore fluid.
As noted in Chapter 2, Happel's sphere-in-cell model idealizes a porous medium as an
assemblage of identical collector units with a spherical grain surrounded by a fluid
envelope as shown in Figure 6-8. From the model, the stream function around a spherical
grain is as follows.























In the above equations, r is the radial coordinate that is the distance from the center of the
grain, 0 describes the angle from vertical axis, a, radius of the spherical collector grain
and n the porosity of the medium.
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Equation 6-11
The drag force operating on a spherical particle of radius a, near a plane wall in a slow,
linear shear flow has been calculated by Goldman et al. [1967] and O'Neill [1968] to be
Fdra9 =1.7009(6rpaPu ) Equation 6-12
where p is the fluid viscosity, and ux is the fluid velocity parallel to the plane wall at the
center of the particle. In the case of the calculations here, the angular velocity component,
uo was used in place of ux.
The sphere-plate double layer interaction energy and force were calculated by Hogg et
al. [1966] as follows











p= (1- n) 1/
2e-^ 2cc I(2I +cI ) ( 2Kh)[ p + KhP )(I-e -K) 02 +0, IEquation 6-14
where e is the permittivity of the fluid, e = De0 , D is the dielectric constant of the fluid,
usually 80 for water, co is the permittivity of vacuum (8.854x10-" C2/J-m), k is
Boltzmann constant (1.38x10- 23 J/0K), T is the absolute temperature, z is the cation valence,
e is electronic charge (1.60x10- C), (I, and (M are the reduced surface potential of
particles and the solid medium, K is the reciprocal of Debye-HUckel thickness of a double
layer, tD, and h is the distance between the sphere and the plate.










where no is the bulk cation concentration with a unit of number per volume, and Co is the
Molar concentration of cations in bulk water.
The reduced surface potential, (P, and (,M , are
c ze(pp orm
por m 4kT Equation 6-17
where (, and (m are the electrical surface potentials of the particles and the medium.
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doube lyer P (ze
The van der Waals interaction energy and force between a sphere and a plate are as
follows [Elimelech et al., 1995]
EVdW H= [ + +ln ]
VW 6 h h +2ap h +2a,
H ap ap- 1 1
F = r ( a )+-- 1
VdW 6 h 2 (h +2a P2 h h+2ap
Equation 6-18
Equation 6-19
where H is the Hamaker constant.
Finally, the gravitational force can be calculated from the density difference between
the particles and the pore fluid as follows
4
Fravity =- a p -P f ) g3i Equation 6-20
where p is the particle density, pf is the pore fluid density, and g is the gravity
acceleration (9.81 m/s 2).
The overturning torque and the torque preventing the overturning (termed the
"entrapment" torque) were calculated at the contact point A as shown in Figure 6-9. The
entrapment torque is the multiplication of the total force that pulls the particle down
toward the center of the solid grain and the lever arm.
Tentrap = (F VdW double layer + F,,, cos0) . Equation 6-21
where the lever arm in the angular direction is
1 =,0 p r Equation 6-22
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and the lever arm in the radial direction is
p = a  + h - hroughness Equation 6-23
where hrugh,,es is the height of the surface roughness.
The overturning torque is
Tverturning = Frag 1r+0.399a, + F,~a,,, sin 8 -1,. Equation 6-24
since the torque due to drag on a particle near a wall was presented as 1.399aF
[Goldman et al., 1967; O'Neill, 1968].
Figure 6-10 shows an example of the torque calculations for particles of a 10 jtm
diameter with a gap distance of 1 pm for the "slow" flow velocity tests. For all calculations,
it was assumed that the bulk cation concentration, C0 , was x10-5 M with monovalent
cations, the Hamaker constant, H, was 1x10-19 J, and the height of surface roughness,
h ,roughness was 2 pm. -110 mV and -60 mV were used for the surface potentials of the
particles and the medium, respectively. Figure 6-10 shows that the critical angle, 0(,i, is
7.6 , meaning that particles of a 10 grm diameter can be entrapped within 7.60 on top of the
beads if the gap distance between the particle and the medium is 1 pm. For all calculations,
the gravitational force and the drag force are dominant relative to the van der Waals force
and the double-layer force. Hence, particle surface entrapment occurs at surface roughness
of the beads if the gravitational force is high enough to overcome the overturning torque
primarily generated by the drag force. This also supports the surface entrapment hypothesis
of physical interlocking on roughness of the glass bead surfaces.
Figure 6-11 shows the calculated 0 r,,, values as a function of particle diameter and flow
velocity when the gap between a particle and medium surface is 0.5, 1, and 1.5 pm,
respectively. As the flow velocity is slower, 0 ri, is larger, meaning that particles can be
entrapped over a wider range of surface area of the beads when the flow velocity is slower.
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In addition, it is shown from these calculations that particles are generally entrapped within
the range L0 0 to 100 for the slow velocity condition with some big particles entrapped at
between Ei=15' and [1=20'. This is in a good agreement with the microscopic image, Figure
6-7(a), taken during a slow velocity experiment with the rough beads. It should also be
noted that particles less than 5 pm are either not likely to approach the glass bead surface
to be entrapped by the surface roughness, or are reentrained into pore fluid easily by
microscopic perturbations from the fluid or other particles, since they are apparently not
entrapped during the experiments, as discussed in the previous chapter.
The calculations shown in Figure 6-11 also show a good agreement with the
macroscopic concentration measurements of the surface entrapment in Figure 6-12. The
approximate ratio of the critical angle between the fast, medium, and slow velocities in
Figure 6-11 is 1:2:3.5. Then, the ratio of the available surface area for particle entrapment
is 12 :2 2:3.5 2, which is 1:4:12.3. This agrees very well with the ratio of the surface
entrapment concentrations in Figure 6-12, which is approximately 1:4:12.
6.2.2.3. Effects of Transport Distance
Estimates of the concentration of particles that experienced surface entrapment during
the downward flow experiments as a function of velocity and depth are provided in Figure
6-12. These estimates were obtained by subtracting the concentrations shown in Figure 6-3
from the total entrapment concentrations observed in the rough beads. In contrast to the
contact entrapment, it is noted that, for the medium and slow velocities, surface entrapment
concentrations were initially higher close to the particle injection point, before decreasing
to values that were approximately constant below 8 cm. For the high velocity tests, surface
entrapment remained approximately constant throughout the entire depth of the medium.
It is hypothesized that higher surface entrapment concentrations close to the particle
injection point were also caused by filtering of larger diameter particles, which had higher
1 values (see Equations 2-13 through 2-18) and thus a greater probability of reaching a
solid surface. Again, it is speculated that, for each flow velocity, there existed a specific
range of larger particles that was easily removed from the flow. The removal of these
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particles meant that below the mid-depth of the medium, the particles in suspension were
all equally susceptible to surface entrapment. Thus, surface entrapment concentrations
became stable.
The distribution of the affinity of surface entrapment as a result of the particle size
distribution is simply explained by the mechanism driving surface entrapment. The driving
force that pulls particles down to the bead surface is gravity. In addition, the main force
that holds the particles on the surface roughness against the drag force is also gravity.
Because gravity is the main driving mechanism for surface entrapment, bigger and heavier
particles have a higher affinity for surface entrapment than smaller and lighter particles
under the experimental conditions.
6.2.2.4. Effects of Fluid Velocity
The increase in surface entrapment with decreasing flow velocity is explained by the
same factors that explain the increase in contact entrapment with decreasing flow velocity.
The ratio of body forces (cc particle size) to viscous forces (cc fluid velocity) increases as
flow velocity decreases and preferential pathways for particle migration reduce with flow
velocity.
The effects of flow velocity are also shown in the torque calculations, Figure 6-11. The
critical angle from the vertical axis, 0 crit within which particles can be entrapped as a
result of surface roughness, is largest for the slowest velocity. Figure 6-13 is another
interpretation of the effects by the torque calculations, in which the critical gap distance is
presented as a function of particle diameter and flow velocity. If the gap distance between
a particle and bead surface is smaller than the critical gap distance, hrit, the particle gets
entrapped. The calculations show that herit is larger for the slower flow velocity, meaning
that particles get entrapped more easily with larger gap distances from the bead surface for
the slower velocity.
A comparison of Figure 6-3 with Figure 6-12 reveals that at high flow velocities particle
entrapment in the rough beads is dominated by contact entrapment, at medium flow
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velocities contact and surface entrapment appear comparable, while at low flow velocities
surface entrapment dominates. It is believed that this finding brings into question Bradford
et al's claim that contact straining was responsible for the filtering of their particles at low
flow velocities in glass beads [Bradford et al., 2002]. The results also show that, overall,
there was little change in particle entrapment with depth at the high flow velocity,
indicating that viscous forces were pre-eminent for these conditions and particle size did
not greatly impact entrapment trends with distance. In contrast, at low flow rates particle
entrapment decreased overall with depth, indicating that body forces became pre-eminent
for these conditions, and particle size had an important impact on the spatial distribution of
entrapment concentrations.
6.3. PARTICLE HINDRANCE
6.3.1. Mechanism of Hindrance
Hindered particles are particles that were collected at contact points or on solid surfaces
in the porous medium, but were re-entrained back into the pore fluid during any of the
stages A to C of the experiments. Explanations for surface hindrance include insufficient
surface roughness to firmly hold particles brought to the surface of beads, temporary
"hydrodynamic capture" of particles in slow moving and stagnant regions of pore fluid
[Lee and Koplik, 1999; Ghidaglia et al., 1996], and particle-particle interactions on or
close to solid surfaces that perturb local viscous forces to either favor particle collection
[e.g, Biggs et al., 2003] or detachment [e.g., Meinders and Busscher, 1995]. Explanations
for contact hindrance include inadequate geometric capture of particles as well as the
perturbations in local viscous forces caused by particle-particle interactions. The
experiments do not provide the data to distinguish between concentrations of contact
hindrance and surface hindrance. Thus, in what follows, the concentrations of hindered
particles as a whole are presented.
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6.3.2. Effects of Transport Distance
Figure 6-14 is a plot of observed particle hindrance concentrations as a function of
surface roughness and depth from the particle injection point for the fast, medium and slow
velocities. All trends are similar. Particle hindrance concentrations close to the particle
injection point were similar for the rough and the smooth beads. However, with depth
particle hindrance concentrations became much smaller in the rough beads, especially at
the medium and slow flow velocities. This result is not surprising. Particles that came into
contact with the rough bead surfaces had the opportunity to be entrapped, and this was not
the case for the smooth beads (see Figure 6-7). Thus, the population of interactive particles
decreased with depth in the rough beads and remained constant below mid-depth in the
smooth beads. The decrease in the concentration of hindered particles with depth in the top
half of the smooth beads might be explained by the nature of contact entrapment in the
upper portion of the medium. Referring to Figure 6-4(a), particles that would otherwise
have been firmly held in the pendular pore space (Figure 6-4(b)) are instead temporarily
hindered on the top of the larger strained particle, thereby decreasing the concentration of
contact entrapped particles, as discussed before, but increasing the concentration of
hindered particles. Again, the trends with velocity suggest that the fraction of particles
retarded by surface and contact point interactions increases as viscous forces decrease, i.e.,
as velocity decreases.
6.3.3. Effects of Fluid Velocity
Figure 6-15 and Figure 6-16 show the hindrance concentration as a function of flow
velocity and transport distance for the smooth bead tests and the rough bead tests,
respectively. A relationship similar to Equation 6-1 can be written with the assumption that
the hindrance is related to the gravitational force and the particle concentration in the fluid.
Shind x C- N Equation 6-25
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where Shlfd is the hindrance concentration and ash an empirical coefficient. Figure 6-15(b)
shows the hindrance normalized by C -NG""" for the smooth bead tests, and reveals that the
hindrance has a good relationship with a 0.5 power of the gravitational force.
Figure 6-16(b) shows the hindrance values normalized by C -N'a"h with ash = 0.5 for
the rough bead tests. It shows that the value is very well normalized in the top area of the
medium, but has a higher value for the fast velocity and a lower value for the slow flow
velocity in the lower part of the medium. This is due to the combined effect of the surface
entrapment with the rough beads. The surface entrapment mechanism removes big
particles from the fluid more prominently for the slow flow velocity in the top part of the
medium, so a smaller number of big particles remain in the lower part of the medium for
the slow flow condition than for the fast flow condition. This reduces the surface hindrance
in the lower part of the medium for the slow flow condition. This phenomenon is also
obvious if particle hindrance in the rough beads is compared to that of the smooth beads,
Figure 6-14 . Particle hindrance in the rough beads is the same in the higher part of the
medium, but becomes less in the lower part of the medium than that of the smooth beads,
due to the surface entrapment.
Finally, it is curious that, in the bottom half of the medium, hindered concentrations
tend to a similar value for the rough beads regardless of the fluid velocity. The average
diameter of mobile particles in the bottom of the rough bead medium would have been
larger at the high fluid velocity that the low fluid velocity. Thus, large particles at the fast
flow rate were behaving like small particles at the slow flow rate, confirming that particle
behavior was determined by the relative weight of the viscous and body forces that were in
play during an experiment.
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Figure 6-1 Microscopic image of entrapped particles at the end of the microscopic test with
rough beads. CE refers to contact entrapment and SE refers to surface entrapment. Note


















Figure 6-2 Typical profile of measured interior concentration change with time.
Entrapment is calculated from the plateau concentration at Phase D, and hindrance is
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Figure 6-3 Particle contact entrapment concentration as a function of velocity and depth






Figure 6-4 Hypothetical Distribution of Contact Entrapped Particles: (a)
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Figure 6-5 Particle contact entrapment concentration normalized by C -NG07 as a function











Figure 6-6 Hypothetical view of surface entrapment: physical interlocking on surface
roughness. FVdw is the van der Waals force between the discrete particle and the glass bead
surface and Elis the angular position of the surface roughness.
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(a) Rough bead test (b) Smooth bead test
Figure 6-7 Microscopic images supporting the hypothesis of physical interlocking on
surface roughness for surface entrapment: (a) particles are entrapped on the surface of the
glass beads with the rough beads; (b) particles are only entrapped at solid-solid contact




Assemblage of unit co sctors
Figure 6-8 Schematic description of a porous medium based on the Happel's sphere in cell
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Figure 6-10 Torque balance calculation of surface entrapment for particles of a 10 prm
diameter with a gap distance of 1 gm for the "slow" flow velocity tests.
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Figure 6-11 Lit calculations as a function of particle diameter and flow velocity when (a)
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Figure 6-12 Particle surface entrapment concentration as a function of flow velocity and
depth from the particle injection point.
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(a) 0=5"
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Figure 6-13 hc1it calculations as a function of particle diameter and flow velocity when (a)
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Figure 6-14 Hindrance concentrations as a function of surface roughness and depth: (a) fast
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Figure 6-15 Hindrance concentrations during the smooth bead tests: (a) the absolute
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Figure 6-16 Hindrance concentrations during the rough bead tests: (a) the absolute values;







7.1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Particle breakthrough concentrations were matched with the Two-Site Model using
constant values of the rate parameters. The interior concentrations, entrapment, and
hindrance concentrations were also fitted with the model using the parameter values
estimated by fitting the breakthrough curve. However, the interior fittings revealed that the
Two-Site Model with constant kinetic rate values did not match the experimental data.
Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-2 plot the particle entrapment and hindrance concentrations with
depth inside the medium at each flow velocity for the rough bead and the smooth bead
tests, respectively. From these figures, it appears that the Two-Site Model did not capture
the high variance of the entrapment and hindrance concentrations inside the medium.
The kinetic rate change of particle concentration inside the medium can be investigated
from the interior concentration measurements with time. The variation of the kinetic rates
inside the medium can give an insight into the macroscopic trends in particle behavior. In
addition, comparison of interior rate values with the values obtained from the breakthrough
fittings will lead to a better understanding of how to predict particle transport in a porous
medium.
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7.2. KINETIC RATES ASSOCIATED WITH PARTICLE
ENTRAPMENT
7.2.1. Collection Rate of Entrapped Particles
7.2.1.1. As a Function of Transport Distance
The collection rate of entrapped particles inside the medium can be calculated in two
ways. First, the steady-state plateau concentration of Phase D can be matched with an
appropriate entrapment rate at each location. Second, the ascending slope of Phase B also
represents the entrapment rate if it is assumed that there is only particle entrapment
occurring during Phase B, and that particle hindrance is at equilibrium. In other words, if
particle entrapment is the only process responsible for particle collection during Phase B
and is a linear function of particle concentration in the pore fluid, the following first-order
kinetic equation can be written
DSent = k"l C_ Equation 7-1
at
where Sen, is the particle concentration entrapped in the medium, k,' is the collection rate
of entrapped particles, and C__ is the pore fluid particle concentration at steady-state. The
steady state pore fluid particle concentration, C,_,, can be estimated as linear through the
medium, and "ent is the slope of Phase B. Hence, the collection rate of entrapped
at
particles can be calculated at each location inside the medium.
Figure 7-3 and Figure 7-4 plot the estimated entrapment rate inside the medium by the
two calculation methods mentioned above. It is seen from the figures that the two different
calculation methods reveal similar results.
For the rough beads, Figure 7-3, the entrapment rate usually decreases with depth,
especially for the medium and slow conditions, and reaches a stable value at about the mid-
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depth of the medium. This kind of phenomenon was already discussed previously and has
been attributed mainly to the particle size distribution. Earlier entrapment of bigger
particles leads to the higher entrapment rate at the top of the medium. Preferential
pathways can be another possible cause of the observed trends.
For the smooth beads, Figure 7-4, the entrapment rate initially shows the minimum
value at the top of the medium and reaches a stable value at about mid-depth. This can be
explained by the hypothesis suggested in Figure 6-4, i.e., bigger particles that get
entrapped early at the top of the medium block smaller particles from approaching the
contact points.
Assuming that the entrapment of the smooth beads is only contact entrapment and that
the contact entrapment rate of the rough beads is the same as that of the smooth beads, it is
possible to separate the surface entrapment rate and the contact entrapment rate for the
rough bead tests. Figure 7-5 plots the separated contact entrapment and surface entrapment
rates as a function of transport distance for the different flow velocities. The contact
entrapment rates in Figure 7-5 were calculated by averaging the estimated contact
entrapment rates for the two different methods inside the medium for the smooth beads.
The surface entrapment rates were calculated by subtracting the averaged contact
entrapment rates from the averaged total entrapment rates estimated using the two different
methods for the rough beads. It appears that the contact entrapment rate increases with
depth and reaches a stable value at mid-depth while the surface entrapment rate decreases
with depth and reaches a stable value at mid-depth. This is consistent with the discussion
written above.
7.2.1.2. As a Function of Fluid Velocity
The overall entrapment rate across the medium was calculated as the average value over
the medium from the two calculations methods for each test. The overall values are listed
in Table 7-1 and compared with the irreversible attachment rates estimated from fitting the
breakthrough data with the Two-Site Model. The averaged values agree quite well with the
irreversible attachment rates from the Two-Site Model, especially for the rough bead tests.
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However, even for the smooth bead tests, if the range of the values arising from the
standard errors of the breakthrough measurements is considered, the two values are in
reasonable agreement.
The overall surface entrapment rate and overall contact entrapment rate are separated
and listed in Table 7-2, for the rough beads. The overall contact entrapment rate was
calculated by averaging the three overall entrapment rates for the smooth beads in Table 7-
1, assuming the contact entrapment rate for the rough beads is the same as that for the
smooth beads. The overall surface entrapment rate was calculated by subtracting the
overall contact entrapment rate from the averaged value of the three entrapment rates for
the rough beads for each flow velocity. The values show that the surface entrapment rate
decreases as the flow velocity increases while the contact entrapment increases slightly
with the flow velocity. Thus, it seems that the kinetic rate of surface entrapment is
proportionally affected by the ratio of the body force to the viscous force while that of
contact entrapment is reversely (but, only slightly) affected.
In addition, the contact entrapment rate is higher than the surface entrapment rate for
the fast velocity, whereas the surface entrapment rate is higher than the contact entrapment
rate for the slow velocity. This can also be seen in Figure 7-5, where the surface
entrapment and contact entrapment rates are separated as a function of transport distance.
7.2.1.3. As a Function of Particle Size for Slow Velocity Conditions in Rough Beads
Particle size distribution was measured with the particle suspensions of the input
solution and the output solution at the end of the particle injection stage during a slow flow
velocity test with the rough beads, RS-3. The particle size distribution curves are plotted in
Figure 7-6.
Small particles less than around 4pm diameter were not entrapped at all inside the
medium, while the concentrations of bigger particles were notably reduced due to their
entrapment inside the medium. Since the decrease of the ratio in concentration for each
particle size is known, the average entrapment collection rate throughout the medium can
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be calculated for each particle size using the following equation. The relationship between
the entrapment collection rate and the particle size is plotted in Figure 7-7(a).
k", = -- ln ""'u"'tEquation 7-2L C
where u is the average pore fluid seepage velocity, and L is the medium length.
The relationship between the entrapment collection rate and the settling velocity for
each particle size was calculated and is plotted in Figure 7-7(b). It was suspected that the
entrapment collection rate correlated well with the settling velocity since the entrapment
mechanism is mainly driven by gravitational sedimentation. From Figure 7-7(b), the two
values have a linear relationship for particles bigger that 4pm. The critical particle
diameter, 4pm, represents the particle size for which if particles are smaller, they are not
collected inside the medium by entrapment under the test conditions.
It should be noted that the entrapment rate calculated here is the combined rate of
surface entrapment and contact entrapment. However, surface entrapment is dominant for
the slow flow velocity condition. Therefore, it is thought that the surface entrapment alone
is also proportionally related to the particle settling velocity.
7.2.2. Reentrainment Rate of Entrapped Particles
The reentrainment rate of entrapped particles at each location can be estimated from the
descending slope of Phase D. If the particle reentrainment into the pore fluid is linearly
related to particle concentration entrapped in the medium, the following first-order
expression can be used to calculate this rate. Note, during Phase D, the particle collection
by entrapment is negligible because of very low pore fluid concentrations.
asent =-k 'e"S Equation 7-3
at n
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where k", is the reentrainment rate of entrapped particles and Si, is the concentration of
entrapped particles in the medium. se" is the slope of Phase D. The average entrapped
at
particle concentration of the linear decline portion of Phase D was used to calculate the
reentrainment rate.
Table 7-3 lists the calculated values of the reentrainment rates at each location for
different test conditions. In contrast to the entrapment rate, it seems that there is no
significant change in the reentrainment rate across the medium. Figure 7-8 plots the
averaged reentrainment rates over the medium as a function of flow velocity and surface
roughness. In general, the reentrainment rate is higher for the smooth beads than for the
rough beads. It also tends to increase as flow velocity increases.
7.3. KINETIC RATES ASSOCIATED WITH HINDRANCE
7.3.1. Collection and Reentrainment Rates of Hindered Particles inside the Medium
The collection and reentrainment rates of hindered particles were calculated at each
location by matching the interior concentration change with the Two-Site Model as shown
in Figure 7-9. The entrapment rates obtained by matching the plateau concentrations
during Phase D were used to estimate local hindrance rates by the model fitting. The
reversible attachment rate of the Two-Site Model is the collection rate of hindrance, and
the reversible detachment rate is the reentrainment rate of hindrance. The calculated values
at each location are listed in Table 7-4. Also included in the table are the averaged values
over the entire length of the medium and the values estimated from the breakthrough
concentrations. The interior values do not show any particular trend across the medium.
The overall values have the same trend as the values estimated from breakthrough, i.e.,
they increase as flow velocity increases. It is also interesting that the collection rate for
particle hindrance is higher than the reentrainment rate for particle hindrance for the fast
flow velocity condition, both are almost the same for the medium flow velocity condition
and the trend is reversed for the slow flow velocity condition.
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7.3.2. Ratio between Collection and Reentrainment Rates of Hindrance
7.3.2.1. As a Function of Transport Distance
More important is the ratio between the collection rate and the reentrainment rate of
hindered particles. If this ratio is high, particles are more hindered within the medium, and
vice versa. The ratio can be calculated from the values in Table 7-4.
The ratio can also be calculated from the particle hindrance concentrations during the
experiments. Assuming that particle hindrance reaches a steady state by balancing particle
collection and reentrainment during Phase B, and that particle collection and reentrainment
are linearly proportional to the pore fluid concentration and the collected concentration by
hindrance, respectively, the following expression can be written for Phase B
aShin = k s-ol C - Shin = 0 Equation 7-4
at hin
Hence,
hin_ hin Equation 7-5k ree c_
hin -
during Phase B. The hindrance concentration, Shin ,was measured during each experiment,
and the steady-state pore fluid concentration, C,_,, can be estimated by assuming that it
varied linearly across the medium. Hence, the ratio between the collection rate and the
reentrainment rate of particle hindrance can be calculated at each location.
Figure 7-10 and Figure 7-11 compare the ratio calculations from Table 7-4 to those
calculated from Equation 7-5, for the rough beads and the smooth beads, respectively. The
values are quite similar except for the fact that the values calculated from interior
hindrance concentrations (Equation 7-5) are usually lower and vary more across the
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medium. It is thought that the calculations using the values from Table 7-4 do not include
the dynamic features of particle reentrainment by particle-particle interaction and
microscopic flow perturbation during the particle flushing stage, since the local fittings
were only made during Phase A and Phase B.
7.3.2.2. As a Function of Fluid Velocity
The overall ratio between the collection and reentrainment rates of particle hindrance
was calculated and is listed in Table 7-5. The ratio increases as flow velocity decreases,
meaning that particles are hindered more at the slower flow velocity. This relationship was
discussed in Chapter 6 when the hindrance concentration was normalized by the
dimensionless gravity number. The hindrance concentration inside the medium is
proportional to the square root of the gravity number.
7.3.2.3. As a Function of Particle Size for Slow Velocity Conditions in Rough Beads
During a slow test with the rough beads, RS-3, the particle size distribution was
measured with the input solution and the output solutions at 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 pore volumes
during the particle injection stage. The particle breakthrough concentrations for different
particle sizes were calculated, and some of them are plotted in Figure 7-12.
It is clearly seen from Figure 7-12 that smaller particles are less hindered and bigger
particles are more hindered, despite the pretty wide interval between measurements.
k 0"Therefore, the ratio, hin ree is larger for bigger particles and smaller for smaller particles.
k hin
This is because bigger particles are less likely to be perturbed by particle-particle
interaction and microscopic flow perturbations than smaller particles. In addition, bigger
particles are expected to approach the hindrance sites more rapidly due to their higher
weight.
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Due to an insufficient number of measurements, accurate values of h for each
particle size cannot be calculated. Instead, the approximate values of hin ree for each
k5
particle size were estimated very roughly by looking at the breakthrough curves for the
different particle sizes in order to examine the relationship with particle size. Table 7-6
shows the rough values of the retarded particle velocity due to hindrance and the
k 01
corresponding kin , values for different particle sizes. It seems that the ratio and the
khin
particle size have a linear relationship, very roughly.
7.3.3. Ratio between Hindrance Collection Rate and Entrapment Collection Rate
It has been already discussed that the approaching mechanisms to both entrapment sites
and hindrance sites are the same - gravitational sedimentation. Hence, it is suspected that
the collection rates of hindrance and entrapment are strongly correlated. Particles are
pulled down by gravity to near glass bead surfaces where both entrapment and hindrance
sites are present. Some of the particles are firmly collected by entrapment and the others
are non-firmly collected or hindered and are reentrained into faster flow regions. Therefore,
the ratio between the hindrance collection rate and the entrapment collection rate should
reveal how many particles are not firmly-collected among the particles that are driven to
the glass bead surfaces.
The ratio was calculated using two methods: First, the reversible and irreversible
attachment rates were used from the breakthrough curve fitting with the Two-Site Model;
second, the overall kjO and k"j values from interior concentration fitting were used. The
calculation results are shown in Table 7-7.
The ratio increases as flow velocity increases, meaning that the particles that approach a
bead surface are not firmly collected at higher velocities. The ratio is also higher for the
smooth beads because there is no surface entrapment present for the smooth beads. From
the values, about 3.16%, 4.63%, and 14.16% of the particles that approach a bead surface
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are firmly collected by entrapment for the fast, medium, and slow velocity, respectively,
for the rough beads. For the smooth beads, about 0.74%, 2.36%, and 2.89% of the particles
that are driven to a bead surface are entrapped for the fast, medium, and slow velocity,
respectively.
7.4. BACK-CALCULATION OF BREAKTHROUGH
Here, the breakthrough concentrations were back-calculated with the rates estimated
inside the medium. The overall rates averaged over the medium were used for the
calculations with the following governing equations, which include particle entrapment
and hindrance behavior.
3C Sent aShin 2C aC
+ + =D --- Equation7-6
at at at ax2  ax
as" =k"',C- ke, S Equation 7-7
at ent ent 
ent
aShin =kcolCk ree S Equation 7-8
at hin
For k,', the overall value of the calculated rates from plateau concentration of Phase D
was used. For k,, k ", , and k ree, the overall values in Table 7-3 and Table 7-4 were used
for the calculations. Figure 7-13 and Figure 7-14 plot the calculated breakthrough
concentrations and compare them with the experimental data and the Two-Site Model
fitting of the experimental data. The figures indicate that the back-calculated values are not
very different from the experimental data. In fact, the back-calculated values agree well
with the experiment breakthrough measurements, considering the measurement errors
associated with the breakthrough data. Therefore, it is thought that the interior
measurements can produce accurate predictions of particle breakthrough behavior.
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7.5. ENTRAPMENT-HINDRANCE MODELING WITH RATE
DISTRIBUTION
7.5.1. Governing Equations
The Entrapment-Hindrance Model with Rate Distribution can be expressed as follows,
if the rate distribution is caused by particle size distribution
aC(dP) aS(d ) a 2 C(d )
- + a = D(d,) 2 u(d,
t  ) 3x~et~p +ahd)
and










In addition, if entrapment is partitioned into contact entrapment and surface entrapment
and hindrance is partitioned into contact hindrance and surface hindrance, Equation 7-10










where ce, se, ch, and sh stand for contact entrapment, surface entrapment, contact
hindrance, and surface hindrance, respectively.
Now, assuming that particle collection by entrapment or hindrance is a linear function
of pore fluid concentration and that particle reentrainment is a linear function of collected
particle concentration, the following expression can be written if the kinetic rates are
functions of particle size
taSceeIhh(d P) = col ) re 1  d Se 1 %I~/~
at scelselchish(d )C (d )- kclselchlsh(d )Scelselch tsh(dd
Equation 7-14
Therefore, the pore fluid concentration and entrapment and hindrance concentrations
can be calculated at each time and location from Equation 7-11 and Equation 7-12 after
solving Equation 7-9 and Equation 7-10 with Equation 7-13 and Equation 7-14. The
equations were solved by finite-difference analysis using the Crank-Nicholson scheme.
The detailed calculations of the finite-difference analysis are given in Appendix D.
7.5.2. Parameter Selection
7.5.2.1. Particle Size Distribution Function
The initial particle size distribution function must be known to solve the equations. The
model was solved for the slow test with the rough beads, because the particle size
information of input and output solution is only available for these conditions. The particle
size distribution of the input solution measured for a test, RS-3, was used as in Figure 7-6.
7.5.2.2. Entrapment Rates
The entrapment was not divided into the two mechanisms, contact entrapment and
surface entrapment. Instead, the total entrapment was considered for the modeling.
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Therefore, the following equation was used for the entrapment calculation in place of
Equation 7-13 and Equation 7-14
B3Se (dr)
aen' (dP) = kl (d )C(d) - k;"(d)Sn (d,)
at
Equation 7-15
The collection rate of entrapment, k'", was considered to have a linear relationship
with the settling velocity, starting from a critical settling velocity, below which particles
are not collected by entrapment. Therefore, the expression for the entrapment collection
rate is
k," (d,) =F-,l,, (v, (d) -- v"" ) Equation 7-16
where 'entv, is a linear coefficient relating entrapment collection rate and settling velocity.
The value of rent/ was determined by matching the breakthrough plateau concentration
while changing the value. Fn,,v =0.95 and Vrit = 1.1x10-4 cm/s were used for the rough-
slow test modeling.
The reentrainment rate of entrapped particles is assumed to be spatially constant and
given by the overall value in Table 7-3. Therefore,
k re, (d,)= k , =1.40 x1T-5 1/s Equation 7-17
7.5.2.3. Hindrance Rates
Again, it was not possible to separate the surface hindrance and the contact hindrance.
Hence, the total hindrance was considered for the modeling. Therefore, the following
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equation was used for the hindrance calculation in place of Equation 7-13 and
Equation 7-14
aShi,(d )
at = ki (d)C(d) - k(d P)Shin(dp) Equation 7-18
The particle collection rate of hindrance was also assumed to be linearly proportional to
settling velocity because the particle collection mechanism for both entrapment and
hindrance is the same - gravity. However, in contrast to the entrapment collection rate, a
critical settling velocity does not exist for this case. Therefore,
kolI = hinFentent/v vs Equation 7-19
where Fhinlent is a coefficient. In Table 7-7, the ratio between collection rate of hindrance
and that of entrapment for the slow tests with the rough beads was 6.06 on average. Hence,
rnlv,=6.06 was selected for the modeling.
The particle reentrainment rate of hindrance was determined by the ratio between the
collection rate and the reentrainment rate of hindrance as shown in Table 7-6. Since only
rough estimations of the values are available, it was assumed that the ratio is linearly
related to particle size. Therefore, the reentrainment rate of hindrance is
rhink ,r (d) = kl (d,)- rehin Equation 7-20
where Fhin/ is a coefficient representing the linear relationship. From Table 7-6 and




Figure 7-15 shows the modeling result for the breakthrough data. From the figure, the
modeling result with the Entrapment-Hindrance Model with rate distribution matched well
with the experimental data of the breakthrough concentration. However, the descending
portion of the breakthrough curve during the particle flushing stage was still not well fitted
with the modeling results.
Figure 7-16 plots the modeling results for the peak concentration of Phase B and the
plateau concentration of Phase D inside the medium. Note, that the plateau concentration
of Phase D is the same as the entrapment concentration. As shown in the figure, the high
variance of the concentrations across the medium was well captured with EHM with rate
distribution, compared to the Two-Site Model with the parameter values estimated from
the breakthrough data.
Finally, the modeling result of the hindrance concentration is shown in Figure 7-17. The
result from EHM with rate distribution has higher variance than that from TSM with the
parameter values estimated from the breakthrough data. However, EHM still does not
capture the higher variation of the measured hindrance concentration across the medium.
7.5.4. Discussion
Basically, the new modeling results better represent the high variation of the measured
concentration inside the medium. In fact, they captured well the entrapment concentration
inside the medium. In addition, the breakthrough concentration was also well captured,
considering the experimental data of the breakthrough concentration were not directly
fitted with the model.
However, the model did not explain the more gradual descending breakthrough
concentration during the particle flushing stage, and the high variation of hindrance
concentration inside the medium. One possible reason for this, is that the reentrainment of
particle behavior was assumed to depend on the collected particle concentration only in the
model. Thus, the model did not incorporate other probable mechanisms for the particle
reentrainment of hindrance, such as particle-particle interaction and microscopic
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perturbation of viscous forces. It is thought that the reentrainment of particle hindrance
behavior is also a function of pore fluid concentration of particles if particle reentrainment
is caused by mobile particles perturbing non-mobile particles. Another possible reason for
the poor match is the interaction between smaller particles and bigger particles while they
co-exist in the pore fluid. For example, bigger particles can perturb the hindrance behavior
of smaller particles very easily, while smaller particles do not have significant effects on
hindrance behavior of bigger particles. Hence, local concentrations of each particle size
affect differently the hindrance behavior of other particle sizes. These particle size
interactive effects are not accounted for in the model either. Finally, the preferential
pathways of the pore fluid are another possible cause for the discrepancy. All of theses
reasons could contribute to the fact that high variation of the hindrance concentration and
the descending portion of the breakthrough curve are not captured by the model.
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Table 7-1 The averaged entrapment rates over the medium for each test and comparison
with the irreversible rates from Two-Site Model.
Overall k'
k. from ent Overall kirr ent
calculated from
breathrough fitting calculated from
Test with Two-Site plateauslope of Phase B
concentrations of
Model
(10~4 1/s) PhaseD (10-4 1/s)
(10-4 i/s)
1.48
Rough, fast (0.922 - 2.04) 1.56 1.52
2.29
Rough, medium (1.82 - 2.77) 2.48 2.10
2.41
Rough, slow (2.09 - 2.74) 2.53 2.30
0.552
Smooth, fast 1.08 0.933(0-1.19)
0.628
Smooth, medium 0.886 0.996
(0.289 - 0.975)
0.935
Smooth, slow 0.667 0.575
(0.726 - 1.15)
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Table 7-2 The overall surface entrapment and contact entrapment rates for the rough beads
for each flow velocity.
Overall k"' of contact Overall k" of surface
Flow velocity





Table 7-3 Reentrainment rates of entrapped particles at each location inside the medium
for the different test conditions. The overall value is the one averaged over the entire length
of the medium.
Average kZ'e, (10- 1/s)
Position depth Rough - Rough - Rough - Smooth - Smooth - Smooth -
(cm) fast medium slow fast medium slow
1 2.02 4.53 1.58 0.751 9.37 4.90 1.19
2 4.24 3.95 1.56 0.270 5.14 2.06 1.20
3 6.49 2.26 1.10 1.45 6.10 1.19 1.18
4 8.61 1.86 1.02 0.962 3.55 1.70 1.29
5 10.87 4.24 0.976 1.92 5.73 2.11 0.853
6 12.95 4.45 0.935 2.09 3.96 1.57 1.67
7 15.31 5.27 1.97 2.10 7.11 1.33 2.04
Overall 3.91 1.34 1.40 6.15 2.18 1.37
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Table 7-4 Collection and reentrainment rates of hindrance behavior at each location for
different test conditions. The overall values are the averaged values over the whole length
of the medium. The values estimated from the breakthrough data using Two-Site Model
are also listed.
Rough - Smooth - Smooth -
Average Rough -fast mdum Rough -slow Smooth -fast
medium medium slow
depth k (l 'k ree k Col k ree k C"l k ree kol k ree k Col k ree k C k
(cm) hin hin hin hin hin hin hin hin hin hin hin hin
10-31/s ,10-11/s,,,10-31/s~,10-11/s:(10-31/s)(10-I1/s)'10-31/s~10-31/s''10-31/S:, -11 /S,,10-3 1/S, 10~3/s,
2.02 5.27 7.82 5.47 6.02 1.26 0.909 4.23 5.89 2.15 2.14 2.31 1.73
4.24 5.20 10.4 4.47 5.26 1.32 1.21 3.65 5.47 1.94 2.37 3.17 2.56
6.49 4.81 10.1 4.73 5.39 1.04 1.14 3.41 5.78 2.47 2.96 3.49 2.96
8.61 4.19 8.45 5.03 6.91 1.16 1.31 5.43 8.60 2.38 2.89 3.76 3.16
10.87 3.96 7.91 4.08 5.41 0.751 1.00 6.34 9.54 2.72 3.23 2.88 2.46
12.95 5.03 10.2 3.15 4.17 0.845 1.11 6.79 10.0 2.17 2.70 2.39 2.24
15.31 4.35 7.68 4.15 5.06 0.720 1.03 7.54 10.8 2.34 2.87 1.93 1.68
Overall 4.71 8.81 4.48 5.47 1.00 1.09 5.30 7.90 2.30 2.72 2.78 2.33
From
breakthrough




Table 7-5 Overall ratio between collection and reentrainment rates of particle hindrance for
each test condition.
Overall inkcol kco
e kj Overall in hin from
hi kree k ree




_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _
Rough - 0.535 0.493 0.616 0.548
fast
Rough - 0.819 0.765 1.019 0.868
medium
Rough- 0.917 0.724 1.47 1.04
slow
Smooth - 0.671 0.553 0.852 0.692
fast
Smooth - 0.846 0.808 0.973 0.875
medium
Smooth - 1.19 1.06 1.13 1.13
slow
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Table 7-6 Rough estimation of k e for different particle sizes by looking at the
breakthrough curves.
Retarded particle velocity







Table 7-7 k r7k.
kcol
or hin (.0 calculations for each test condition.
kent
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k from Overall hin ko
117kr 5kent
Test breakthrough fitting calculated from Average
with Two-Site interior
Model concentration fitting
Rough, fast 31.08 30.19 30.64
Rough, medium 23.10 18.06 20.58
Rough, slow 8.17 3.95 6.06
Smooth, fast 219.20 49.07 134.14
Smooth, medium 56.69 25.96 41.32
Smooth, slow 25.56 41.68 33.62
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Figure 7-1 Comparison of entrapment and hindrance concentrations for the rough bead
tests between the experimental measurements and the model fittings by Two-Site Model
with the parameter values estimated from breakthrough: (a) entrapment for fast tests, (b)
hindrance for fast, (c) entrapment for medium, (d) hindrance for medium, (e) entrapment
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Figure 7-2 Comparison of entrapment and hindrance concentrations for the smooth bead
tests between the experimental measurements and the model fittings by Two-Site Model
with the parameter values estimated from breakthrough: (a) entrapment for fast tests, (b)
hindrance for fast, (c) entrapment for medium, (d) hindrance for medium, (e) entrapment
for slow, and (f) hindrance for slow tests.
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Figure 7-3 Entrapment rate with depth across the medium for the rough bead tests: (a) Fast
flow velocity, (b) medium, and (c) slow.
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Figure 7-5 Contact entrapment rate and surface entrapment rate as a function of transport
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Figure 7-6 Particle size distribution curves of the input solution and the output solution at
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Figure 7-7 Particle collection rate by entrapment for each particle size: (a) Entrapment
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Figure 7-8 Overall reentrainment rate of entrapment particles as a function of flow velocity
and surface roughness.
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Figure 7-9 Example of the data fitting to obtain local collection and reentrainment rates
associated with particle hindrance. This is at 10.94 cm from particle injection point during
a rough bead test at the medium flow velocity. The solid line is the model calculation using
the parameter values estimated from the breakthrough data. The dashed line is the new
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Figure 7-10 Ratio between collection and reentrainment rates of particle hindrance
behavior inside the medium for the rough bead tests. The calculations were done with two
different methods: 1. from the hindrance concentrations inside the medium and 2. from the
calculated values by local model fittings as in Table 6-3.
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Figure 7-11 Ratio between collection and reentrainment rates of particle hindrance
behavior inside the medium for the smooth bead tests. The calculations were done with
two different methods: 1. from the hindrance concentrations inside the medium and 2. from
the calculated values by local model fittings as in Table 6-3.
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Figure 7-12 Normalized particle breakthrough concentrations of different particle sizes at 2,
4, 6, 8, and 10 pore volumes.
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Figure 7-13 Back-calculated breakthrough concentrations for the rough bead tests using the
overall rates of entrapment and hindrance behavior averaged over the whole length of the
medium. The values are compared with the experimental breakthrough data and the fitting
of the experimental data with Two-Site Model.
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Figure 7-14 Back-calculated breakthrough concentrations for the smooth bead tests using
the overall rates of entrapment and hindrance behavior averaged over the whole length of
the medium. The values are compared with the experimental breakthrough data and the
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Figure 7-15 Modeling results from the Entrapment-Hindrance Model with rate distribution
for the breakthrough concentration of slow test with the rough beads, and comparison with
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Figure 7-16 Modeling results from the Entrapment-Hindrance Model with rate distribution
for the peak concentration of Phase B and the plateau concentration of Phase D for the
slow test with the rough beads and comparison with the Two-Site Model fitted with the
breakthrough data.
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Figure 7-17 Modeling results from the Entrapment-Hindrance Model with rate distribution
for the hindrance concentration of the slow test with the rough beads and comparison with
the Two-Site Model fitted with the breakthrough data.
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CHAPTER 8
BEHAVIOR OF DISCRETE PARTICLES
DURING UPWARD TRANSPORT
8.1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
It was found from the downward particle transport experiments that particle entrapment
and hindrance behavior inside the porous medium shows more variance than estimated
using spatially constant values of kinetic rates. This kind of phenomenon has been reported
in many other studies, which also indicated that the attachment rate of colloidal particles or
microorganisms (e.g., bacteria) in a medium is higher near the input area than the output
area of laboratory columns [e.g., Bolster et al., 1999; Harter et al., 2000; Redman et al.,
2001; Bradford et al., 2002].
The distribution of attachment rate across the medium has been attributed to blocking
effects [Schaaf and Talbot, 1989; Johnson and Elimelech, 1995], the heterogeneity of the
surface properties of microorganisms [Albinger et al., 1994; Baygents et al., 1998; Simoni
et al., 1998; Bolster et al., 1999; Bolster et al., 2000; Redman et al., 2001], distributions in
interaction potentials between particles and solids [Li et al., 2004], and distributions in
particle size [Bradford et al., 2002].
It has been hypothesized that the distribution in the particle size used for the
experiments of this study caused the observed decrease in entrapment and hindrance
behavior from the top to the bottom of the experimental box during the downward
transport experiments. Bigger and heavier particles have a stronger tendency to get
entrapped or hindered in comparison to smaller and lighter particles, because the driving
mechanism for the entrapment and hindrance behavior under the experimental conditions
is gravitational sedimentation. Therefore, more particles are entrapped and hindered near
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the top of the medium, while the surviving smaller particles experience less entrapment
and hindrance as they approach the bottom of the medium.
The hypothesis that gravitational sedimentation is the main driving force for the
entrapment and hindrance mechanisms in the experiments was supported by a new set of
experiments that changed the fluid flow direction. During the upward particle transport
tests, the pore water flow and the gravity act in opposite directions, while during the
downward tests they act in the same direction. Particle behavior was found to be different
for the upward transport tests both at the macroscopic level and at the microscopic level.
This chapter introduces and discusses the results of the particle transport behavior of
upward flow.
The upward filtration of drinking and waste water is rarely used, while the downward
filtration is generally the standard method [AWWA, 1999]. The results of this study can
provide some guidance on the operation and the efficiency of the upward filtration
technique.
8.2. PARTICLE BREAKTHROUGH
The upward transport experiments were conducted at a flow velocity comparable to the
"medium" velocity of the downward transport experiments. Both the rough beads and the
smooth beads were used. Table 8-1 lists the conditions used for the upward transport
experiments. All the particle breakthrough and interior particle concentration data are
presented in Appendices B and C.
Figure 8-1 compares the breakthrough behavior of the upward particle transport to that
of the downward particle transport. The particle breakthrough behavior of the upward
transport is different from that of the downward transport as shown in the figure. First, the
concentration of particle breakthrough during upward transport is lower, i.e. more particles
are entrapped inside the medium. Second, the particle breakthrough occurs earlier for
upward transport, so a normalized concentration of C/Cplateau=0. 5 occurs at about 1 pore
volume, meaning that there is no or little hindrance of particle transport inside the medium.
Finally, the tail of the breakthrough during the particle flushing stage has higher
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concentrations for upward transport, meaning that entrapped particles are continuously
detached from the entrapment sites with a higher detachment rate.
Figure 8-2 shows the comparison between the breakthrough of the rough bead tests and
that of the smooth bead tests for the upward experiments. There is, basically, no significant
difference in the entrapment and hindrance behavior of the two breakthrough data.
Therefore, unlike the downward particle transport, the surface roughness of the medium
appears to have little effect on the particle behavior during upward transport.
In summary, it is found from the breakthrough data that the particles experience little or
no hindrance and that entrapment is enhanced, regardless of the surface roughness of the
porous medium, for upward particle transport. The particle behavior inside of the medium
is examined in the following sections to explain the phenomena of upward particle
transport.
8.3. PARTICLE BEHAVIOR AT THE MICROSCOPIC LEVEL
It was claimed that gravitational sedimentation was the main cause of the entrapment
and hindrance behavior during downward particle transport. Microscopic observations
were made to investigate if this applies to the upward particle transport, and to explain the
difference between the downward particle transport and the upward particle transport.
Microscopic images were taken at the end of each test, and show how the particles were
distributed and collected inside the medium. Figure 8-3 shows an example image, taken
after the test RS-1, in the middle of the medium. As with the breakthrough curves, there is
no distinct difference found in the particle behavior distributed inside the medium between
the rough bead tests and the smooth bead tests, meaning that the surface roughness has
little effect.
Considering the entrapment mechanism only, because no hindrance behavior is seen
from the breakthrough data, the microscopic image illustrates the two types of entrapment,
contact entrapment and surface entrapment. The contact entrapment is the particle
collection at the solid-solid contact areas, while the surface entrapment is the mechanism
by which the particles stay on the surface of the glass beads.
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Just as the contact entrapment of the downward particle transport, the particles
entrapped at the contact points form crescent shaped clusters that are concave downward.
This is clear evidence that the contact entrapment mechanism is driven by gravity. The
particles passing near contact points are brought, by gravity, to the pore space whose neck
is narrower than the size of the particles, and get physically entrapped there. It is also
possible that particles passing around a contact point are driven by gravity to a stagnant
area behind the contact point, and stay at the flow stagnation point.
The surface entrapment is also driven by gravity as clearly seen in Figure 8-3, in which
particles are collected on the top surface of the glass beads. The stagnation point
hypothesis is also applicable to the surface entrapment. The particles transporting around a
bead are moved near the top surface of the bead by gravity and stay there because the drag
force by the fluid is not high enough to wash the particles off the surface.
The stagnation points described above, both at the contact points and on the bead
surface, might be physical no-flow zones or can be a region where the flow velocity is too
small to drag the particles out of the area. The stagnation point entrapment hypothesis is
also supported by Figure 8-3, in which some particles, that were entrapped when the pore
water flowed upward, are falling down from the entrapped areas after the flow stopped.
This means that some stagnation areas, which were made by the flow field, are no longer
stagnant after the flow stopped.
For the downward transport, particle transfer into and out of flow stagnation areas was
associated with particle hindrance, not particle entrapment. By changing the flow direction,
flow stagnation areas shift their function from hindrance to entrapment of particles,
because the directions of the flow and gravitational sedimentation are opposite to each
other for upward particle transport.
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8.4. PARTICLE BEHAVIOR AT THE MACROSCOPIC LEVEL
8.4.1. Interior Particle Concentration Change
Interior particle concentrations were monitored at seven different locations inside the
box for the upward transport tests just as for the downward tests. Figure 8-4 provides some
examples of the measurements. Again, there was no distinct difference found between the
rough bead tests and the smooth bead tests. Thus, the physical interlocking of particles on
surface roughness of the glass beads was not the main mechanism for particle entrapment.
Figure 8-5 illustrates the typical profile of interior concentration change with time for
the upward particle transport experiments. During Phase A, the increase in the
concentration is mostly from the increase in the local particle concentration in the pore
fluid, which is determined by the advection and the dispersion of the particles in the pore
fluid. Hence, the concentration increase in Phase A is non-linear. It should be noted that
the concentration increase in Phase A is not delayed, so it occurs around PV=1. This is
clear evidence that no or little hindrance behavior, if any, exists for the upward particle
transport. During Phase B, while local pore fluid concentrations become constant, a linear
increase in total concentration versus time is observed, as in the downward transport tests.
This implies that the entrapment of the particles has a linear rate. During Phase C, the
concentration decrease is mostly from the decrease in local pore fluid concentrations,
meaning that particle reentrainment by hindrance does not occur in this phase. Phase C is
also very short, which is further evidence that there is no (or little, if any) particle
hindrance. During Phase D, particle pore fluid concentrations are very small, and the
entrapped particles are detached very slowly. The concentration decline in Phase D is also
linear, indicating that the detachment rate is linear.
8.4.2. Kinetics
This entrapment rate can be represented by the slope of Phase B, which is the collection
of the particles inside the medium when the pore fluid concentration reaches steady state.
The reentrainment rate of entrapped particles during Phase B is small relative to the
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collection rate, so the reentrainment is negligible when it comes to estimating the
collection rate during Phase B. Since only entrapment behavior is seen during upward
particle transport, the collection rate of Phase B can be reasonably considered as the
entrapment rate. If the entrapment is a linear function of particle concentration in the pore
fluid, the following first-order kinetic equation can be written
aSent = k CoIC, Equation 8-1
at
where S, is the particle concentration entrapped in the medium, k"'/ is the collection rate
of particle entrapment, and C,__ is the pore fluid particle concentration at steady-state.
If the steady state pore fluid particle concentration, Cs, can be assumed to be linear
across the medium, and "Sent is the slope of Phase B, the collection rate of particle
at
entrapment can be calculated at each location inside the medium.
Figure 8-6 shows the collection rate of particle entrapment as a function of a distance
from particle input for the upward rough bead tests, upward smooth bead tests, downward
rough bead tests and downward smooth bead tests at approximately the same fluid velocity.
The collection rate is higher for the upward transport. It is also higher near the input area,
and decreases with distance from the input area.
Similarly, the reentrainment rate of entrapped particles at each location can be
calculated from the following first-order expression if the particle reentrainment into the
pore fluid is assumed to be a function of particle concentration entrapped in the medium.
During Phase D, the particle collection by entrapment is negligible because of very low
pore fluid concentration. Therefore, Equation 8-2 can stand during Phase D
asent = -k,"S Equation 8-2
at
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where k" is the reentrainment rate of entrapped particles and S is the concentration of
entrapped particles in the medium.
Here, "'t is the slope of Phase D. The average concentration of the linear decline
portion of Phase D was used for S to calculated the reentrainment rate.
Figure 8-7 shows the reentrainment rate for upward particle transport at each location
for rough and smooth beads, and compares this rate with that of downward particle
transport. Generally, the reentrainment rate is higher for the upward particle transport. The
entrapment mechanism for upward transport is mainly particle staying in stagnation areas,
whereas the entrapment mechanism for downward transport is physical interlocking of
particles on surface roughness or solid-solid contact points. Hence, particles entrapped
during upward transport escape more easily from the entrapped sites when perturbed by
particles passing near by and/or microscopic flow changes.
It is seen in Figure 8-7 that the reentrainment rate during upward flow is higher near the
input area and decreases with distance, while that of downward transport is not
significantly different at each location.
8.5. MODEL FITTING
8.5.1. Governing Equations
Since entrapment is the dominant mechanism governing particle transport during
upward flow besides advection and dispersion, a mathematical expression that combines
particle entrapment with advection and dispersion can be applied. Entrapment involves
both collection into and reentrainment from the entrapment sites, and both rates are linear.
Thus, first-order kinetics can be applied. Equations are the advection-dispersion-
entrapment equations that were used to fit the experimental data of the upward particle
transport.
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-+ e" = D u- Equation 8-3at at ax2  ax
aSent = kZc"| C-k re, S Equation 8-4
atent
The equations were numerically solved by a finite difference analysis using the Crank-
Nicholson scheme with MATLAB. Again, the velocity of the discrete particles was
assumed to be the same as the fluid seepage velocity, and the dispersivity value was
estimated from the dye tests, i.e., aL = 0.8cm and D = aLu. The collection rate and the
reentrainment rate were assumed to be spatially constant and were estimated from curve
fitting.
8.5.2. Comparison between Model Prediction and Experimental Data
First, the breakthrough data were fitted with the model calculations. The model fitting
result is also presented in Figure 8-2. The breakthrough data are fit well with the model
using k,"' = 1.0x10-3 1/s and k , = 2.x10-5 1/s. However, it should be noted that the
model does not match the gradual ascending portion after 1PV and the descending tailing
of the flushing stage. This is because the model with constant parameter values
(dispersivity, collection and reentrainment rates) does not account for the dynamic particle-
particle interactions and the possible distribution of the parameter values as a result of the
particle size distribution.
The model fitting for the interior concentration measurements is also shown in Figure 8-
4. It is clearly seen that like the downward transport results, the predictions by the model
using parameters obtained from the breakthrough curve underestimate the entrapment
behavior near the input area and overestimate it far from the input area. Again, this is
because the model does not contain the distribution of the parameter values caused by the
particle size distribution.
Figure 8-8 shows the rapid concentration drop during Phase C as shown in Figure 8-5.
The drop amount is less than 1 and is well matched by the model predictions, supporting
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the observation that there is no or little hindrance. Hence, the concentration decrease
during Phase C is mainly from the decrease in pore fluid concentration.
Figure 8-9 shows the peak concentration at the end of Phase B, which is the
combination of total entrapment concentration and pore fluid concentration. The
experimental data have a higher variation across the medium than the model predictions, so
the measured concentrations are higher at the bottom (close to input) and lower at the top
of the medium (far from input) than the model predictions. The particle size distribution is
thought to be the cause of this rapid change, so bigger particles are entrapped faster than
smaller particles at the bottom of the medium.
The dynamic effect of the particle size distribution is also seen in Figure 8-10 and
Figure 8-11, in which the ascending slope of Phase B and the descending slope of Phase D
are presented as a function of the elevation of the medium, respectively. The ascending
slope of Phase B represents the collection rate and the descending slope of Phase D
represents the reentrainment rate. The experimental results show higher change across
medium than the model calculations, as shown in both figures. The experimental
observations are also believed to be explained by the particle size distribution.
8.6. SUMMARY
The change of flow direction showed clear evidence that the particle entrapment and
hindrance behavior is dictated by gravitational sedimentation for the experimental
conditions investigated in this study. By changing the flow direction from coincident with
gravity to opposite, particles are collected and stay at flow stagnation points behind solid-
solid contact points and on the top surface of glass beads. Particles moving along with the
flow field are drawn by gravity to the stagnant places, and become immobile.
This particle behavior during upward transport results in little particle hindrance and
negligible effects of surface roughness on particle collection inside the medium. Therefore,
it is the entrapment mechanism only that governs the discrete particle filtration inside the
medium. However, the entrapment mechanism for the upward transport is different from
that for the downward transport. Entrapment during upward particle transport is mainly the
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result of particles resting in flow stagnation zones, while entrapment during downward
particle transport is physical interlocking as a result of surface roughness and straining at
solid-solid contact points.
The entrapment rate is higher for the upward particle transport than for the downward
particle transport, meaning that more particles are collected inside the medium. In addition,
slightly higher reentrainment rate of entrapped particles is found for the upward particle
transport compared to the downward transport.
Particle size distribution causes the distribution of the parameter values, e.g., the
collection and reentrainment rates. This is the reason why particle behavior inside the
medium shows higher change across the medium than predicted by the model with
constant spatial values of the parameters. Therefore, when discrete particle transport is
predicted, the heterogeneity of the physical/chemical factors, e.g., particle size, must be
considered.
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Table 8-1 Test conditions of the upward transport experiments.
Test No. Beads Average pore water Porosity, n Medium
velocity, u (cm/s) height, L (cm)
RU-Rough 2.65x10-2  0.382 17.29
RU-2
SU-1
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Figure 8-1 Comparison between the breakthrough of the upward tests and that of the
downward tests. The downward test data are from the rough bead tests with the medium
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Figure 8-2 Breakthrough concentrations of the rough beads and the smooth beads for the
upward tests. The solid line represents the model fitting.
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Figure 8-4 Some examples of the interior concentration measurements with time for both
the rough beads and the smooth beads: (a) 1.75 cm distant from the source; (b) 5.85 cm; (c)
10.12 cm; and (d) 14.80 cm. The solid lines represent the model predictions with the
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Figure 8-6 Collection rate of particle entrapment as a function of distance, flow direction,
and surface roughness for the medium flow velocity.
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Figure 8-7 Reentrainment rate of entrapped particles as a function of distance, flow
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Figure 8-8 Concentration decrease during Phase C as a function of elevation and
comparison with the model calculations. Note, that the bottom of the box is the input area
and the top of the box is the breakthrough area.
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Figure 8-9 Peak concentration at the end of Phase B as a function of elevation and
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Figure 8-10 Ascending slope of Phase B as a function of elevation. The slope is a
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Figure 8-11 Descending slope of Phase D as a function of elevation. The slope is a
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TRANSPORT AND DRAINAGE TESTS WITH
THE GEO-CENTRIFUGE
9.1. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Investigations in the unsaturated zone, as well as the saturated zone, are equally
important to understanding discrete particle transport and behavior in the subsurface. For
example, various types of colloids, which are mobilized from unsaturated soil and
transported to the groundwater, are suspected to be contaminants and/or carriers of the
contaminants [McCarthy and Zachara, 1989].
Although a number of studies on the unsaturated particle transport have been done, this
area still demands more thorough research to promote a clearer understanding of particle
behavior under these conditions. In addition, direct observations of particle behavior have
not been attempted sufficiently, even though some visualization experiments using the
technique of micro-models have been reported, for example, the observation of particle
adsorption behavior on air-water interfaces [Wan and Wilson, 1994].
Simple experimental approaches were attempted with the visualization technique used
for the saturated transport experiments, combined with geotechnical centrifuge testing
techniques. Drainage tests were performed at various gravitational accelerations (g-levels),
which were enabled by the geocentrifuge. Then, the particle distribution inside the
unsaturated porous medium was observed using the visualization technique.
This chapter provides some introductory background to unsaturated discrete particle
transport, and discusses the basic principles of geotechnical centrifuge testing and the
experimental set up and method used for the drainage tests. Finally, the experimental
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results are presented and the chapter concludes with suggestions on future unsaturated
transport studies.
9.2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
9.2.1. Flow of Pore Fluid in Unsaturated Porous Media
Unlike saturated porous media, there exists capillary pressure (suction) in partially
saturated porous media due to the surface tension at the air-water interface. The capillary
pressure is dependent on degree of saturation and the type of the porous medium.
The Soil Moisture Characteristic (SMC) is the relationship between the degree of
saturation or water content of the porous medium and the associated suction in the pore
water [Fredlund and Rahardjo, 1993]. The shape of the SMC is generally sigmoidal.
Several mathematical models have been developed to describe the SMC. Most of the
models are empirical curve fit equations. Among those, two popular models are presented
here, i.e. the ones introduce by Brooks and Corey [1996], and van Genuchten [1980].
Equation 9-1 and Equation 9-2 represent the Brooks and Corey equation and the van
Genuchten equation, respectively
e= ("b Equation 9-1
1 = Equation 9-2
-I+ (aT)"
where e is the normalized volumetric water content, =(0, - ,)/I -0,), 0, is the
volumetric water content, Or is the residual volumetric water content, 6, is the saturated
volumetric water content, T is the suction pressure, Pb is the air entry pressure, and
A, a, n, m are empirical coefficients.
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As for saturated flow, the pore water flow in an unsaturated porous medium is also
governed by Darcy's law. Equation 9-3 shows Darcy's equation for unsaturated flow
q = -K(e)-(x -)= -K (0)+K (0)
ax ax
Equation 9-3
where q is the specific discharge and K(0) is the hydraulic conductivity as a function of
water content.
The hydraulic conductivity of an unsaturated porous medium is a function of the water
content of the medium, and can be expressed with the relative hydraulic conductivity as
follows
K (6)= K, () -K, Equation 9-4
where K, (e) is the relative hydraulic conductivity as a function of the water content and
KS is the saturated hydraulic conductivity.
The mathematical models for K, (e) presented by Brooks and Corey [1966] and van
Genuchten [1980] are shown in Equation 9-5 and Equation 9-6, respectively. Note, that the
van Genuchten equation presented here is the one based on Mualem's Model since it has
been reported that the equation based on Mualem's model is more accurate than that based
on Burdine's Model [van Genuchten, 1980].
Kr (E)= E)3+2'




In a transient state in which the degree of saturation and the corresponding suction
change, Richard's equation, which is the derivative of the Darcy's equation for an
unsaturated porous medium, can be applied.





Equation 9-8 can be solved for the suction, TF, numerically, and the corresponding
moisture content and hydraulic conductivity can be obtained by the Brooks-Corey
relationship or the van Genuchten relationship.
9.2.2. Particle Transport Behavior in Unsaturated Porous Media
The transport of discrete particles in a partially saturated porous medium can be
expressed by the advection, dispersion, and mass transfer mechanisms, just as the fully
saturated transport. Hence, the one dimensional transport equation is
ac as a2C aC
a+ aD -U -z
at at z2 az
Equation 9-9
aswhere represents the mass transfer rate of discrete particles removed from mobile flow.
at
The advection and dispersion of discrete particles were already discussed in the
saturated transport chapter (Chapter 2). The same theory will apply to an unsaturated
medium.
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The mass transfer mechanisms of discrete particles in unsaturated media have been
presumed and introduced by several studies. As in a saturated medium, there must be mass
transfer between the solution and the solid surface, i.e. deposition on and release from the
solid surface, which was also discussed in the saturated transport chapter (Chapter 2). In
addition, air-water interface adsorption and film straining of discrete particles in an
unsaturated medium have been studied and reported [Wan and Wilson, 1994a; Wan and
Wilson, 1994b; Wan and Tokunaga, 1997]. These mechanisms were recently verified in
laboratory column experiments through monitoring of particle breakthrough concentrations
[Lenhart and Saiers, 2002].
Therefore, the mass transfer rate in Equation 9-9 can be expressed as follows with the
mechanisms introduced so far
aS BS ____ aS
as = a"e + a + "+ Equation 9-10
at at at at
where Sdep is the concentration of the discrete particles deposited on the solid surface, S,
is the concentration of the discrete particles retained in thin water films by film straining,
and Sa is the concentration of the discrete particles adsorbed on air-water interfaces. Note,
that all the concentration terms have the same unit - mass of the discrete particles per
volume of the pore water.
9.2.2.1. Air-Water Interface Adsorption
Using observations obtained from micro-models, Wan and Wilson demonstrated that
colloidal sized particles adsorbed on air-water interfaces present in a simulated unsaturated
medium [Wan and Wilson, 1994a]. They found that an air-water interface highly adsorbs
particles, and hence retards their transport depending on particle surface hydrophobicity
and the ionic strength of the pore water [Wan and Wilson, 1994a; Wan and Wilson, 1994b].
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Corapcioglu and Choi [1996] used the following second-order kinetics for air-water
interface adsorption, and successfully fitted the column experiment data provided by Wan
and Wilson
-* = ka " C Equation 9-11
at "w X
where k, is the adsorption rate of colloid particles onto an air-water interface, and X is
the adsorption capacity of the interface.
9.2.2.2. Film Straining
Film straining is a hypothetical mechanism that assumes that discrete particles are
retained within thin water films formed on a soil surface when pendular rings become
disconnected and the film thickness is smaller than the particle diameter as shown in
Figure 9-1 for a colloidal sized particle [Wan and Tokunaga, 1997].
Wan and Tokunaga [1997] used the following first-order deposition kinetics to describe
the film straining mechanism, and successfully matched results from column experiments
that they performed
-l kV C Equation 9-12
at
where k1 s is the film straining rate of particles.
These authors also claim that the film straining rate, kf, is influenced by pendular ring
discontinuity, film thickness (versus particle diameter), and flow rate, and can be experssed
as the following equation
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ks = P(W)KdJ Nvil*h) Equation 9-13
where P(T) is the probability of pendular ring discontinuity as a function of matric
potential, d, is the diameter of discrete particles, w is the thickness of thin films, and 8,
N and h are empirical coefficients.
9.2.3. The Geotechnical Centrifuge
Centrifuge modeling is based on the fundamental equivalence of gravitational and
inertial fields. The model in a centrifuge is spun at a high angular velocity to create a
centrifugal acceleration which simulates the gravitational acceleration. This acceleration is
proportional to the square of the angular velocity of the centrifuge and the distance
between the point where it acts and the center of rotation. Provided that the model is
constructed of the same material as the prototype, stress levels and fluid pore pressures in
the model will be the same as those in the prototype (i.e., the full scale problem). Thus, the
state of strain will also be identical in each. This means that a model which is much
smaller than prototype, but has identical stress-strain behavior, can be obtained and used in
laboratory experiments to investigate problems involving porous media behavior. Figure 9-
2 shows the principle of centrifuge modeling.
In the prototype the general stress level at a depth z below the ground surface is z times
the density of the soil times the gravity acceleration (g), zpg. At the corresponding point in
a centrifuge model, the linear dimension z is decreased to z/N, and the centrifugal
acceleration simulating gravity acceleration is increased to Ng if the linear modeling scale
is N>1. Thus, the stress level at this point in the model will be the same as that in the
prototype.
Scaling relationships for flow and transport phenomena in the geotechnical centrifuge
have been developed by numerous authors [e.g., Arulanandan et al., 1988]. Culligan-
Hensley and Savvidou [1995] present a detailed overview of these relationships. For a
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reduced-scale centrifuge model test conducted using prototype solids and liquids, the
scaling ratios given in Table 9-1 are either self-evident or well established. It is assumed
that these ratios are also applicable in the work described below.
9.3. DRAINAGE EXPERIMENTS
9.3.1. Experimental Set Up
The experimental modeling was conducted using the MIT balanced-arm geotechnical
centrifuge, which is located in the Centrifuge Room (1-079) in the basement of Building 1
at MIT. It has two diametrically opposite swinging platforms located at a radius of gyration
of 106.7 cm (42") to the trunnion of the platform, or 129.5 cm (51") to the base of the
platform. The load capacity of the machine is 13,620 G-kg (30,000 G-lbs), which indicates
that a package of 90.8 kg (200 lbs) can be accelerated to 150-G, or a 68.1 kg (150 lbs)
package can be accelerated to 200-G, at speeds rising from 0 to 400 rpm. If the swinging
platforms are in the 'locked-in-place' mode, the maximum capacity is limited to 5,440 G-kg
(12,000 G-lbs). The maximum package weight and dimensions are limited to 90.8 kg and a
52 cm 3 , respectively.
For the centifuge experiments, the centrifuge platform was set up as shown in plan in
Figure 9-3. The same experimental box was used as the saturated bench top transport tests.
The saturated porous medium was placed in the middle of the platform, and the effluent
collector was connected with a electrical on/off valve, which could be controlled remotely.
The valve was switched on, while the centrifuge machine was being spun. The drainage
point, which was controlled by the valve, was located at the bottom of the box allowing the
medium to be drained at each g-level (refer to Figure 3-7).
9.3.2. Experimental Procedure
The materials used for the centrifuge drainage tests were the same as those for the
saturated bench top transport tests described in Chapter 3. The rough beads only were used.
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The deposition and saturation with distilled/deionized water of the medium in the
experimental box also followed the same procedure.
Then, about six pore volumes of particle suspension were introduced in the medium.
Before the particle introduction, the medium was pre-conditioned with the no-particle
solution for about five pore volumes, as was done in the saturated experiments. The
particle suspension solution was introduced from the top to the bottom of the box at the
"fast" flow velocity that was used for the saturated transport experiments, using the
peristaltic pump. Detailed procedure of the particle suspension introduction is described in
Chapter 3.
The experimental box was, then, placed on the platform of the centrifuge machine as
shown in Figure 9-3, and the centrifuge machine was started. When the target g-level was
reached, the electrical on/off valve was switched on and the fluid drainage commenced.
The centrifuge machine was stopped after enough time of drainage was thought to have
passed, approximately 5 minutes. The experimental box was then moved to the laser table
top, and the distribution of the particles inside the medium was observed using the
microscopic lens and the camera with the laser beam shining at a spot in the middle of the
medium.
The residual saturation of the medium was calculated by the weight difference between
the dry mass of the medium and the mass at the end of the tests.
9.3.3. Results and Discussion
9.3.3.1. Macroscopic Particle Distribution
Figure 9-4 shows the final particle concentration distribution as a function of the g-level,
while Figure 9-5 shows the retained mass fraction of the particles inside the medium after
the drainage. Figure 9-6 also presents the residual saturation of the medium at the end of
the tests. It is clearly seen that the amount of retained discrete particles appears to be
independent of the g-level, although the residual water saturation is lower at the higher g-
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level. In addition, the retained mass is comparable to the entrapped particle mass during the
particle transport of the saturated experiments (see Chapter 5).
9.3.3.2. Microscopic Observations
Microsocopic images were taken in a temporal order while the water surface was drawn
down during fluid drainage for the 1-g test. Figure 9-7 shows the sequence of the images,
in which (a) shows initial particle distribution in the saturated medium before the drainage
started, (b) the particle movement when air-water interface was passing, and (c) the
particle and moisture distribution after the air-water interface had passed. The discrete
particles were concentrated at the air-water interface and were "scavenged" as the interface
passed.
Figure 9-8 shows the final particle distribution at each g-level. First, for all the g-levels,
the particles stay on the air-water interface of the pendular rings after the drainage finished.
In addition, the particles entrapped at the solid-solid contact points (contact entrapment)
stayed the same, since the air-water interface was not able to reach those particles. Second,
although the size of the pendular rings was reduced by the higher g-levels, the particles are
still retained in the rings. In addition, the particles appeared to be retained by the film
straining on the surface of the glass beads although the film thickness was not well
captured by the images, especially for the high g-levels (10g and 25g).
In summary, the air-water interface scavenges the particles while it moves down during
the drainage, so the particles staying in the pore fluid and the particles retained by surface
entrapment are swept off by the air-water interface. However, some of the scavenged
particles are also retained by film straining on the surface of the beads and at the air-water
interface of the pendular rings while they are moving down. The particles retained by the
contact entrapment remain stationary regardless of the pore water drainage, because the
air-water interface couldn't reach them.
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9.4. FUTURE EXPERIMENTS
The discrete particle behavior in an unsaturated porous medium was well observed by
the visualization technique developed here. The particle scavenging by the air-water
interface, the particle adsorption on the air-water interface of the pendular rings, and the
particle retaining by film straining were all well captured by the technique.
This result suggests that particle transport tests in unsaturated porous media using the
materials and experimental set up used here has the potential to significantly contribute to
investigations involving unsaturated particle transport. The experiments can be conducted
under various physical and chemical conditions, changing the moisture content, particle
size, flow velocity, and pore fluid chemistry.
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Table 9-1 Centrifuge scaling relationships for flow phenomena with a scale factor of n.
Parameter Prototype/model ratio
Gravity, g 1/n
Macroscopic length, z n
Microscopic length, d 1
Pore fluid velocity, v 1/n
Time n2
Fluid pressure, p 1
Hydraulic conductivity 1/n
Soil intrinsic permeability 1
Soil porosity, n 1
Fluid density, p 1
Fluid viscosity, p 1
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Figure 9-6 Residual saturation of the porous medium after the drainage tests for the g-




Figure 9-7 Sequential microscopic images while the pore water was being drained at 1g:
(a) initially saturated with particle suspension; (b) when the air-water interface was
passing; and (c) after the air-water interface passed.
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This research was conducted to directly observe discrete particle transport in a porous
medium, and to characterize the mechanisms that govern particle behavior. Although
particle transport in porous media has been the subject of a broad range of intensive
research, traditional methods to examine and predict particle behavior contain inherent
limitations. Indeed, experimental results have been recently obtained that cannot be
explained by traditional methods of investigation, but might be well explained through
direct observations of particle behavior. Consequently, this research was planned and
conducted to increase insight into discrete particle transport in porous media by providing
direct, spatially resolved observations of particle behavior in the interior of a porous
medium in real time.
This study mainly concentrated on laboratory experiments, involving a new particle
visualization technique. The new technique, that includes a high power laser, micro-sized
fluorescent particles, a translucent porous medium, and digital image processing, was
successfully developed, and its effectiveness tested and proved. Macroscopic concentration
distributions and the microscopic movement of discrete particles were directly observed
with the technique.
The experimental investigation performed using the visualization technique consisted of
three parts. The first part, which was the main experimental component of this study, was
observation of the transport behavior of discrete particles during downward transport.
Negatively charged, non-Brownian particles were introduced into a saturated porous
medium, consisting of glass beads and water, and forced to travel from the top to the
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bottom of the medium. Particle behavior was monitored and analyzed during the transport.
Flow velocity and surface roughness of the glass beads were the dependent variables that
were investigated. Particle behavior was observed at both the macroscopic and microscopic
levels. The macroscopic and microscopic observations were analyzed and compared to find
the dominant mechanisms governing transport. The mechanisms were further interpreted to
support the hypothesis that gravitational forces significantly influenced particle behavior
under the conditions that were investigated. In addition, modeling work was performed in
order to predict particle behavior mathematically, and to study the kinetic parameters
governing particle behavior.
From the results of downward transport tests it was concluded that gravity was the main
factor influencing particle behavior for the experimental set up. In order to further study
the influence of gravity on particle behavior, upward transport experiments were also
conducted. The upward transport tests used the same physical/ chemical conditions as the
downward transport experiments, except that the flow direction was reversed. The results
of these tests were used to support the conclusions drawn from the results of the downward
transport tests.
Finally, some drainage experiments using the geotechnical centrifuge were conducted.
The particle distribution inside the medium was observed by the visualization technique
after the medium was drained at different gravitational levels. The influence of the
existence of air as well as water in the porous medium was investigated with respect to
particle behavior. The results of the tests have application to the further study of particle
transport behavior in a partially saturated porous medium.
10.2. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
10.2.1. Equipment Development
A new technique for visualizing discrete particle transport in the interior of a porous
medium was presented. The technique, which includes the construction of a translucent
medium and the use of laser induced fluorescence for particle tracking, was used to
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examine particle transport behavior in porous media. The technique successfully captured
particle behavior in the interior of the porous medium.
By a thorough evaluation processes, the experimental method was tested for
repeatability and reliability. This evaluation demonstrated that the method enables reliable
data acquisition at the macroscopic level and qualitative observations of particle behavior
at the microscopic level. Reliable data analysis was made possible by a precise calibration
process. Mass balance calculations that were conducted after each particle transport
experiment, together with a series of dye tests, showed the experimental method developed
provides an excellent representation of particle behavior.
10.2.2. Downward Particle Transport
10.2.2.1. Main Mechanisms
The main mechanisms that govern downward particle transport were particle
entrapment and hindrance inside the medium as well as advection and dispersion in mobile
pore fluid. Particle entrapment occurred when particles were collected firmly inside the
medium, hence they were not likely to be reentrained into the pore fluid, while particle
hindrance occurred when particles were collected non-firmly and were then reentrained
back into mobile pore fluid, so that the overall particle transport appeared to be retarded.
The two main mechanisms - entrapment and hindrance, were observed at both the
macroscopic and microscopic levels. Macroscopically, the particles were seen to
breakthrough the porous medium later than a dye tracer indicating particle hindrance.
Furthermore, the maximum breakthrough concentration was lower than the injected
particle concentration indicating particle entrapment. The same phenomena were also
observed in the temporal particle concentration change inside the medium, where the local
particle concentration was seen to linearly increase at a location inside the medium even
though the particles were injected into the top of the medium at a constant concentration.
Some of the accumulated particles were removed during the particle flushing stage of an
experiment (hindrance), while the others remained filtered by the medium (entrapment).
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Microscopically, particles were collected either on the top surface of the glass beads or
at bead-bead contact points during the particle injection stage. During the particle flushing
stage, the collected particles, usually on the top surface of the glass beads, were reentrained
into the mobile pore fluid. The microscopic observations clearly showed that entrapment
and hindrance occurred both on the top surface of the glass beads and at solid-solid contact
points during the downward transport experiments.
The entrapped particles at solid-solid contact points, contact entrapment, formed
crescent shaped particle clusters that were concave downward. Particles were strained
physically (collected) at contact points where the pendular space was smaller than the
particle size.
Some of the entrapped particles remained on top surfaces of the glass beads, surface
entrapment, resembling snow on a roof. This surface entrapment behavior was an
unexpected phenomenon due to the high negative surface potential of the glass beads and
the particles, which led to unfavorable attachment conditions. The experiments performed
with the smooth beads revealed that surface roughness plays a significant role in surface
entrapment behavior. Minimal surface entrapment was observed during experiments
performed with smooth beads, indicating that the surface roughness hold particles against
the fluid drag force in the rough bead packs.
The combined action of collection and reentrainment of particles resulted in hindrance
behavior on/ near the top surface of the glass beads, and possibly at solid-solid contact
points. Possible mechanisms for the hindrance behavior include the fact that particles stay
around slow flow or stagnant regions for some time before returning to fast flow regions,
hydrodynamic capture [Lee and Koplik, 1999; Ghidaglia et al, 1996] and the fact that some
particles are non-firmly collected on surface roughness or at solid-solid contact points and
perturbed back into mobile fluid by other particles passing near by.
This work represents the first time that the mechanisms and the location of particle
entrapment and hindrance were directly observed at both the macroscopic and microscopic
levels, and compared to each other. The findings that have arisen through the observations
made in the thesis represent a significant contribution to the study of discrete particle
transport in porous media.
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10.2.2.2. Driving Force
The particle entrapment and hindrance behavior largely consist of two steps. First,
particles have to approach the entrapment and hindrance sites. Second, particles that have
approached the sites have to be collected (entrapment) or reentrained (hindrance) in some
way.
The driving force for particle approach with respect to entrapment behavior is
gravitational sedimentation. The microscopic observations revealed that particles are
collected on the top surface of the glass beads during surface entrapment. In addition, the
particles entrapped at solid-solid contact points make crescent shapes that are concave
downward. These observations provide the evidence that the particles are drawn to the
entrapment sites by gravity.
The collection mechanism with respect to contact entrapment is physical straining as a
result of the sizes of the particles and the particle pathway. If the pathway is smaller than
the particles, the particles get stuck.
The collection mechanism with respect to surface entrapment is physical interlocking as
a result of surface roughness. When a particle lies behind a surface feature that protrudes
on a glass bead surface, the particle can remain stuck there if the torque generated by the
force of gravity and the surface forces between the particles and the glass beads exceeds
the overturning torque generated by fluid drag force.
The driving force for particle approach to the hindrance sites is also gravity. The
hindrance sites are slow flow or stagnant regions near the top surface of the glass beads for
downward flow, or insufficient physical collection by surface roughness or straining.
The possible reentrainment mechanisms for hindered particles are particle-particle
collision, microscopic fluid perturbation by passing particles, and gravity. Particles that
have approached hindrance sites are reentrained and transferred to faster flow regions by
the mechanisms mentioned above.
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10.2.2.3. Variance in Behavior across the Medium
Simple modeling results with a mathematical model that has constant spatial values of
entrapment and hindrance rates show that the entrapment and hindrance behavior has more
variance across the medium than predicted. This kind of phenomenon was also found in
other recent experimental studies [Bolster et al., 1999; Redman et al., 2001; Bradford et al.,
2002].
For this study, the high variance across the medium was mainly caused by spatial rate
distributions as a result of the particle size distribution. Gravity was the main driving force
both for entrapment and for hindrance, as discussed before. The particle size distribution
caused different values of entrapment and hindrance rates for heavier and lighter particles.
Surface entrapment concentrations were initially higher close to the particle injection
point, before decreasing to values that were approximately constant below about the mid
depth of the medium. It is hypothesized that higher surface entrapment concentrations
close to the particle injection point were caused by filtering of larger diameter particles,
which had higher entrapment rates and thus a greater probability of reaching a solid surface.
It is further speculated that there existed a specific range of larger particles that was easily
removed from the flow. The removal of these particle meant that below the mid-depth of
the medium, the particles in suspension were all equally susceptible to surface entrapment.
Thus, surface entrapment concentrations became stable.
The trend of hindrance concentrations was similar to that of surface entrapment
concentrations. The driving force behind particle hindrance is also gravity. Therefore,
bigger particles are hindered more in the area close to the particle injection point.
In contrast to surface entrapment and hindrance, contact entrapment was lowest at the
top of the medium, before increasing to a value that remained approximately constant at
mid-depth, although the driving force was the same, namely gravity. This fact is thought to
be caused by the accessibility to the entrapment sites of the particles. Specifically, the low
contact entrapment concentrations close to the particle source were thought to be the result
of early straining of larger particles at the contact points, which blocked access to pendular
pore space that might otherwise have entrapped smaller particles.
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10.2.2.4. Effects of Fluid Velocity
The concentration of entrapped and hindered particles decreased with increasing flow
velocity. The trends with flow velocity can be explained by two factors. First, preferential
pathways for particle migration reduce with flow velocity [Sirivithayapakorn and Keller,
2003], suggesting that particle interactions with contact points would have increased as the
flow velocity decreased. Second, the ratio of body forces (cc particle size) to viscous forces
(cc fluid velocity) increases as flow velocity decreases. Thus, more particles would have
been driven to collection sites by sedimentation at slower velocities and fewer particles
would have been remobilized by hydrodynamic scour. Both factors point to an increase in
entrapment and hindrance with decreasing flow velocity, as was observed.
10.2.2.5. Effects of Surface Roughness
Surface entrapment is caused by physical interlocking of particles on sites with surface
roughness. Hence, the particles will not be entrapped on glass bead surface under the
chemical conditions of the experiments if surface roughness is absent. When surface
roughness is absent, contact entrapment is the only mechanism representing the particle
entrapment. During this work, contact entrapment was assumed to be the same for both the
rough beads and the smooth beads.
Particle hindrance concentrations close to the particle injection point were similar for
the rough and the smooth beads. However, with depth particle hindrance concentrations
became much smaller in the rough beads, especially at the medium and slow flow
velocities. This can be explained by the fact that particles that came into contact with the
rough bead surfaces had the opportunity to be entrapped, and this was not the case for the
smooth beads The population of hindered particles decreased with depth in the rough beads
and remained constant below mid-depth in the smooth beads. The decrease in the
concentration of hindered particles with depth in the top half of the smooth beads was
explained by the nature of contact entrapment in the upper portion of the medium. Particles
that would otherwise have been firmly held in the pendular pore space were instead
temporarily hindered on the top of the larger strained particle, thereby decreasing the
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concentration of contact entrapped particles, as discussed before, but increasing the
concentration of hindered particles.
Curiously, in the bottom half of the medium, hindered concentrations tend to a similar
value for the rough beads regardless of the fluid velocity. The average diameter of mobile
particles in the bottom of the rough bead medium would have been larger at the high fluid
velocity that the low fluid velocity. Thus, large particles at the fast flow rate appeared to be
behaving like small particles at the slow flow rate, confirming that particle behavior was
determined by the relative weight of the viscous and body forces that were in play during
an experiment.
10.2.2.6. Kinetics
The collection rate by entrapment was found to be linearly related to the settling
velocity of the particles for an experiment conducted at a slow flow velocity in a rough
bead pack. Bigger particles had the higher collection rates while the smaller particles had
the lower collection rates. Again, the distribution of collection rate caused by the particle
weight difference resulted in more particle entrapment at the top of the medium where
particles were injected, and less entrapment at the bottom of the medium where they were
eluted.
The collection rate by surface entrapment decreased as flow velocity increased, while
that of contact entrapment increased slightly with flow velocity. It seems that surface
entrapment rate is highly affected by the ratio of body force and viscous force.
The collection rate of hindrance was also linearly related to the settling velocity of the
particles. However, the collection rate of hindrance increased as the flow velocity
increased, in contrast to entrapment. The ratio between the hindrance collection rate and
the entrapment collection rate increased with flow velocity, confirming that the particles
that approached rough bead surfaces were not well firmly collected at the higher flow
velocity.
The ratio between the collection rate and the reentrainment rate of hindered particles
represents how many of the particles are retarded by the medium. The ratio decreased as
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the particle size increased, meaning that bigger particles were hindered more than smaller
particles. This is the reason why more particles are hindered at the top of the medium than
at the bottom of the medium.
A new model with rate distributions that are dependent on particle size predicted better
the variance in particle behavior across the medium than the model with constant spatial
values of the rates, especially for the entrapment behavior. However, the new model still
did not explain the gradual descending breakthrough concentration during the particle
flushing stage, and the high variation of hindrance concentration inside the medium. It is
believed that this is because the new model did not incorporate particle-particle interaction,
microscopic perturbation of viscous forces, and preferential pathways for the pore fluid.
10.2.3. Upward Particle Transport
10.2.3.1. Basic Characteristics and Comparison with Downward Transport
The basic characteristics of upward particle transport are enhanced entrapment behavior
and no or little hindrance behavior, compared to the downward transport results. This was
shown both in the particle breakthrough data and from the local temporal concentration
change inside the medium. The particle breakthrough was not retarded and the maximum
observed breakthrough concentration was found to be lower than comparable
concentrations during downward transport under the same conditions. Particles were seen
to accumulate linearly inside the medium with little evidence of hindrance from the interior
concentration data. The accumulated particles were reentrained into the pore fluid at a
higher rate during Phase D of the experiments.
In addition, in contrast to the downward transport experiments, there was no distinct
difference between the rough bead tests and the smooth bead tests. Thus, surface roughness
did not appear to affect the entrapment.
The microscopic images illustrated two types of entrapment, contact entrapment and
surface entrapment, the same for downward transport. Contact entrapment is the particle
collection at the solid-solid contact areas, while surface entrapment describes mechanisms
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by which the particles stay on the surface of the glass beads. Just as for the contact
entrapment during downward particle transport, the particles entrapped at the contact
points formed crescent shaped clusters that were concave downward. Particles also stayed
on top surface of the glass beads creating the "snow-on-roofs" feature, as for the
downward particle transport.
10.2.3.2. Mechanisms
The fact that the shapes and locations of the particle entrapment are the same as the
downward transport clearly proves that particle approach to the entrapment sites during
upward flow is driven by gravity. However, the particle collection mechanism is different.
It is hypothesized that particles moving along with the flow field are drawn by gravity to
the stagnant places on top surface of the glass beads and at solid-solid contact points, and
become immobile. Therefore, entrapment during upward particle transport is mainly
caused by particles resting in flow stagnation zones, while entrapment during downward
particle transport is physical interlocking at surface roughness and solid-solid contact
points. This hypothesis is also supported by the fact that surface roughness makes little
difference to particle entrapment during upward transport.
There was no hindrance behavior observed during upward particle transport. This fact
supports the hypothesis that hindrance behavior during downward transport is particle
transfer by gravity to slow flow regions or insufficient entrapment of particles near the top
surface of the glass beads (upstream). Since particles cannot be transferred to near the
upstream glass bead surface (bottom surface) by gravity for the upward particle transport,
the hindrance behavior that exists for the downward particle transport does not occur.
10.2.3.3. Kinetics
The entrapment rate was higher for the upward particle transport than for the downward
particle transport, meaning that more particles were collected inside the medium. In
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addition, slightly higher reentrainment rate of entrapped particles was found for the upward
particle transport compared to the rates found for downward transport.
Again, the particle size distribution caused the distribution of the parameter values, e.g.,
the collection and reentrainment rates. This is the reason why the particle behavior inside
the medium shows higher change across the medium than predicted by a model using
constant values of the parameters. Therefore, when discrete particle transport needs to be
predicted, the heterogeneity of the physical/chemical factors, e.g., particle size, must be
considered in modeling.
10.2.4. Drainage Experiments
The discrete particle behavior in an unsaturated porous medium was well observed by
the visualization technique developed here. The particle scavenging by the air-water
interface, the particle adsorption on the air-water interface of the pendular rings, and the
particle retention by film straining, as proposed by Wan and Tokunaga [1997], were all
well captured by the technique.
Macroscopic particle concentration data revealed that the amount of retained discrete
particles appeared to be independent of the g-level, although the residual water saturation
was lower at higher g-levels. In addition, the retained mass was comparable to the
entrapped particle mass during particle transport of the saturated experiments where
particles were introduced into the medium at the same velocity of particle introduction for
the drainage experiments.
Microscopic images showed that the air-water interface scavenged the particles while it
moved down during the drainage. Thus, the particles staying in the pore fluid and the
particles retained by surface entrapment were swept off by the air-water interface.
However, some of the scavenged particles were also retained by film straining on the
surface of the beads and at the air-water interface of the pendular rings while they were
moving downward. The particles retained by contact entrapment remained stationary
regardless of the pore water drainage, because the air-water interface couldn't reach them.
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10.3. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
10.3.1. Experimental Work
10.3.1.1. Particle Size Dependence
It was found that the particle size distribution was the main cause of the high variance in
particle behavior across the medium. Hence, it would be very useful if experiments with
each particle size were conducted. The individual behavior relevant to each particle size
could then be determined and compared with the experimental results presented here. In
that way, it would be possible to see if a uniform particle size can eliminate the high
variance seen in behavior across the medium, and if the combined behavior for each
particle size is comparable to the experimental results presented here. However, it should
be noted that particle-particle interactions may cause differences between the results
obtained by combining the parameters obtained from experiments with individual particle
sizes and the experimental results of mixed particle sizes. Thus, it might also be interesting
to conduct experiments with particles of two or three different sizes instead of just one size,
in order to investigate more the influence of different particle sizes on particle transport
behavior.
10.3.1.2. Sub-Micron Sized Particles
Sub-micron (nano) sized particles can also cause significant environmental effects.
Nano particles can be contaminants themselves, harmful to living organisms, or can be a
carrier of contaminants, e.g., colloid-facilitated transport. The physical and chemical
properties of particles change as the size of a particle decreases. Visualization experiments
studying nano particle behavior using the technique developed here will be useful to
advancing understanding of colloid behavior in porous media..
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10.3.1.3. Effects of Various Chemical Conditions
For this research, the chemical condition was set as an unfavorable attractive force
between the glass beads and the particles. It has been reported that various chemical
conditions, including solution pH, ionic strength, surfactant concentrations, etc, affect
particle transport in porous media. Thus, it would be useful if the results presented here
were compared to new experimental results obtained under the different chemical
conditions that affect particle behavior.
10.3.1.4. Microbial Transport
Microbial transport has been widely studied because various microorganisms can cause
serious environmental problems. In the case of microorganism transport, factors like
motility, chemotaxis, growth and decay are also important in addition to factors relating to
discrete particle behavior [Scheibe and Wood, 2003]. Visualization approaches have been
developed for studying microbial transport in porous media [Hendry et al., 1997;
Castenson, 2000]. Microbial transport experiments combining some of these techniques
with the visualization technique developed here could provide new insight into microbial
behavior in porous media.
10.3.1.5. Unsaturated Media
Discrete particle behavior in an unsaturated porous medium was well observed by the
visualization technique developed here, as shown in the report of the drainage experiments.
Particle scavenging by the air-water interface, particle adsorption on the air-water interface
of the pendular rings, and particle retention by film straining were all well captured.
This result suggests that particle transport tests in unsaturated porous media using the
materials and experimental set up used here could produce a lot of insight into particle
behavior under unsaturated conditions. Unsaturated transport experiments could be
conducted under various physical and chemical conditions that examined variation in
moisture content, particle size, flow velocity, and pore fluid chemistry.
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10.3.2. Modeling Work
As discussed before, the model presented here does not incorporate particle-particle
interaction, microscopic perturbation of viscous forces, and preferential pathways of the
pore fluid. Development of a model that can explain all of these phenomena is a very
useful next step.
In addition, other simulation approaches, such as three dimensional trajectory analysis
and network models, could be advanced by incorporating the mechanisms found here.
Development and execution of advanced models using such techniques could contribute to
the successful prediction of discrete particle behavior in porous media.
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Figure A-I Mass balance calculations during RF-1.
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Figure A-2 Mass balance calculations during RF-2.
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Figure A-3 Mass balance calculations during RM-1.
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Figure A-5 Mass balance calculations during RM-3.
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Figure A-6 Mass balance calculations during RM-4.
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Figure A-7 Mass balance calculations during RS-1.
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Figure A-8 Mass balance calculations during RS-2.
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Figure A-9 Mass balance calculations during RS-3.
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Figure A-1I1 Mass balance calculations during R3-2.
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Figure A- 12 Mass balance calculations during SF- 1.
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Figure A-13 Mass balance calculations during SF-2.
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Figure A-15 Mass balance calculations during SM-1.
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Figure A-17 Mass balance calculations during SM-3.
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Figure A-18 Mass balance calculations during SM-4.
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Figure A-19 Mass balance calculations during SM-5.
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Figure A-21 Mass balance calculations during SS-2.
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Figure A-23 Mass balance calculations during S3-1.
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Figure A-25 Mass balance calculations during RU-2.
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Figure A-26 Mass balance calculations during SU-1.
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Figure B-1 Particle breakthrough concentrations with the rough beads at the fast flow
velocity (RF): (a) raw data from each test and (b) averaged value. Note that the change
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Figure B-2 Particle breakthrough concentrations with the rough beads at the medium flow
velocity (RM): (a) raw data from each test and (b) averaged value. Note that the change
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Figure B-3 Particle breakthrough concentrations with the rough beads at the slow flow
velocity (RS): (a) raw data from each test and (b) averaged value. Note that the change
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Figure B-4 Particle breakthrough concentrations with the smooth beads at the fast flow
velocity (SF): (a) raw data from each test and (b) averaged value. Note that the change
from the particle injection stage to the particle flushing stage is adjusted to 10 PVs for (b).
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Figure B-5 Particle breakthrough concentrations with the smooth beads at the medium
flow velocity (SM): (a) raw data from each test and (b) averaged value. Note that the















Figure B-6 Particle breakthrough concentrations with the smooth beads at the slow flow
velocity (SS): (a) raw data from each test and (b) averaged value. Note that the change
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Figure B-8 Particle breakthrough concentrations of the three step flushing test with the
smooth beads (S3-1).
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Figure B-9 Particle breakthrough concentrations of the upward flow tests with the rough
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Figure B-10 Particle breakthrough concentrations of the upward flow tests with the smooth
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Figure C-I (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the rough beads at the fast flow velocity (RF): (a) 2.29cm, (b) 4.32cm, (c) 6.52cm,
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Figure C-I (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the rough beads at the fast flow velocity (RF): (a) 2.29cm, (b) 4.32cm, (c) 6.52cm,
(d) 8.60cm, (e) 10.89cm, (f) 12.97cm, and (e) 15.42cm from the injection point.
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Figure C-2 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the rough beads at the medium flow velocity (RM): (a) 1.94cm, (b) 4.28cm, (c)
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Figure C-2 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the rough beads at the medium flow velocity (RM): (a) 1.94cm, (b) 4.28cm, (c)
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Figure C-3 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the rough beads at the slow flow velocity (RS): (a) 1.84cm, (b) 3.83cm, (c) 5.99cm,
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Figure C-3 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the rough beads at the slow flow velocity (RS): (a) 1.84cm, (b) 3.83cm, (c) 5.99cm,
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Figure C-4 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the smooth beads at the fast flow velocity (SF): (a) 2.31cm, (b) 4.74cm, (c) 6.96cm,
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Figure C-4 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the smooth beads at the fast flow velocity (SF): (a) 2.31cm, (b) 4.74cm, (c) 6.96cm,
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Figure C-5 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the smooth beads at the medium flow velocity (SM): (a) 1.74cm, (b) 3.92cm, (c)
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Figure C-5 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the smooth beads at the medium flow velocity (SM): (a) 1.74cm, (b) 3.92cm, (c)
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Figure C-6 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the smooth beads at the slow flow velocity (SS): (a) 1.93cm, (b) 4.04cm, (c) 6.42cm,
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Figure C-6 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
with the smooth beads at the slow flow velocity (SS): (a) 1.93cm, (b) 4.04cm, (c) 6.42cm,
(d) 8.61cm, (e) 10.81cm, (f) 12.96cm, and (e) 15.26cm from the injection point.
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Figure C-7 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
during the three step flushing test with the rough beads, R3-1: (a) 1.64cm, (b) 3.46cm, (c)
5.59cm, (d) 7.88cm, (e) 10.14cm, (f) 12.24cm, and (e) 14.83cm from the injection point.
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Figure C-7 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
during the three step flushing test with the rough beads, R3-1: (a) 1.64cm, (b) 3.46cm, (c)
5.59cm, (d) 7.88cm, (e) 10.14cm, (f) 12.24cm, and (e) 14.83cm from the injection point.
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Figure C-8 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
during the three step flushing test with the rough beads, R3-1: (a) 2.04cm, (b) 4.41cm, (c)
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Figure C-8 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
during the three step flushing test with the rough beads, R3-1: (a) 2.04cm, (b) 4.41cm, (c)
6.64cm, (d) 8.79cm, (e) 10.86cm, (f) 12.86cm, and (e) 14.95cm from the injection point.
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Figure C-9 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
for the upward flow tests with the rough beads (RU): (a) 1.70cm, (b) 3.80cm, (c) 5.83cm,
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Figure C-9 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
for the upward flow tests with the rough beads (RU): (a) 1.70cm, (b) 3.80cm, (c) 5.83cm,
(d) 7.87cm, (e) 10.10cm, (f) 12.32cm, and (e) 14.80cm from the injection point.
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Figure C-10 (a) through (d) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
for the upward flow tests with the smooth beads (SU): (a) 1.80cm, (b) 3.81cm, (c) 5.87cm,
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Figure C-10 (e) through (g) Temporal change of particle concentration inside the medium
for the upward flow tests with the smooth beads (SU): (a) 1.80cm, (b) 3.81cm, (c) 5.87cm,





















FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS OF THE
ENTRAPMENT-HINDRANCE MODEL
The governing equations are
ac as a2C aC





where S is the entrapped particle concentration and Sn is the hindered particle
concentration.
The first-order kinetics applies to the entrapment and hindrance. Hence,
as" = k "Co-k 
,See, Setat ent ent n
ashin kf l C e
at ki Cn ent
Equation A-3
Equation A-4
where k, k,, ke,' and k ree are the collection and reentrainment rates for particle
entrapment and hindrance, respectively.
Now, incorporating the Crank-Nicholson scheme for the position differentiations, the
finite difference equation for Equation A-1 is expressed as
Cin"n+ C S n S  n+1 ne ,hi ,i =.5D C'"' -2"* +Cn"h=D +.5D C" -- 2C" +C
At A A* A_
2 A___
1-t t t




where n is the time step index, n is the position step index, At is the time interval, and Ax is
the position interval.
Now, Equation A-5 can be rearranged to
-. 5DAt (Cfl
2 n 1_C C entj - ent,i h - Shini
5uAt
2Ax +1 _
- n+1 + n + 5DAt
* 2 I
.5uAt
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Equation A-6





Then, Equation A-6 becomes
Cn+ -Cn +Sn+ -Sn +Sn+ - Sni ent,i ent,i hin,i hin,i
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Equation A-9
Now, in order to obtain the finite difference expressions for entrapment and hindrance
concentrations, Equation A-3 and Equation A-4 can also be converted to
S"*j - =S" cl C " + C" "ree eti + enti
At ent 2 ent 2
S"*n - n" C"n + C" 
S n+1 S
hini Shini Col + i _ ree hin,i hin,i
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and Equation A-10 and Equation A-11 can be solved in terms of S"". and SnI
nI kc"' At 2-k'ree AtS"* "'t C"'+ C") + _ 'n _S"
entji 2+ k re" At ' ' 2+k reeAt
ent ent
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After inserting Equation A-14 and Equation A-15 intoEquation A-9 and rearranging it,
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Equation A-19K = 2kZt2+k ,"eAt
Now, setting
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Equation A-26
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Equation A-27
Then, the next time step (n+1) particle concentration in the pore fluid can be calculated as
follows




where Ccn _old is an m+1 by 1 matrix used for the calculation, C" is an m+1 by 1 matrix
representing the pore fluid concentration at the current time step (n), C+"1 is an m+1 by 1
matrix representing the pore fluid concentration at the next time step (n+1), S" is an m+1
by 1 matrix representing the entrapment concentration at the current time step (n), and
Sin is an m+1 by 1 matrix representing the hindrance concentration at the current time step
(n).
The entrapment and hindrance particle concentrations at the next step (n+1) can also be
calculated as follows using Equation A-12 and Equation A-13,












where S"+' and S"*1 are m+1 by 1 matrices representing the entrapment and hindrance
concentrations at the next time step (n+1), respectively.
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